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PREFACE

This report covers all work accomplished in the "Development of Emission
Measurement Techniques for Afterburning Turbine Engines" Program conducted
under Contract F33615-73-C-2047 by the General Electric Company, Aircraft
Eagine Group, Cincinnati, Ohio 45215. The report was submitted by the authors

on 19 June 1975.

This program was sponsored by the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory,
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Ohio .15133. The Air Force Project Engineer was Dr. W. S. Blazowski (AFAPL/
SF1).

The General Electric Program Managers were R. A. Monteferrante and, later,
A. L. Meyer; the Technical Program Manager was D. W. Bahr; the Principal
Investigator was Dr. T. F. Lyon.

Valuable contributions to this program were mac'e by the following per-
sonnel of the General Electric Company, Aircraft Engine Group, Engineering
Division. Continuing support and consultation was provided by C. C. Gleason.
The plume modeling effort was directed by M. J. Kenworthy with major contri-
butions by W. C. Colley. Additional computer programming support was s'upplied
by D. R. Ferguson and M. A. Smith. Data reduction procedures were programmed
b% D. W. Rogers and J. Burns: data reduction was performed by V. M. Cecil.

R. C. Williamson and B. W. Stowe contributed to the design of the sampling
and analysis system with C. M. Stanforth directing this effort. Engine emis-
sions testing was performed at the General Electric Edwards Flight Test Center
under the overall direction of C. L. Shumate; engine operation at Edwards
,as stipervised by C. Morgan.

Comprehensive test data acquired in the engine testing phases of this

pror•ram are contained in a separate volume subtitled Supplement I - Engine
Emissions Test Data". Computational routines and operating: instructions for
the plutme model computer progranm developed in this program are contained in a
separate volume subtitled "Supplement 2 - Coxnputer Progzrami User's Manual".
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SECTION 1.0

INTRODUCTION

Up to this time, development of emissions measurement techniques
generally has been concerned only with nonafterburning engines. Measure-
ment procedures for such engines were first issued by the Society of
Automotive Engineers (ARP 1256, Oct. 1971). Proceduxes adopted by the
EPA as part of the methods for Control of Pollution from Aircraft Engines
(Federal Register July 17, 1973) are based on the SAE procedures. These
techniques for nonafterburning engines require rather limited sampling
at the nozzle exit plane, which is adequate since the exhaust concentrations
are fairly uniform across the nozzle diameter except for mixed-flow turbofan

* engines. In addition, uncooled probes are generally adequate sincL the
exhaust temperatures are moderate.

In contrast, local temperatures at the exhaust plane of afterburning
engines can reach 3600" F. These extremely high temperatures can result in
continued reactions downstream of the exhaust plane, so that exhaust plane
measurements would yield emissions levels which are not representative of
the actual contribution to atmospheric pollution. In addition, the high
exhaust plane temperatures can cause continued reactions within the sampling
probe, necessitating careful design of the probe to quench the reactions
at the probe entrance.

Since existing measurement procedures are not applicable to afterburning
engines, this program was undertaken to provide the definition, development,
and demonstration of emissions measurement techniques for afterburning
turbine engines.

A key part of this program has been the development of a computerized
analytical model of the simultaneous mixing and chemical reaction processes
that can occur in the plumes of afterburning engines, This model was
developed so that local concentrations of the various exhaust gases, at any
axial station and radial position downstream of the engine exhaust nozzle,
may be calculated from the initial exhaust plane values. This highly complex
and sophisticated model not only permits calculation of final emissions
levels from exhaust plane data, but also permits investigation of the effects
of such factors as engine size, ambient conditions, altitude, flight Mach
number, etc.

The program was divided into three phases. Phase I, completed in
October 1973, was the system definition study. This phase involved develop-
ment of the analytical model of the exhaust plume and preliminary planning
of the emission me:asurement system to be used on the engine tests. In
Phase II, the emissions measurement system was constructed and tnstallVd at
the General Electric Edwards Flight Test Center at Edwards Air Force Base.
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Detailed emissions measurements were made throughout the plumes of two
afterburnting engines, a J85-5 and a J79-15. The measured emissions levels
were compared with the predictions of the analytical studies of Phase 1.
Phase III consisted of refinement of the measurement system and plume model,
and definition of the final emissions measurement procedures in a format
similar to that of SAE ARP 1256. Emissions measurements on the same two
engines were then made to demonstrate these procedures. Emissions tests on
the F101 engine, originally planne" as part of this program, were not per-
formed due to unavailability of a .. ;t engine.

The finalized measurement procedure, described in a format similar
to that used for SAE ARP 1256, is presented as Appendix B of this report.
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SECTION 2.0

SUMMARY

This program was undertaken to provide the definition, development, and
demonstration of emissions measurement techniques for afterburning turbine
engines. The study involved both analytical and experimental investigation
of emissions levels at the exhaust plane and subsequent changes of the
emissions levels in the exhaust plume.

Analytical procedures were developed and combined with existing pro-
cedures to form a model of the exhaust plume of afterburning turbojet or
turbofan engines. The model repr.&sents those features of the gas flow which
influence the consumption of gaseous contaminant emissions in the vlume.
These features include:

1. Time-average turbulent mixing of each element of the axisy-
metric exhaust jet into adjacent elements and the mixing of
ambient air into the hot gas

2. Time-varying composition (heterogeneity) of the gas flow
past each point in space

3. Generation and decay of gas heterogeneity in the plume

4. Alteration of instantaneous gas composition by mixing with
gas from adjacent parts of the flow and by homogenization

5. Consumption of gaseous contaminants by rate-limited chemical
reactions.

Input to the model includes data from a probe survey of the engine
exhaust stream, together with properties of the fuel and ambient air and
parameters of the engine cycle. Based on this input, the model predicts
profiles of velocity, fuel, and contaminant concentrations at various axial
locations in the plume and overall residual emissions indices derived from
integration of these profiles.

The primary use intended for the model is to estimate the true
residual emissions released into the atmosphere, based upon emissions
measurements made at the afterburner exhaust plane. This procedure is
useful in applications where direct sampling of the mixed and cooled
exhaust plume is not practical, such as engine tests in enclosed test
cells. The model is also capable of accommodating a moving environment,
which makes it useful in estimating contaminant consumption in the plume
under high-altitude, high-speed flipht conditions.
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An afterl, truer emissions measurement system was designed, con'structed,
ind set up at the (hmeral Electric Edwards, Flight 'rest Center at Edwards
Air Force b~ase, California. Afterburner emissions measureMentS were made
on J85-5 and J79-15 engines at four power levels from military to maximumI afterburning. At each power level, measurements were made a:-t five axial
stations: from the noz.zle exit to 30 feet aft of the .J85 and to 60 fivt
aft of thle J79. At each axial station, measurementc; were mnde at approxi-
mately 24 radial locations across the plume. Data from these tests indi-I cate that hydrocarbons are. most reactive in the plumie, with significant
consumption observed at all afterburtier power settings. At maximum after-f burner power setting, all of the hydrocarbons initially in the exhJaust art,
ultimately consumed by thle plume reactions. Carbon monoxide Is less re-
active, with large reductions occurring only at the higher afterburner
power settings. No slgniffr'ant change in oxides of nitrogen was observed

in the plume at any power setting.

A dat a cc die~tf I iurOCediire was developed whiichi Is wel S1 sit' Led
LeVdi tldionI of emissions Imdi ces at locations far downstream from the engine,
where CXtretnely low emissions concentrations are encountered. I'li sI
method involves plotting thle emission concentrations against C02 COncenUlt
tion. At axial stationis far enough removed from the engine that mixing and
plume r ections are complete, this plot becomes a straight line, the lp

of which is related to the emission index.inie ne utbecni~i~

The rocdur ha alo ben oun usfulat locations where mixing anld
reacion ar no Coplee. n tesecases, the nonlinear -_,rves arp Intel-
pretblein erm ofthe egre o miingand reactions occurring at thait

An afterburner emissions measurement procedure was formulated and
described In a fox-mat similar to that used in ART 1 256. "fhe procudure
consi sts; of two parts. Part A, the Far Plume Method, describes the
prOceduro tar emiss ions measurements at axial stations far remroved I cciii

thW Ongi Iie e!xhaust plant,. Thbis is thv p roeffered proL:L'dire , and datai
*reduction methodS arc based on the slope? method deic ribed above. IIn Caise

the required test facilities ace not. avatlable for using this procedure,
*an alternate procedure, thle Near Plume Method, is also de~scribed. Tri, is

method invulves meaSUrement of emiss ions at the nozzle exit p lane, along
with total pressure mensurements to properly mass weight tht! lo Ical k-1LLn
Data reduction for the Near Plume procedure ulilizes the plume model com-
pu~ter program to cdlculate the quantity of contaminants ul1tima11tely kejeCtLId
inlto thle atmosphere.

A finial ser,%ý of umissions measuremurnts on both thle iJ85 and A ;Y ~
weLre maide to demonstrate 'ihese aftorburner emidssions measurement pr0Lk'11nr' -



This fitlial test serit.s showed that reliable emissions mtzlsur'rits C'tt

be made on afterburning engines by both the Near Plumi. and the Fat- P1 It'M
test umkthods. The Far Ptlumie proctedure provides more accurate overao 1
rtist1ts , esp.t'eiallv whtuii large changes In emissions It-v, ls occur in tilt-
II 1 timte



SECTION 3.0

AFTERBURNER EMISSIONS MEASUREMNT SYSTEM DEFINITION

System definition studies were performed in Phase I of the program,
which involved assessment of afterburner emissions characteristic,. and
assessment of measurement system selection considerations, The me-.surement
system to be used for the Phase II engine emission tests was also *:-fined
in Phase I. Included in system definition was the design of the droles to
be used for the engine tests. These activities are described in tLis
section of the report.

3.1 AFTERBURNER EMISSIONS CHARACTERISTICS

Emissions from augmentor combustion systems are geneýrally sinilar to
emissions from main engine combustors in that the primary objectionable
pollutants consist of carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (H1C), oxides of
nitrogen (NOx), and particulate emissions. The CO and HC emissions generally
are products of inefficient combustion, and, since CO results from partial
oxidation of the fuel, CO tends to occur where high HC concentrations exist.
However, at high afterburning power levels, where the fuel-air mixture mny
be stoichiometric or greater, very high levels of equilibrium CC may exist.
In these regions, temperatures are too high for HC to persist. The general
tendency in afterburners, thus, is that the CO concentrations are highest
in regions of highest temperatures, while both CO and HC may exist in low
temperature regions.

For most afterLurning aircraft engines, the main engine operates at its
maximum power conditions as the afterburner power is modulated over its
entire range. This maximum power level of the main engine is referred to as
military or intermediate rated power. The emissions from the mainburner
whien enter the afterburner are, thus, the same regardless of afterburner
power level. The CO and HC from the main engine tend to be consumed in the
afterburner flame when the afterburner is operating. But CO and HC are also
formed within the afterburner, which may result in a net increase or decrease
in CO and HC when operating with afterburner, depending upon the relative
magnitudes of the various cha ges involved.

As for NOx emissions, the chemical kinetics of NO formation are
reasonably well understood and the dominant parameter in NO production is
the maAimum flame temperature. Since the flame temperatures are much higher
in the mainburner, the NO production rates would be expected to be higher
in the mainburner than in the afterburner. However, the kinetics of the Nn
formation process are such that there can be no significant decrease in
total NOX in the afterburner but only an increase. The basic reason for
this is that at the lower temperatures where thermody.aamic equilibrium favors

decrease in overall NO level, the kinetics are too slow to permit any
appreciable change.
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Smoke tends to be generated under very rich, high pressure conditions
such as may be found in the primary zone of main engine combustors. The
smoke generated in augmentors would be expected to be of minor significance
because pressure levels are low, and the fuel-air mixtures are not ms' rich
as in the primary zones of main engine combustors. In fact, it has been
shotn that main combustor smoke is partially consumed in the afterburner
conbustion processes.

The general remarks made here concerning afterburner emissions charac-
teristics refer to the formation of objectionable emissions within the main-
burner and afterburner, and apply to emissions levels to be found at the
nozzle exit plane. The general composition of the exhaust at this station
influences the choice of the sampling and analysis equipment to be used for
the nozzle exit plane measurements.

Until recently, very little information had been available on emissions
-rom afterburning engines. This was due mainly to the rather -;pecialized

probe required for sampling in the high temperature stream. Still ]i'ss
information was available on the extent of reactions in the exhaust plume due
to the extensive facilities required to make such measurements. Table i is
a summary of previously published afterburner emission test data.

3.2 AFTERBURNER PLUME CHARACTERISTICS

The extremely high exhaust plane temperatures produced when operating
turbine engines with afterburners can result in continued reactions down-
stream of the exhaust nozzle. In order to adequately define the emissions
measurement system, it was necessary early in the Phase I efforts to determine
the approximate extent of mixing and chemical reactions occurring within the
plume. These determinations were calculated utilizing the existing JETMIX
and GCKP Programs. The JETMIX program provides the rate of mixing in the
exhaust plume, while the GCKP program provides the overall chemical react icn
rates in the plume, A thorough discussion of both these program is contained
in a later section of this report.

Calculations of radial profiles at various downstream axial stations were
made for three engineb utilizing the J-E'IIX computer program. The F10l engine
was included in these calculations since the original plans for this program
included testing the f'101. A summary of the plume conditions at Max A/B power
and at each selected axial stations, for these three engines, is given in
Table 2. The five axial station.3 selected are at approximately 0, 3 6, 12,
and 24 nozzle diamecers for the J85-5 and J79-15, and at about 0, 2, 4, 8,
and 16 nozzle diameters for the FlI0, as shown in Column 4 of the table. lire
nozzle diameter (Colunb 2) for each engine is that corresponding to the id'al
A9, which is the area that would be required for an isentropic expansion to
ambient pressure.

In Table 2, the fifth through the ninth columns give the static and
total temperature, velocity, total pressure, and Mach number at the plume
centerline. The second sampling station for each engine is near the end of

7
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Table 1. Summary of Previous Afterburner Emissions Test Data.

Axial
Simulated Sampling

Simulated Altitude Location Test
Engine Mach No. -Lf) (ft) Location Reference

TF30-P-3 0-1.3 0-40K 0.75 NASA-Lewis a.

TF30-P-412 0-1.8 0-70K 27 NAPTC b.

J85-5 0 0 0,4,8,16 AEDC c.

YJ93-3 0-2.7 0-75K 0 AEDC d.

J85-13 0-1.5 6.5-42K 0.5 NASA-Lewis e.

Olympus 0 0 33 SNECMA f.

J85-5 1.6-2.0 55-65K 0,14,30 AEDC g.

J58 2.0-2.8 65K 0.2 NASA-Lewis h.

Various 0 0 Various NORIS i.

References to Table 1

a. Diehl, L.A., "Preliminary Investigation of Gaseous Emissions from Jet
Engine Afterburner," NASA TM X-2323 (July 1971).

b. Palcza, J.L., "Study of Altitude and Mach Number Effects on Exhaust Gas
Emissions of an Afterburning Turbofan Engine," FAA-RD-72-31 (Decewbur
1971).

c. Lazolier, G.R. and Gearhart, J.W.. "Measurement of Pollutant Emissions
from an Afterburning Turbojet Engine at Ground Level-H1, Gaseous Emis-
sions," AEDC-TR-72-70 (August 1972).

d. Davidson, D.I. and Domal, A.F., "Emissions Measurements of a J93 Turbo-
jet Engine," FAA-RD-73-66 (September 1973).
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Table 1. Summary of Previous Afterburner Emissions Test Data (concluded).

e. Diehl, L.A., "Measurement of Gaseous Emissions from an Afterburning
Turbojet Engine at Simulated Altitude Conditions," NASA III X-2726 (March
1973),

f. Quillg6vr6, A., et al., "The Concept of Low-Pollution Rate Afterburning
from the Viewpoint of Jet Engine Manufacturers," AGARD-CP-125 (September
1973). (Proceedings of AGARD Conference on Atmospheric Pollution by
Aircraft Engines, held in London, 9-13 April 1973).

g. German, R.C., et al., "Measurement of Exhaust Emissions from a J85-GE-
5B Engine at Simulated High-Altitude, Supersonic, Free-Stream Flight
Conditions," FAA-RD-73-92 (June 1973).

h. Holdeman, J.D., "Gaseous Exhaust Emissions from a J-58 Engine at Simu-
lated Supersonic Flight Conditions," NASA TM X-71532 (April 1974).

i. Longley-Cook, L.A. and Krimmel, J.A., "Aircraft Engine Emissions
Catalog," AESO 101 (Naval Environmental Protection Support Service,
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the potential core, and the centerline conditions decrease rather rapidly
with axial distance after this station. The tenth column gives the jet
diameter, which here is defined as that diametral distance at which the tocai
velocity is 2 percent of the centerline velocity.

Preliminary calculations using GCKP were made to determine the regions
in the exhaust plume of an afterburning engine where significant chemical
reactions take place. Figure 1 shows an example of chemical kinetic calcu-
lations made at the conditions of an augmentor exhaust plume. Stoichiometric
combustion products at equilibrium conditions were assumed to be instan-
taneously mixed with ambient air. The initial CO mole fraction, (Xco)i, for
each mixture is shown in the figure. The progress of the CO consumption
was then monitored with the GCKP program. Reaction progress is shown after
0.1, 1.0, and 10 milliseconds. The curves illustrate that the maximum consump-
tion rate occurs near an equivalence ratio of 0.5, with much slower rates at
the lower temperatures existing at an equivalence ratio of 0.3. It should be
noted that this calculation is merely the kinetic calculation and does not
include mixing effects.

From this preliminary calculation, it was concluded that the continuing
chemical reactions in the plume beyond the point where the centerline concen-
trations have mixed below an equivalence ratio of 0.3 would have only a very
small effect on the final emission level. From the JETMIX calculations, this
condition was expected to occur in the region near 15 Jet diameters downstream
of the engine exit, for the condition where a stoichiometric mixture exists
near the nozzle exit; that is, for the maximum reheat condition. For lower
reheat settings, the region of continuing CO oxidation would be close to the
nozzle. These initial calculations thus indicated that the originally pro-
posed axial sampling stations appropriately bracketed the region of continu-
ing reactions. These five initially proposed axial sampling locations were
at the nozzle exit and at 3, 6, 12, and 24 nozzle diameters downstream.

As part of the early investigations of mixing and reactions in the plume,
the JETMIX program was used to provide some special details of the plume
mixing field not previously determined. Normalty, the JETMIX program is
applied to uniform afterburner temperature profiles and to simple radial
profiles. In this special case, in the presence of a uniform temperature
profile at the nozzle exit plane, a concentrated composition or emissions
peak was input and its spreading through the plume was calculated.

An example of the calculated results is presented in Figure 2. The
initial composition streak is at the outer edge of the afterburner exit. The
figure shows the spread of Lhis emissions streak as it mixes in the pl,,me.
In the first three engine diameters aft of the engine, none of the species
has yet reached the plume centerline. Figure 3 shows the effect of continued
mixing at 8 and 15 diameters. Also shown for comparison in Figure 3 is the
simultaneously calculated temperature profile. At the 15-diameter station,
the temperature profile and the emissions •pectes profile have almost the
same shape. Since the temperature began as a uniform condition at the engine
exit, this demonstrates that after 15 diameters, streak effects from the
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augmentor have essentiaily mixed to the equivalent of a uniform engine exit
emission level. However, since the temperature histories to this station
are quite different between the streak and the uniform case, the chemical
kinetics may show very significant differences in the actual final calculated
emissions levels. At eight engine diameters there is still a significant
difference between the temperature profile and the emissions streak profile.

These calculations demonstrated the extremely intense mixing which occurs
in the plume outside of the potential core. Due to this intense mixing, the
concentration profiles will be similar, at distances far enough removed from
the exhaust nozzle, regardless of the initial distribution at the exhaust
plane. This concept forms the basis for the "far plume" measurement proce-
dure which was developed in this program.

3.3 PROBES FOR AMFRBURNER EXHAUST MEASUREMENTS

3.3.1 General Considerations

For the afterburner emissions measurements made in Phase II of this
program, a complete plume survey was required at several engine power settings
up to maximum afterburner power. For an engine at maximum afterburner power
in sea level static operation, local total temperatures at the exhaust plane
may reach levels as high as 36000 F. This corresponds to nearly equilibrium
temperatures at stoichiometric fuel-air ratio. Corresponding local total
pressures are typically in the range 30 to 40 psia. Very careful design of
the probe is required to withstand such severe environments.

At the other extreme of conditions, near the edge of the plume, tempera-
tures and pressures are near the ambient values. Reliable sampling and
subsequent accurate analyses of the exhaust gases over this extremely wide
range of conditions was one of the most challenging problems of this program.
It was determined that two pairs of probes would be used for the plume surveys
The high temperature probes were used at axial sampling locations where
temperatures exceeded 2000' F. The low temperature probes had a much longer
span and were used at the downstream sampling stations where temperatures
were below 20000 F. The major factor in choosing the movable single-element
probes over the fixed-rake array was the much greater adaptability of the
movable probes to the various engine sizes and axial sampling stations.

The high temperatures at the exhaust planes required special construction
of the probe tip to quench, or freeze, the chemical reactions at. the probe
entrance. These quick-quench probes were constructed in such a way that
reactions were frozen at the probe entrance by rapid expansion of the gas to
lower pressure, and by cooling of the sample by conduction to the walls.

Since there could be quite severe and somewhat unpredictable gradients
in the exhaust stream, it was necessary to determine the local mass flow so
that the individual samples could be properly weighted. Once the local mass
flow was determined, along with the gas composition, then the local flux of
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all gsas species could be evaluated. This method also allowed calculation of
total carbon flux in the plume for comparison with the total carbon in the
engine fuel flow. This redundant information provided a valuable check on
the overall sample consistency.

3.3.2 Probe Cooling

An important consideration in thr. design of the sampling probe, especially
at sample locations near the exhaust nozzle, was the method of cooling the
probe. While the probe itself must be cooled sufficiently to maintain
structural integrity, a conflicting requirement was that the sample line must
be kept hot enough to prevent condensation of hydrocarbons and water. Ideally,
the probe would be maintained at about 300* F, the same temperature as required
for the sample line. This presented considerable difficulty in the nozzle
exit plane where heat fluxes to the probe are extremely high. Several types
of cooling media were considered for use in maintaining the probe at 3000 F.
Among these cooling media were steam, pressurized water, and various types of
heat transfer salts. These were all rejected for various reasons.

A second approach to maintaining the probe at 3000 F was to use a dual-
fluid system where the probe coolant circuit is separate from the sample
heating circuit within the probe. This approach was undesirable due to the
considerable expense and complexity involved in the construction and opera-
tion of such a probe.

Consideration of the various alternatives favored the use of a low
pressure, heated water system for probe cooling, if it could be determined
that temperatures as low as the range 130* F to 180* F could be tolerated.
With this objective, a relatively simple test was performed using an exist-
ing small-scale combustion system.

The combustion system was instrumented with two probes. One probe,
the one normally used for gas sampling in this system, was cooled with heated
water (about 150* F) in the usual way. The other probe was cooled by oil
pumped from a special oil reservoir. The temperature of this oil could be
varied from 3000 F to 950 F. A 50-foot section of sample line connected to
the oil-cooled probe was also heated by circulation of the same oil. Samples
from each probe were analyzed with a gas chromatograph and flame ionization
hydrocarbon analyzer.

The rig was operated with pilot burner only, a total fuel-air ratio of
about 0.01, and Pn air inlet temperature of 340' F. The sample from the
water-cooled probe was analyzed to monitor the burner stability, while the
coolant temperature of the oil-cooled probe was slowly varied from 300Q F to
950 F. As shown in Figure 4, the oil-cooled probe gave a relatively constant
level of HC (2800-3000 ppm) over the complete range of coolant temperatures.
In Figure 4, the corrected HC concentration is plotted against probe coolant
temperatures, where the corrected value is:
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Figure 4. Results of Probe Coolant Test.
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HC (Corrected) x H (Reference)
11C (Reference) Rivg

The reference value was obtained through the water-cooled prolle. Ftgure 4,
thus, shows that a portion of the variation in HC concentration was actually
due to variation in the burner itself.

It should be noted that this simple test did not cover the complete
range of possible conditions which could be encountered in emissions sampling
of afterburning engines. Tt was, however, a relatively severe test in that
not only was the probe coolant temperature varied, but also the temperature
of the adjacent 50 feet of sample line,

It had been determined previously that heated-water cooling of the probe
was the most attractive of several cooling schemes considered. The results
of this test further favored the choice of this method. It was necessary to
set a lower limit of about 1306 F on the coolant temperature in order to
prevent condensation of water in the sample lines.

In a similar test reported recently (Reference 1), no significant
difference in HC concentration was noted over sample line temperatures rang-
ing from 150' F to 350' F.

3.3.3 Quenching of Cas Sample

Quenching of the sample gases at the probe orifice was required at the
high temperatures to prevent continued chemical reaction within the probe
which would give distorted values of the gas composition. In these probes,
quenching of the gas sample was accomplished by:

6 Water cooling of the probe.

0 Providing a diverging passage leading awa: from the probe tip.

a Reducing the sample line pressure to provide a pressure ratio of 5
to 1, or more, across the probe tip.

The diverging passage in conjunctloii with the low pressure in the probe
created a short supersonic expansion which reduced the static pressure of the
,as stream. This action combined with the wall cooling effect provided the
necessary quenching of the :hemical reactions.

Aitbough expansion of the exhaust gases dcross the probe orifice ccupled
with conductive cooling to the interior walls of the probe are effective in
quenching reactiov,!, within the probe, the processes above are apparently not
sufficient to freeze the reactions. A calculation based on reaction kinetics
in a homogeneous stream will generally show a large fractional reduction in
reactive species within the probe, that is, a lack of quenching. It is
known, however, that quenching probes are considerably more effective than
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indicatea by such calculations. The reason for this is that simplified cal-
culatlon neglects the axial heterogeneity of the exhaust stream, Considera-
tion of this axial heterogeneity is a key element in the formulation of the

plime model, to be desrribed in detail in the next section of this report.
Thas, while the effects of gas expansion and cooling can qualitatively be

demonstrated by rather straightforward calculations, a thorough analytical
treatment of gas conpositional changes within the probe would be extrermely

complex due to the stream het-erogeneity and was not attempted on this
program.

The required flow through the sample system was determined by the gas

sample flow rote required at the analyzers. Once this flow was determined,
the probe orifice was sized so as to give ctitical flow across the orifice.
The gas sample pump was then chosen to give the required inlet and outlot

pressure with the selected flow rate.

In the design of the quick-quench probes, copper sampling tips were
used. This w;s to provide good heat transfer from the water cooled erelion

out to the end of the tip. Although copper is not generally recommended for
use in measuring NOx, this short lengtit of the copper tip in contact with
the gas sample would probably have negligible effect on the NOx readings.

3.3.4 Hiigh Temerature Probe Design

The high temperature probe assembly was 60 inches long from the gas
sample orifice to the axis of rotation. The probe assembly consisted of J
three separable components - the probe, probe support body, and probe support
arm. Both the probe and probe support body were separately water-cooled,
The probe support arm was uncooled. A sketch of the high temperature -robe
assembly is shown in Figure 5.

The tips of the high temperature probe contained both total pressure and

gas sample orifices, as shown in Figure 6. Since the orifices were separated
by only 0.188 inch, very careful design of the sensor tip was required to
assure that. a continuou:; sampling flow through one orifice would not inter-
fere with the total pre'4sure measurement at the other orifice. A model of
the probe tip was constructed and aerodynamically calibrated to verif\ the
measurement of total pressure during continuous gas sampling.

Each high temperature probe was positioned by a "windshield wiper" type
actuato. , which consisted of an electric motor and reduction gear train
turning the shaft to which the probe assembly was fixed. The probe assestly

and actuator mounted behind the J85-5 engine is shown in Figure 7. The

actuators were so placed that each probe swept in an arc through the engine
centerline. The angular position of the actuator shaft was measured by a
calibrated potentiometer affixed to the shaft. This aný'ular position, along
v.th fixed geometrical facr-rs, was used to determilne the probe rip radial
location with respect to the engine centerltie.
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3.3.5 Low Temperature Probe Design

The low temperature probe was 10 feet long, as measured from the, gis
sample tip to the axis of rotation, and the axis of rotation was lot.ittv i
4.93 feet from ground level. The low temperature probn systv.ni consisted "I
the probe itself, actuator, and stand, as shown in Figure 8. The end of tu.h
probe contained a total and static pressure tube, a gas sample orifice, annd
a thermocouple. The end of the probe was removable, so that in the event of
damage to the elements, the entire end of the probe could be replaced. Figure
9 shows the probe end,

The probe was positioned by a screw-type actuator (Duff-Norton Company
"Jactuator" #CM4802-36-B-l) with 36-inch stroke. The actuator system was
designed for a total, travel of 130 degrees. The angular position of the probe
was measured by a calibrated potentiometer similar to that used for the high
temperature probes. The support stands for the low temperature probes were
anchored directly to the reinforced concrete pad extending behind the engine
test stand.

Figure 10 shows the low temperature probe attached to the concrete at
the 60-foot axial station, At the time of this photograph, a pneumatic
dampener had been added to improve stability of the probe in the extremely

turbulent exhaust plume.

3.4 EMISSIONS SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM

The basic elements of the emissions sampling and analysis system used in
the Phase It and Phase III tests are shown in Figure 11. Two separate sample
lines connected the probes to the gaseous emissions and smoke measurement
equipment through a double, three-way valve system. With this arrangement,
smoke was sampled from one probe while gaseous emissions were analyzed from
the other probe. The pumps immediately downstream of each probe provided the
reduced pressure within the probe necessary for rapid quenching of the exhaust
sample. These pumps were Contamination Control, Inc., Model 299 four-stage
"Diavac" pumps and were sized to maintain a pressure in the probe of about
6 psia.

The sample line connecting the sample pumps to the heated valve box was
a steam-traced "Dekoron" tube bundle. The length of the line between the

probe pumps and the valve box was approximately 100 feet. The steam generator
was an Ebcor electrode boiler, Model 5-240-4, rated at 250 psig, 5 Bhp, 173
lb per hr, 50 KW. All sample lines from the probe exit to the analyzer unit
were steam-traced and maintained at a temperature of about 3000 F during the
tests.

Heated water for probe cooling was circulated from a 500-gallon tank
through the probes by a 50 gpm electric pump. Water in the tank was main-
tained at 160 to 1800 F by a thermostatically controlled electric heater.
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The gaseous emissions analysis system consisted of four separate
malyzers, all manufactured by Beckman Instruments, Inc.; the system was
issembled by General Electric. The CO (Model 855) and C02 (Model 864)
inalyzers were both nondispersive Infrared (NDIR) instruments. To minimize
tater interference, the sample was dried by an ice trap before entering the
(DIR instruments. The NOx analyzer was a Model 951 heated Chemiluminescence
knalyzer, and the HC analyzer was a Model 402 flame ionization detector (FTD)
Lnstrument. No traps were used in the NOx and FID lines, and the sample
temperature was maintained above the maximum dewpoint (130* F) of the sample
gas*
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SECTION 4.0

AN4ALYTICAL PLUME MODEL DEVELOPMENT

A key part of the afterburner emissions measurement progran, was the
* development of a computerized analytical model of the simultaneous mixing and

chemical reaction processes that can occur in the plumes of afterburning
* engines. This model was developed so that local concentrations of the various

exhaust gases, at any axial station and radial position downstream of the
engine exhaust nozzle, may be calculated frotL the initial exhaust plane values.

I This model not only permits calculation of final enissions levels from exhaust
plane data, but also permits Jnvestigation of the effects of such factors as
engine size, ambient conditions, altitude, flight Mach number, etc. iiltial
development of the model was accomplished in Phase I of the program, and
refinement and validation occurred in Phase II.

This section contains a discussion of the analytical methods used in the
development of the model. Comparison of the predictions of the model with
actual plume measurements made at various axial locations behind afterburning
engines is presented in Section 6.0 of this report.
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4.1 METHODS OF ANALYSIS

The analytical model of the physical and chemical processes occurring in
the exhaust plume of afterburning gas turbine engines was formulated from a
,cries of computer programs. This formulation utilized existing programs
where appropriate, and new programs were written as required. The major
pre-existing elements, which formed a sound base on which to structure the
model, were: (a) the steady-state turbulent gas jet mixing analysis used in
the General Electric computer program JETMWX (Reference 2); (b) a formal
solution of gas-phase chemical reaction kinetics equations developed by
NASA-Lewis Research Center (Reference 3); and (c) an approximate combustion
gas kinetics analysis formulated at General Electric as an extension of
techniques developed for hydrogen-fueled hypersonic ramjets (Reference 4).

Physical parameters input to the model include: ambient air properties
(temperature, pressure, humidity, flight speed); fuel properties (temperature,
hydrogen content, heating value); engine cycle parameters (ram air tempera-
ture, bypass ratio, main combustor fuel-air ratio and CO and NOx emissions
indices, fan discharge temperature, exhaust jet diameter); and exhaust jet
survey probe data at several points (radial location, impact pressure, gas
sample analysis), The gas ana.ysis requires volumetric determination of CO
and CO2 with the sample dried to saturation at 320 F, and total HC (as
single-carbon-atom molecules) and total NOx with sample water content as-
sampled.

The composition and properties of the gas flow at each probe measurement
point are derived from the measurements. In this derivation, the gas composi-
tion at a point in the flow is assumed to be heterogeneous or time-varying.
This assumption was chosen in preference to a homogeneous gas with nonequili-
brium cherical composition, because examination of chemical reaction kinetics
indicated that, under high temperature afterburner conditions, the reactions
would proceed to equilibrium in a few inches. The existence of nonequilibrium
concentrations of CO and hydrocarbons in the gas samples is better explained
by postulating that, over a part of the sampling time, the probe was immersed
in a gas mixture much richer or much leaner than the mean fuel concentration
of the sample.

The flow is assumed to be axisymmetric so that the gas properties at each
sample point are applied to the flow in an annular streamtube. The time-
average properties of the flow in each tube are also computed.

The intermixing of the annular streamtubes and the diffusion of the Jet
into the static or moving ambient air are computed by the JETMIX analysis
(Reference 2), which performs a numerical solution of the differential
equations of continuity of mass, momentum, energy, gas species,.and turbulence
kinetic energy. The flow initially in each of the streamtubes assigned to each
sample point is treated as a separate gas, as is the ambient air. These gases
are treated as homogeneous, inert, ideal gases with constant specific heats.
Any increase in total temperature due to chemical reactions is calculated later,
but it is assumed that the density change is not sufficient to influence the
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mixing, In an afterburner, the combustion reactions should be essentially
complete upstream of the exhaust nozzle, so that the reactions continuing into
the exhaust plume are only consuming trace contaminants.

A differential equation governing the formation, convection, and decay
of a characteristic of the gas heterogeneity is solved numerically throughout
the flow field, using the previously calculated properties of the flow, This
concept was taken from the works of Spalding (References 5, 6, and 7).

The nonreacting flow field solution provided by the JETMIX analysis and
the Spalding heterogeneity solution are not used directly by the plume model,
but rather are used to guide the mixing between and homogenization within a
fixed number of computation tubes extended from the original streamtubes
assigned to each sample point. This approach is taken to minimize the number
of chemical kinetics calculations. The computation proceeds in axial steps
through the plume. The gas composition in each tube is modified by inter-Lube
mixing and intra-tube homogenization at each step. After several steps, the

gas composition is further modified by chemical reactions over a time incle-
ment corresponding to che step length and local velocity.

A choice of two chemical reaction kinetics analyses is provided. One of
these, GCKP, consists of a numerical solution of simultaneous differential
equations formed from the forward and reverse raction rates of a system of 23
two- and three-molecule collision reactions. Although having a high degree
of rigor, GCKP is computationally cumbersome. The alternate kinetics analysis,
SCKP, utilizes approximations applicable to high-temperature combustion
reactions to achieve computational efficiency. These approximations are
associated with a radical pool in pseudo-equilibrium, the decay of which is
paced by selected three-body reactions.

Neither chemical kinetics analysis treats consumption of unburned
hydrocarbons. This is done with a phenomenological technique using an empiri-
cal relation of ignition delay for kerosene as a function of temperature.

At preselected axial locations, the model performs a summation ot fueL
and contaminant flow in each computatiou tube, providing predicted values of
local and overall emissions indices. When all local gas temperatures have
been reduced to the point where chemical reactions cease, the emissions indices
will not change with length. These are then the true residual emissions.
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4.2 TWO-PART MODEL OF HETEROGENEOUS GAS PLOW

A detailed description of the hte~rogeneous gas flow at each probe loca-
tion in the engine exhaust plane is constructed from the probe impact pressure,

the measured or assumed statch. pressure, and the gas sample analysis. For
computational expediency, only two gas mixtures are assumed to exist at eachI: point in space: the cold part contains all of the measured hydrocarbons, plus
turbine discharge gas bearing a proportional amount of any CO and NOx emitted
from the main combustor and, optionally, some bypass fan air or nozzle secondary
air; the hot part contains the balance of the fuel and air and is in chemical
equilibrium at the nozzle exit plane.

4.2.1 Sample Fuel-Air Ratio and Emissions Indices

The fuel-air mass ratio of each gas sample, fT, and the emission indices

(pounds contaminant per pound fuel) for CO, NOx (as NO2 ), and unburned hydro-
carbons, are derived from the gas sample analysis. - The procedure is to solve
three linear equations for the unknown quantities fs, MT (total moles of sample
per pound of air), and MD (moles of dry sample, water removed, per pound of
air):

mf I ma "'H20
" Sn) Ru T + [.503101 (Co + 3R1 ) I] + (1)

RHC MT + .2515505 n(1% ÷ RCO2 ) MD na

These equations are derived in Appendix A, Part 1. The symbol n represents

the hydrogen-to-carbon atom ratio of the fuel, mf is the fuel molecular weight
(the fuel molecule formula is assumed to be C 0oH 1 %n), ma is the molecular
weight of dry air, a is the air humidity (lb water/lb dry air), mH2 0 is the
molecular weight of water, RCO and RCO2 are the gas analyzer reedings for
CO and CO2 (moles constituent per mole sample dried to 4920 R saturation),
RHC and RNOx are gas analyzer readings for total hydrocarbous (as CH4 ) andxI
nitrogen oxides (moles constituent per mole undried sample), and RH2 is moles
H2 per mole dried sample, derived from RCO by an empirical relation:

NJ12 - 0.2 (100 RCO)0.16 Rco 0.091022292
RCO

(2)

R 0.0147 (100 RCO)1.342
RCO *.o4 RCO > 0.091022292
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This empirical relation had been developed at General Electric from a
study of a large number of gas analyses from a variety of burners.

The emissions indices are then calculated as

Elco~~~ = c C 1006202 MD) 4Elco RCO MCO (4)
fs

EINox = RNOx MNOx )()

Emissions indices are handled internally in the model as pounds per pound
of fuel, cather than the conventional pounds per thousand pounds of fuel.

4.2.2 Local Vitiated Air Properties

The cold part of the two-part heterogeneous gas stream is ass;umed to
consist of vitiated air (air burned with main combustor fuel), plus the measurea
unburned hydrocarbons. The properties of the air that arrives at each probe
sampling location in the exhaust gas stream are a function of certain engine
operating parameters. The nomenclature used to describe these parameters
uses engine cycle stations illustrated in Figure 12.

Work is extracted from the core air stream to compress the fan air.
Neglecting work extracted from the main combustor fuel flow,

h 2 - ha 5  0 • (h 2 5 -h) 2b)

where h ) and 11,5 are the wet air specific enthalpies curresponding to enrinc
inlet and fan discharge total temperatures T2 and T2 5 , ha 5 is the entnalpy ot
air that would react with fuel-air ratio f 5 to produce turbine discharge totai
temperature T5, and . is the engine bypass ratio

W25/W2C (7)

Mixing of the tan and turbine discharge stream may be incomplete at the
probe survey plane, so that Lhe local effective bypass ratio may not bc equal
to the engine cycle bypass ratio. To provide for this contingency, a local
bypass ratio £L is defined so that the local ratio of main combustor fuel to
dry air is
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f5L f58) LI
The value of kL at each radial location may be estimated by measuring

local fuel-air ratio with the engine at military power setting, where all fuel
samplel is main combustor fuel, and assuming that the afterburner combustion
does not alter the radial variation of OL' For turbojet engines, B = "L = 0,
unless nozzle secondary air is sampled near the fringe of the jet, when a
positive BL may be required to account for fs < fS.

The local effective air enthalpy is

haL - ha, + 6L h25 (9)
1 +8L

The composition of the vitiated air which, with the measured unburned
hydrocarbons, will form the cold part of the two-part heterogeneous gas
mixture is computed by writing the formula for partial combustion of the main
combustor fuel:

f5L 1

C1 0 HlOn %• .- 209495 02 + .780881 N2 + .009324 A

+ .0003 CO,) + - H20 - g942 + gZ02 + gZH2 OH2 0 (10)

+ gZ COC + gZc 0 2 CO2 + gZN2N2 + gZAA + gZoNO

where g = I + fbL +
and the Zi's are moles of species i per pound of mixture. The CO and NUx
emissions from the main combustor are assumed to remai~n in the vitiated air.

gZco = f5L(EIco)C/mco (11)

gZNo = t5L(LLNOx)c/mN0 2  (12)

The hydrogen is assumed to be related to the CO by the same rat:o as
was used in Sectio.i 4.2.1' above:

R11 2  (13)
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Cons:::uent mass balances then provide:

ggH20 _5nf 5L + 2- . gZH2 (14)

"Ifr mjj20

0SL + .0003 .. *gZc0

gZC o2 (15)

•780881

g 0 a mH2 20 "0 (17

.00S324 ( 8gZA In (18

a

4.2.3 Prokortion and Composition of Each Part of lieterogeneous Gas

The procedure for determining the properties of the two-part heterogenenus
gas at each sample point I.s an iterative one, in which the mass fraction of not
gas in the sample is estimated, the composition mnd properties of both hot
and cold parzs are computed, then the calculated CO emiaaions index is
compared with the measured value and a new estimate of the proportion of hot
gas is made if necessary.

The hot and cold parts are assumed to be moving at the same stream
velocity, and are assumed to remain separate in the sampling process until
sufficient cooling to quench CO reaction has occurred. Because of gas density
differences, the sampling rates for hot and cold gases are different, result-
lig in proportions of hot and cold parts in the sample somewhat different from
those in the free stream; this effect is treated.

The cold part is assumed to contain vitiated air (as defined in Section
4.2.2 above) and the measured unburned hydrocarbons. The mass fraction of the
cold gas consisting of unburned fuel Is thus

Fu = Fs (EIHOC (19)
I - Ys

where y, is the estimated mass fraction of hot gao in the gas sample and

LS
"FS = + (20)
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14 the mass fraction ot total fuel In the mixed sampll . Th, totil I oitl Ih'
the cold part is the stn of the unburned fuel and the main combustor I ui
contained in the vitiated air.

Fc I? + F5L (1 - Fu)

where

F51. • 1 + fS + 'A (21)

The hot part contains the balance of the total tuel:

FS• -- )',ilt + (1 -y.)}:" L2

The total enthalpies ot the hot and cold rarts are computed from the
local effective air enthalpy (Section 4.2.2) and the ab.;olute enthalpy of the
fuel (Appendix A, Part 3) assuming no heat conduction within the gas:

hTH (i - 1`0) li,L + Flht (23)

hTc - 1 - -C) hal + IcIhf (21 )

In expanding reversi$I:. through the •xhaust nozzle presturc t'ati,, i'f8/I',
the hot part would normaoilv ittain velz'citv

Similarly, for the cold part,

4Ij-' C 2t,-2 ygJLpJc U.ITh " 1•

If the .;puý it iý h It-S .Ae n1 t .greaty ditterent, then ,l I ,XlI att
4 ',
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U2 H (T)H UC 2  (27)

However, in this model, the hot and cold streams are constrained to the
same velocity U. Only part of the expansion work of the hot part produces
kinetic energy; the rest is imparted to the cold part to increase its kinetic
energy:

U2 w yU2H + (I - y)Uc 2  (28)

The mass fraction of hot gas in the free stream (y) is not known at this
point in the calculation; however, it has been observed that its value differs
little from ys, so that the approximate correction for kinetic energy trans-
fer is derived from

U2  TQH) UC2 + (l - ys)UC2 (29)

The static enthalpies of the hot and cold parts are thus

hg = hTHl -(TZ - R2--

hgh ! l A (30)
1I+ LT Ys

(TTC/

hc =hju k~j (31)

(TTC

The gas stream velocity U is not known a priori, but is estimated, and
the estimate is subsequently revised until the calculated time-average probe
impact pressure agrees with the measured value. This calculation will be
described later in this section.

The composition of tne cold gas consistf of unburned fuel:

(ZHC)C F-u (32)
Mf
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and vitiated air:

*Z) (1 -Fu) (Zi)vit air I 2, 02, etc. (33)

The static temperature of the cold gas is that at which the enthalpy of
the gas mixture (Appendix A, Part 3) equals the cold stream static enthalpy:

c zR0 T 1Zi( j) (34)

Tc

The hot stream carries the balance of the measured nitrogen oxides:

Ys (ZNO)q =FCENOX) (-Ys) (ZNO)C o .5)

(ZN2)11  + FM) (481 .5 (ZNOhj (36)

The remainder of the hot gal composition is computed as the chemical
equilibrium composition (with NO regarded as inert; see Appendix A. Part 2)
at the hat gas static temperature, which, in turn, is that at which the
enthalpy of the gas mixture (Appendix A, Part 3) equals the hot stream static
enthalpy:

For both the hot and cold gas mixtures, the thermostatic properties are
calculated as in Appendix A, Part 3, including specific he3at (Cp), molecular
weight (-m), specific volume (v), and sonic velocity (a). In addition, the
ratio of specific heats is computed:

Cp C p (38)
t; - R 0 F

and the instantaneous Mach number:

M =U/a (39)
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and the total temperature:

U2

TT T + 2gJc1, (40)

and the ratio of total (impact) to static pressure:

Y_

PT (1 + Y-1 2) when HM < (41a)

(Y~l Y

__ _ when H > 1 (41b)

Y~ Y+I/

These are well-known formulae (Reference 8, for example).

The mass fraction of hot gas in the free stream (which differs somewhat
from that in the gas sample) is computed from the formula

yu I m+ \(TPT/P(L 1  (42 a)
1 + \Vc \"*/ [(P-�/F) cimH- )/TTCYs

where

.n E (42b)

The volume fraction of hot gas in the free stream is

- C (43)

1 +C!H

The time-average probe impact pressure, to be compared with the measured
value, is
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+I

P T 2 + (1-T)2

I

The preceding formulae for y. T. anld T/P are derived in Appendix A,Part 4.+(

When the stream velocity has been adjusted to provide agreement between
calculated and measured probe impact pressure, the CO emission index is
calculated for comparision with that derived from the gas sample analysis:

E1 co - _[Y. (ZCO)" + (l-ys) (ZcO)C] (G 5)

If agreement is not attained, a new estimate of ys (the mass fraction
of hot gas in the sample) is made and the calculations are repeated.

in forring new estimates of ys, three reference values are used. The
maximum possible value is that at which the cold gas contains only the
measured unburned hydrocarbons:

Ymax M - FS (EIHc) (4b)

As ys is reduced, the fuel concentration in the hot gas increases. If
the overall stoichiometry is fuel-lean, a point will be reached where the
hot gas fuel concentration is exactly stoichiometric. As ys is reduced from
ymax to Ystoic, the CC increases slowly due to equilibrium dissociation in
the hot gaa. As ys is reduced below ystoic, the CO will increase much fatter
due to oxygen starvation in the hot gas. The stoichiometric fuel-air ratio
is

f.209495 mf (47)stoc -10ma (1 + .25n)

The corresponding fuel mass fraction is

fstoic (b
Fstoic +ftoc + (4b)
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I
and the mass fraction of hot gas in the gas sample is

Ystoic s 2,a F S) _ ) (49)
Fstoic - FSL

The minimum value of ys is that at which FH is at the maximum value that
can be accoitnodated by the procedure for calculation of equilibrium combustion
gas composition (Appendix A, Part 2), which requires that sufficient air
be present to o~tidize all fuel to CO and H2.

-2(.209495) (af) (50)

f + max (51)Fmax =1 + fmax + cL

VFs - -5) ( 5L (EIHC) (52)
Y m i n . . . . Fm a x - FS L (...

The iirst few estimates of ys are made using these reference values.
Once the root has been spanned (that is, values of ys have been identified
that produce calculated values of EICO both higher and lower than the measured
value), a quadratic interpolation procedure is used to guide convergence.

Once a set of properties is found for the two-part heterogeneous gas flow
that is consistent with the probe measurements at that point, average gas
properties are derived for use by the JETHIX analysis. The detailed two-
part gas description is retained, of course, for use in the subsequent mixing,
homogenization, and reaction calculations.

The meaa fuel concentration of the gas in the free stream is

F - yFi + (1 - y) Fc (53)

Similarly, the mean specific heat, molecular weight, and specific volume
are

Cp y(Cp)H + (1 - y) (Cp)C (56)
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(1) (+ Y) (55)m G m t

v yv= 1 + (1 y)vC (56)

For consistency, the mean static temperature is defined by the ideal
gas law:

T - 144 P v m (57)Roi

The property characteristic of gas heterogeneity is, by definition,

F)2 + (1 - y) (Fc-)2 (5V)

The variation of this heterogeneity property throughout the flow field
will be used to guide the subsequent homogenization of the two-part mixtures.
A maximum value of G may be defined, corresponding to a minimum value of y:

t Y - ymC• 2 (9
Gmax ( Ymin - (59)

A value of Ymin = 0.3 has been found useful.
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4.3 STEADY-STATE TURBULENT GAS JET MIXING

Exhaust nozzles of most contemporary gas turbine engines generally oper-
ate near their ideal expansion ratios. In view of this, General Electric's
initial efforts at the prediction of the flow field of a free jet relied on
an aerodynamic analysis which includes only the effects of turbulent mixing.

* Specifically, this aerodynamic model is of the viscous, boundary-layer type.
* The computerized version of this analysis is referred to as the JETMIX com-

puter program. This computer program solves the time-averaged turbulent
boundary layer equations using boundary conditions which are appropriate for
free jets. The turbulent Reynolds' stresses are included by means of a tur-
bulence model which is based on a turbulent kinetic energy concept.

The flow field under consideration consists of a plane or axisymmetric
turbulent jet exhausting into a region of constant (ambient) static pressure.
For complete generality, the model would have included the effects of vari-
ations in static pressure throughout the plume. However, sufficiently de-
tailed measurements at the engine exit to define the flow angles and initial
static pressure field in order to permit subsequent calculation of downstream
variable pressure fields would be very difficult to obtain. Furthermore,
variation in static pressures, including the effects of expansion and coto-
pression waves and Mach discs, would involve considerable increased complexity
in the model. Some exploration of jet mixing with supersonic unmatched static
pressures showed only small effects on the turbulence generation. In addi-
tion, the moderate variation of the pressure fields expected i', the cases to
be analyzed would have only minor effects on the reaction kinetics calcula-
tions. Therefore, the analyses made and presented here all involve a uniform
static pressure field assumption. The flow field is illustrated schemati-
cally in Figures 13 and 14 for subsonic and supersonic jets, respectvely.
The flow of diameter, or slot height, (d ) discharges at an initial velocity
(up) into a free stream of velocity (ue). The flow field is characterized
by three distinct regions. Region 1 consists of a turbulent mixing layer
which penetrates into the uniform parallel flow originating at the jet
discharge. Upon disappearance of the potential core, the mixing characteris-
tics undergo transition (Region 2) until at some distance downstream of the
discharge plane the velocity profiles transverse to the jet axis become
similar (Region 3).

The dependent variables of interest in the mixing problem are the stream-
wise velocity (u), the transverse velocity(v), the static temperature (T),
the turbulence energy (e), and the constituent mole fractions (ai). If trans-
verse gradients are large, with respect to streanwise gradients, the equations
of motion describing the flow field may be reduced to boundary layer form.
For plane or axisymmetric flow, the governing boundar, layer equations appli-
cable to the free mixing problem are shown in Sections 4.3.1 through 4.3.4
below.
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4.3. 1 Coat I nuu I ___. _'., _

y 2 . + 'I¢i'" + " -' -i 0 (60)
3x I

where: c a 0,Plane ilow

L =- lAxisym~etric Flow

where u and v are che streaimise and transverse mean flow velocitics, respcc-

tively. The term -,,I'v- reprezents the induced transverse mass flux of the
fluctuating portion of the flow. Using order-of-magnitude arguments, Brad-
shaw (Reference 9) and Mellor (Reference 10) have shown that this term should
be properly retained in the buandary layer form of the compressible equations
of motion.

4.3.2 bpecies Continuity Equation

_ IY
vu + (Lw + ¼DP'V'*) (61)

ax 3y cay (
y i

where: Sie = effective Schmidt number j
•e = effective viscosity I

4.3.3 X-Momentum Equation

The static pressure may be assumed cons,-ant for the free mixing analysis.

in this case, the streamnise momentum equation becomes:

,u--+ (,v +. v-*)--=-- -- v (02)j

4.3.4 Fnerp aiu

The Energy. equation in terms of enthalpv '.s:

,U -, + (vV + C'" ") - = Y 7 y y + r+ y ,e

V h. \2 dl'
"2 + aex -( +e i"Mey hIv %5(•' u• •, , 2,-+ -- - ýý- .- -)V+V,

- iy )J]g J dx ý)x

(63)
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where: hi = constituent molar enthalpyI - mixture molecular weight

r e - exchange coefficient

The static enthalpy of the mixture may be eliminated as an independent
variable by using the following definitions:

h - hh (64)
i i

C •-• E i(65).

Differentiating,

dh 1 1hi 1a

+ :::- T h - (67)
a i
i i

Using Equation 64 and the species continuity Equation 61 yields the
energy equation in terms of the mixture Cp and the static temperature (T).

Pu C L + (Pv '- <Pv>) LT -_ 1 L ky I

Y Ty++ (,
S~M i e gcJ,

dP

J dx DUT (pr+ OV

The pressure, density, and temperature which appear in the above
equations are related to each other by means of the perfect gas law:

P = PRT (69)

where: R mean gas constant for mixture.
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The mean mixture heat capacity is considered to be a function of the
static temperature T. For constant R then, Cp may be related to the isentro-
pic exponent y as:

p Y-1

Specification of y as a function of temperature then enables calculation of
CPS

The Prandtl/Glushko/Spalding model which is discussed in the following
section has been incorporated in Equations 61, 62, and 68.

4.3.5 Viscosity Model

Introduction of an eddy viscosity (le) permits expression of the local
shear stress in terms of an effective viscosity and the mean flow velocity
gradient.

T a TL + Tt - V (u/ay) - <(pv)'u'> (71)

T = (p + wt)@U/ay - weaU/ay (72)

Phenomenological models, such as the Prandtl mixing length (Reference 11),
have been used to relate the "eddy" or "turbulent" viscosity (lit) to the local
mean velocity field. These models imply that the turbulence adjusts immedi-
ately to changes in meau flow conditions and that a universal Lelationship
exists between the turbulent stresses and the mean strain rates. Experiuental
data have indicated that there is a delayed response of the turbulence struc-
ture to sudden changes in mean conditions. The turbulent kinetic energy
equation proposed by Prandtl (Reference 12), and utilized by Glushko (Reference
13), and Spalding (Reference 14) provides a more fundamental modcling of the
"eddy" viscosity. In the present work, the Prandtl-Kolmogorov relations,
as given by Glushko add Spalding, are used to relate the "eddy" viscosity to
the mean flow quantities. After Kolmogorov (Reference 15), the turbulent
shear is taken as a universal function of the Reynolds number of turbulence:

Tt = aRt(;u/3Y) = lt (au/ly) (73)

where: c Constant = 0.2

Rt Reynolds number of turbulence li'

e Turbulence kinetic energy

Lt = Length scale characterizing turbulence
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The "effective" viscosity is defined as thc sum of the laminar and
turbulent parts.

Ie = w + lit a W( + a Rt) (74)

Defining a turbulent Prandtl number as Prt 22 the "efrective"
thermal conductivity is given as: kt

The above relations introduce the turbulent kinetic energy as an, addi-
tional. dependent variable. The boundary layer equations cited pruviously
may be augmented by an additional partial differential equation descriing
the conservation of turbulent kinetic energy. Specification or calculation
of the characteristic length scale (Lt) then provides closure of the system
of equa;ions.

4.3.6 Turbulent Kinetic Energy

The turbulent kinetic energy equation, discussed in Hinze (Reference 16),
represents the balance between the adveetion, diffusion, production, and dis-
sipation of turbulent kinetic energy. In the Prandtl/Glushko (Reference 12
and 13) model, the pressure-velocity correlation term and triple velocity
correlation term arising in the development of the turbulence energy equation
are combined as a "gradient diffusion" term. The resulting turbulent kinetic
energy equation is:

cl + e:+ ;t e -• e;;;;;t :1I1:De (76)

In modeling the dissipation term (De), it is assumed that the small

scale eddies responsible for the dissipation of mechanical energy are capable
of handling all the energy transferred to them by the larger scale motion.
The process is then assumed to be diffusion controlled, and both the exchange
coefficient (re), and the dissipation term (De) are expressed in terms of an
"intravortex" turbulent viscosity (D):

r PID (77)
e

De (78)2
Lt

The coefficient, D, is given by Glushko and Spalding as:

D = l+ cqRt (79)
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where: 1 ) 0.586 (empirical constant after Spalding)

The constant (C) in the dissipation term of the turbulence energy equation i.,
assigned the value 2.59 (Spalding) for cpplication to the turbulent mixing
problem.

The principal uncertainty in the turbulence model resides in the charac-
teristic length scale asaigned to the turbulence (Lt). A partial differential
equation for Lt, similar to the turbulence energy Equation 76, has been
derived by Rotta (Reference 17). In the present analysis, however, the
characteristic scale of the Jet turbulence is assumed independent of the
transverse coordinate (y), and is expressed in terms of the geometric para-
meters of the jet. Experimental data are used to define the constants in the
model.

Referring to Figure 13, the mixing region of the single jet may be
divided into three distinct zones. In Zone J, the flow consists of a mixing
layer which penetrates into a core region where only small or zero mixing
occurs. The turbulence scale in the mixing layer is assumed proportional
to the width of the mixing layer (b) (References 18 and 19):

t-i
L t(1)M-2 C tl b(l+C t2sJ) (80a)

In the core region, however, the reference length for the scale calcula-
tion is more appropriately taken as the nozzle radius (rj):

Lt(l)c - C tl rj(l+Ct 2 MJ)VI (80b)

To provide *i smooth transition between these two regions, the following
relations are used:

L t( 1) = L t(1)c r<.grc (80c)

L =Lt() l(rcb) t(L) -Lt ) .9r.<r< (rc+. lb) (80d)

In Zone 3, the velocity profiles are known to be similar. The turbulent
scale for this fully developed region is defined, after Spalding (Reference
14), to be proportional to local radius or half-height of the jet.

Lt(3) Ct8Y (81)

The turbulence length scale in the transition zone (Region 2) is less
well defined than those in Regions 1 and 3, in that experimental data are

sparse or nonexistent. Two models are available for this region. In the
first, an exponential increase in length scale is assumed tu occur upon
disappearance of the potential core.
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Lt 2  C (1 + C 5M3) (-) X.eXP t4 (t 6 + C 0M.2a

The end of the tranaition zone is calculated as the axial station at
which Lt(2) first becomes equal to or greater than Lt( 3 ). The constants it,
this model must be determined from experimental data,

The second model assumes that the length of the transition zone is
equal to the length of the potential core (Lc) , and that the length scale
varies linearly from the end of the core to the beg#.nning of the fully
developed region.

Lt) CiYj (l+C 2M,)-' (2- !a-) + Ctgj,(~ (82b)

Calculations based on this model have generally been found co show
closer agreement with experimental data than those based on the model of
Equation 82a.

The numerical values assigned to the constants Ctl through CtB are:

Ctl = 0.23 Ct5 - 0.38

Ct2 = 0.38 Ct6 = 1.4

CO 0.23 Ct7 w 0.43

Ct4 - 0.05 Ct8 = 0.1875

Using Equations 77 dnd 78, the turbulent energy Equation 76 may be
written as:

Ou + (Pv + <- v >) Ty- Y()
dx Y e y TO 2t

4.3.7 Determination of the Jut Edge and the Cure ]engLh

The determination of length scale and the location of the "effective"
length of the core requires the location of the outer and Inner edges of the
mixing zone. Conventionally, the outer edge of the mixing region of a free
jet is taken as the radius where the Jec velocity approaches the ambilent
stagnation condition within a given tolerance. The inner edge is normally
taken as the radius where the flow is no longer uniform and parallel. WhELn
velocity gradients exist In the core region, as in the case of the plume
model, the conventional definition of the inner mixing zone radius is no
longer valid. In this situation, the concentration of the ambient air is
used to locate the inner edge of the mixing region. The inner radius Is
taken as the coordinate where the mole fraction of ambnient dir has reached
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a value of 0.0001 due to turbulent diffusion. The c,,ru length, in this in-
atance, then becomes the point where the mole frattion of atbient air becomeu
S.0001 on the jet aids. The outer edge of the j.:t is arbitrarily detined as
The point where the velocity relative to the free-strea.a velocity is 0.02 of
the centerline velocity.

4.3.8 Boundary Conditions

Considering the jet to be symitric about the line y 0, the applicable
boundary conditions are:

au 3e aT i@y - 0 =: Ly -y - y - 0 (symmet ry) (84)
Dy 3Y ay ýy

@ Y -- Yx u = Ue

ex e
T Tex

e e.,

li -- aliex

4,3.9 Transformation of Differential Equations

The preceding equations may be cast in a more conven ient form by nondimel-
sionalizing with respect to the primary jet diameter and the discharge flow
tield variables up, ep, Tp. The requisite relations are:

X ?S__ 2y (85)

11 - V L_ .
u u e
p p p p

VI = X
U

p

Substitution in Equations 60 throuxgh 63 and Equatiotn 83 \vields:

Continuity

dX + 2 [(PV + fp' V':-) 0 (86)

X-Momen tum

' - + 2 ( p v + 'V ' )Y -e" 2 ( 7

5p
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Turbulent Kinetic Energ'

oU A + 2(PV + <PV'>) L ( (jC

+ ItI-l (88)

Species Continuity

c'U •+ 2(pV + <piV'>) a dpY te(89)

pu i + 2(pV + <p 'V'>) (u 4 7( Y
p )pY

e\~C'~ x "•"d+ tCY JTpd~t

4_ 2-0 + 2( u + (<pV + <p'V'>=2=a (9")

ax Sea Cpup d Y) a

The boundary conditions become-'

31U 3E 3e (91)

@ ' Yex U a U+ e

E + Eex

0 = Oex

4u - aalex
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The continuity EquatIon 86 may be identically satisf ied by introductL Iil

of the stream function coordinate (q:) arl one of the Independent variablc. '
(Von HMses transfomatJuin). Define a modified strenm fitn'tion, satl.kfvi'1 , i
continuity, as followsM:

)---- A)UYC (pV 4 .P'V':')Y (92)

Introduce the fol lowing iiew varlables.

ý (X) , 4 X

Then, wting the chain rule, the following operators may be defined:

(OV +

Using these relations in Equations 87 through 89 removes the transverse
velocity components (v, V'), resulting In the following final set of differ-
ential equations:

X-Momentum

=~ 29d ~T(ic c du) e~ x (

Turbulent Kinetic Energy

ax d(t) (7iP Pt7g \gJdpep (94)/ ~ u L

p t

Species ContinuLty.

____C c .2 c 1 (95

5,5
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2 )P P)

Taking the loiter boundary at the zero streamline (v - 0), the bounmdary

conditions become:

+ -- Do _2_ ++ i ' ffi PUYe) p 1 3ý3

The b oe rv by integration of E (96)

92 from l 'ie 0 to a given streamline:

-- B--U(98)

4.3.10 Numerical Solution of Differential Equations

The system of nonlinear parabolic differential Equations 93 through 96,
along with boundary conditions and suitably prescribed initial conditions,

represents a properly posed initial value problem. The solution may be

stepwise advanced in the positive X direction using a finite difference

approach. The implicit numerical technique utilized in the present investi-
gation closely parallels that of Patankar and Spalding (Reference 11) . The

general programs of these latter investigators were not available at the

inception of this project. The differences between the two approaches arise

primarily in the type of finite difference mesh and the methods of control-

ling the streatmwse stepsize.
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The Patanker method uses a fixed dimensionless streamline grid. The
streamwise stepsize is controlled by explicitly monitoring the flow entrain-
ment over a given step. In the present work, streamlines are added in a
systematic fashion to cover the entire flow field. The streamwise stepsize
is related to the local geometric parameters of the jet such as the width of
the mixing zone or the distance to the effective edge of the jet.

The partial differential equations are all of the general "diffusion
equation" form:

C ýF a ý-• -M ) y + 6 F + n ±F (99)
ax ay ) ay + 6 P~

where F may represent any of the independent variables (U, E, e). The equa-
tions are coupled principally through the normal derivative terms. Hence, a
sequential solution technique may be utilized as opposed to direct similtan-
eous integration. The specific procedure consists of initially formulating
the differential equations Ln terms of linear difference equations. The
linearization is affected by evaluating the coefficients of the differential
equations at the known upstream mesh points. The X-momentum equation is first
solved for values of U and aU/i at the downstream station. Using these
quantities, the turbulent kinetic energy equation may be integrated to deter-
mine E and aE/'Y. Finally, the energy equation may be solved using the
resu.cs of the preceding two solutions.

An implicit finite difference procedure is utilized to effect the solu-
tion of the above Equation 99. Consider a grid network as shown in the
following sketch:

In, n m -41, flt

M, n - 1 m_ + 1, n - 1

AXII

Conditions are known at station I and are to be determined at station
II by solution of the following equation:

( 1•L -+ + 6F + (100)
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For the Mshi indicuted in the above skeLch, the X derivative may be
approximated by a bacl.ward difference and the T derivatives as noncentered
3-point differences in Lhe following fashion.

(F I+ (F12

M+.2 (_ F F )+Y ( Fo -F

1 2

2 [2A' 1 F I FI+I -(A n I 4A1 2) F 1-+AT 2 Fn+ ln-1(
3~_j -+1n1 1 n l+~ (103)

.2,2 (AT2i 2 A)
1 2+2 1

Substituting these derivatives in Equation 100 yields:

[(f+k)AT22  ] Fo 1 _+IL 2A2 )+(e+k)(6 21A'"2)-6AX]F

,2 2 1+•inX (104)
-[(re+k) . 'Y 1- 1 Ail 1 ]F ni+l ,n+1 c Fro,n+IL(14

where: e=z = 2 2 ,

m,n (AT, 21An +AT 2A, l.

flAX
k=k . . . .

1 ,l'2 A+2A 1)

Evaluation of the quantities , at the known station I
results in a set of linear simultaneous equations of the form:

alF ±rl,0-1 + bnF +l~ n + gnrm+ln+l F 3, N-1 (105)

where: I(,) (m+k)A: 2- A'i.
2

1 2b(i) = +2(,,I+,42)÷(u+k) ('AI )- 6 AX

h(,) -= ,Fm,•+ '
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Inclusion of the boundary conditions in finite ditfvreuve form (Losv.,s

the system of linear algebraic equations. For most cases.t, tl' IL'4 ,1 forw,,id
or backward differences at the boundaries is adequate. TIhe |oundat-, tolldi( i i,.

uuly then be written in a general foim as the linear combhntiori -, the dLvpt,'n-
dent variable F and its 4' derivative,

dF n=l

--- :~ NFN + nN ('; =• n=N
N N N, df N n

The coefficients corresponding to a, b , gh h in the prvcvd-din' vxjprt.1-
sious are:

a, =0 /ATJ *

b El m' b .9 /nAT1 1 N IN N N

S= ti1 /A•l g1 N 0

hi N N

The resulting set of N simultaneous equatLons may be written in the
concise matrix form as:

1 = i ((107)

where: F Solution V'ecLor

A Vector of righithand si des

Since the I' matrix i. tLri-dinanonal, the solutiion may he rt,.idi 1k oh t i1IvJ
yielding the new values of F at station II.

4.3.11 R Kpresentation of Jet Propertics ind Initiall Profiles

Nozzle exit p lane mevsurements of aerodvyaai c Mnd thermnodynawi c proper-
ties are used as initial conditions for the jet flow field cat cultatoons.
[he prepar.ation of initial profiles in the form requfired by the an ,aisi-is i-
performed in subroutine TI'RF. l11% jet is divided into as main as 1. l\ikn
annular rings at the nozzle exit with one corresponding to each radiai 1 ,.-S
sampling station. The %a~s originating in each region is idenltifiVed aS a
distinct specie having properties determined from the appropriate ,gas
sample.
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The dividi~iF radiu. between adjacent rings is set as the root ,l.aIn
square of the two sampling radii, and initial profiles of velocity, temper.t-
ture, and heterogeneity paramter (G) are set utsing six points in each rinp.
along with two points in the free streav (external flow). The profIle.• art
"smoothed" .otnwhat by interpolation at the interface between adjacent rings
io avo•id abrupt discontinuities in the flow properties. The Initial turbu-

lence inten.sity is specified by the user.
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4.4 CONSERVATION OF THE HETEROGENEITY PARAMETER

The concentration fluctuations that occur at a point in the turbulent
nonreacting flow of a gas of nonuniform composition can be characterized
statistically by a mean square intensity. If the local concentration (mass
fraction) of a particular component is represented as the sum of mean and
fluctuating quantities,

F - < F > + F' (108)

then the mean square intensity is defined by:

G = <F'2> (109)

A transport equation for G can be derived by multiplying the complete species
continuity equation (for F) by F', timo-averaging, and applying the boundary
layer approximations. The resulting equation contains terms which represent
the convection, diffusion, production, and dissipation of G. Unfortunately,
these terms introduce additional unknown turbulence parameters (statistical
correlations involving velocity and concentration fluctuations) which must
be approximated in terms of quantities which are known ir can be determined.
It should be noted that the same situation is encountered in the formulation

of the turbulent kinetic energy equation for the JETMIX flow field analysis
(Section 4.3). The modeling procedures established by Spalding (Ref. 5, 6,
and 7) have been utilized to obtain the following "simulated" form of the
conservation equation for G:

pu • + (Ov + <.o'v' 3) -

convect ion

2Sty
Y - ,, GI t)t 0 (110)

ditfusion production dissipation

where the brackets < have been dropped from mean quantities for clarity
and the exponent r is given by:

,0 Platte (2-0) flow

I AxisyMmetric flow
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The eddy (or turbulent) viscosity (j,.) is determined from:

1/2t . Ct to e (11l)
Lt

where I. is the turbulent kinetic energy anL Lt is the turbulence length
scale. a hI quIntities CG!, CGC, cQt, and aG are constants.

The boundary conditions to be applied to the slutirn of Equation 'O

a re:

Y = 0: =0 (syrmletry)

Y.x. G = Gex (external flow)

in a multlomponent gas flow, Equation 110 can be used to calculate the
distribution of concentration fluctuation intensity for any species for which
the di.stribution of mean concentration is calculated. In a gas turbine engine
-'xhaust plume, the gas composition can be characterized by the local fuel
co,'UelltratLon (F) and mean-square fuel concentration fluctuation intensiry
(()

Equation 110 can be solved simultaneously with the continuity, species

continuity, axial momentum, energy, and turbulent kinetic energy (TXE)
equations to obtain a description of the jet flow field. however, since
the solution of the mean flow and TKE equations does not require knowlvdge
of (,, equation i1_0 can be uncoupled fram the others and soJved indeljendent'v,
usmiLn the previously determined solutions of the remainr.ng coupled equ,,t iný,

Thisi i .-i the at.pr,,oich tna-t was chosen in the present situat.on, primarili
bejcae ,)I the -ivjilability ),I the JETI~h1X computer program f,,r solutfun of
L men f[ l ind I$.E eoqu tions. A separate computer pro -am (SP'ALL(;) W.-,
devvioped t., nutme.riciliv solve the partial differential equation for 6, u. Inc
tie IV'IT.!IX 1 Io,,, ii ld deofinition Is input,

The auirt, i di terntial equation and bounddrV conditions for determin.i-
, i,,l , r I- be a',Ist i!1 mirte c(nvenient form by LnodiMLl'WJonaljZin),; wit'
rt-,; t to inhi .iti .l It diameter (dD) and initial cL- axial veloc itv (kti)
I) , i l- tI , 1,,I low i i): var jaI l s.

-''-V

Ii
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Substitution in equation 110 yields:

pl + 2(V+ -p'V'>) ýG

up dI Y-. O e G 

(1 4

+14 GI 5/JX C t G
+ up dp) 3Y)l 2G2

The bo,'ndarv cunditions become:

Y 0: _L=0
:)Y

(115)

Y- Yex: Gex

Recall irom Section 4.3 that the continuity equation is identical.ly
satisfied by the introduction of the stream function coordinate (I) as one
of the tndepcndent variable3 (Von Mises transformation). Thu stream funct Lon
is defined by:

:f 2
'- : _ tjy

I le-

, I vin119 tilt: L il.,fol .ttL iOll tu X-- coordiate. renro\'., tii t r,in;,'. r I - '1- 1- itL
, ,:.:)k I IIk1t ( ., V') III:: I: uiLiu I 114, rrsu tinn in the , . .i ' Ii I ,1 1r;:,

of thu part ial dii I fIr ent tI equ;jt ion:

LI F II I I I II I F I I-1



2cýL

Up 2 P UY

+ up dp P UY (117)

Takittg the jet centerline as the zero streamline (Y 0), the boundary
cordk.tions become:

T 0 -- 0 (l18a)

V T ex G G-ex (118b)
en ex

Equation 117 is of the general "diffusion" equation form:

ýG = a i-aL 6 G (119)

where:

UP?
E ýL _y2c

cG

(CGI -t (-t)2

d
CG2 dt__k

p U U) .2 L2"t L

The equation is parabolic in character, and can therefore be solved by a step-

by-step finite difference ývchnique in which the solution propagates down-
stream through a serics of axial stations (computation plmes) from a given

initial conditivn at X = 0.

[ile generatized Crank-Nicolson (implicit) finite difference procedure
erqloying Gaussi.,w etimination (Ref. 20) is uSL'd to obtain .I solution to the
p-irttial differkrntial equation foi C. Con;Ider the grid nt, ,ork shown in



Figure 15. A backward difference is used to approximate X-derivalives and
central differences on both jth and (j+l)St rows are used to represent '-
derivatives, in the following fashion:

DG _Gi+l,j- Gi_,jaX AX :

2 i+l, J -(i+l, J-1)]

+ c(l-o) .4,(% JIi-o)~
+ G (i, G +G - Gi 1j)

y + 6G o 0 (Yi+ , j + 6i+1, j Gi~l, J)

+(I-)(i, 61 +ij Gi, l

Note that the formulation assumes equal mesh spacing in the cross-stream

coordinate (T). The value chosen for the weighting factor (0.0 < u < 1.0) in
the finite difference representation determine the character of the formula-
tion. In particular:

0, explicit

a 1/2, Crank-Nicolson (implicit)

1, fully implicit
Collecting terms, Equation 119 is expressed in finite difference torm as:

CRj Gi+l, j+l + Ccj Gi+l, _j + CLI ( ;i+l, j-1  R

(121)

2 j (n-1)

where n is the total number of streamlines at axial .tation ki I h,
c,;efficients are given by:

) 3
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40 (AX) I

.+= . (AX ) 1.C . (1+1. j(X) i + OW'- ) (X+l, j

C 

( Xo 

(1X)

(£1-0.') ((X) •, i +)+ (i- 0) (AX) 61 j I i,j + L * 0 1 -2 G_ J- 1

+ O(AX) Yi+l) j + (1-0) (AX) Yi,(122)

Application of Equation 121 to mesh points j 2 through (n - 1) results In
a set of (n - 2) simultaneous linear algebraic equations with n dependent
variables. The system is closed by expression of the boundary conditions
In finite difference form. The value of G on the jet centerline (0 = 0) 1"
determined by passing a second-degree polynomial G (T) through the first mesh
points, and requiring that Equation lisa be satisfied at the first point (I)
This leads to the expression:

i+i , 1 3'i+l, 2- Gi+ (,23

"Ihe -c .,nd boundary condition, Equation I 16b , is sa•t is I ed by ;1c1V ' iv Ing:

(;i+ I it = (;ex (124)

hqu~it ins 121 and ciA an be used to eliminate the variables.o t'14.1 and
Ci;+l,u ir tm EquaLion 1,L, yielding i set of (n-2) simultaneous
v.quatiOcus With a tridiagonal coefficient matrix, G;aussian eliminirtlo:, i
then used L,1 obtLin a solution.

InI .dditi,,n Lo si;ecilied initial (and external) bounadary udit iIt,

'InitU diCi1!reLv-n' Alutiun of Equation 1114 requires thaL thie ýO(fl i. ient
, , b ,,.l1nated it each mesh point From equatuons ID and 119,

it -:. 1, that tih inlormation i.s theretore needed:

i;7



1. Phytsic~al characLerlstics of the nuzzle exit (d~ k ill
2. Aerodytiamic properties (p, U, F, ek, Lt) at eac 1 Mknlh piont.
3. Values of constants (Cgl, Cg2, Olt 00 In the turbulence model.

Trhe information in the first and second item8 is obtained from ouLp)Lul 0 thke
JE11NIX computer program. The nozzle exit plane parameters, which are
orig~inally input to JETMIIX as part of the problem description. are taken
directly from the output. The aerodynamic properties are obtained by
streamwise, interpolation between calculate-d profiles at tite JETMIX citLput
Stdttons. The values of the constants in item 3 can be specified through
input to SPALDG. The constant ott must be set as:

at 0.2 (125i)

to mairtain consistency with the JETMIX analysis. I'lle recommended vailuves''
the remaining quantities are:

C(;l = 2.7

C(2= 0.134 (126)

= 0.7

T'hese values were taken from Refereuce 5, where they were choseni to yield
goo0d Ugreement of analytical predictions with the dataot0 Reference 21,

-,.,MlXIIN; AND IlUMOGLIN IZAlI N OF .Ilk H EmwimN 'ITOUS ;Aj

lHit ýIaingvs Ill tit,- de La 1 ed t-uir.p S it~i 100 1 thlt. tWO - la r th IIIL1Uýl lvknou-
a5dULt t" miXingr, h0loigCeniZdt ion, ind chevnicA react ion tliruuglioutL Luc p'lun

ll', iuld Aire 0Il~lAIL%2d .1Lecompletion of -',.u 6teaid,;-statLe tub~i illrI-
gaS jetL mixing4 -Al2ul it ion. I'he procedure is to ivxtend a Iw'Lt L , Lt)-

from Vt 1 cir u te of the iozzlu e~xit plane r-eplleSvlnted by i jr,,Lk 1Ilt-JSI-irlicnIIv~
et tining tilt Lobe botindarie,ý, so as to aviinta in constant. 11el. : .w ii;uTjt

Ltibe . S ill, L Othe i i I- int re-1Ined iltw thE timne ca rr ies nt. I uel , Ill neLW ',!Iti
L ionl iubt.- t ne, t-a Le -. 'uitix ing p)ro(eeds6. Thie c~i Icu 13 io Opi ) 1 edS
trom tie no~' 1i xit 1141,11 Ill aXia! se s

i , Nm1-11LAIiolkW ",to tilt 1InLt-UChdlall Ott g se between u~c e

rnaeti tht; llow. prol iles gener-ated b\ . th p vrect:ed i ngý .t .d -L

i4'oý etv niXi:w -alcn!atioil is a gýuide. Ilt this interchange, th,- Lwo tit
,,i tii hft--r,.gvnenu .u, I w airu kep 11 L i Cý IL,- i . c , hot~t Ia It, ;.: - ' - tO

L r -Mý.lu Ie Lu l 11 i 11. Cte ti:iiot Kat,1J patS ,I tb.L adi~icent LUUVHý. A'::;. le t

o- ~ 1, a'n.dld- U .nJ ttn.pi Lt d int~o tL11 LeIld .. , It I i
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Alter the mixing interchange is accomplished, homogenization of the g,,i
In each tube Is performed by blending some of the cold gas into the hot gas
until the heterogeneity characteristic param~eter of the two-part gas agrev,,
with the value computed previously for the ste.dy-state turbulent mixing
flow field.

The chemical composition of the hot gas mixture is altered by interchange
with the hot gases of adjacent tubes, and by introduction of cold gas during
homogenization. The composition of the cold gas mixture is altered only by
interchange with the cold gases of adjacent tubes.

4.5.1 Definition of New Computation 'rubes

The solution for the steady-state turbulent inert gao• jet mixing f low

tield is expressed in the form of tables of normalized radius and stream
funcLion, velocity, mole fractions of the dummy gases representing the
initial flow in each computation tube, and other properties. The solut [on
for the characteristic heterogeneity parameter is also tabulated, with a
different set of stream functions. A set of tables exists for each of
several axial positions throughout the flow field.

A definite location for the outer edge of the flow field is required.
In the original solution, the properties at the outer radii are feathered
smoothly into the ambient flow, making the outer boundary indeterminate.
Tne outer edge is arbitrarily defined as the point where the mole fraction
o• the dummy gas representing ambient air is 0.98. The value of the
stream function corresponding to this point is determined by interpolation.

Aftur locating the outer edge of the jet, the points at which flow
properties are tabulated are redistributed by interpolation so that an
approximately equal number )f point.s I.* located withlin each complitat ion riih.

"Thc normalized btream tuncton !, is converted t', units ci pomuds per"
S e L_01d L'LiIv 'h :ormu I o

144i

'There L ind Di; t,. thil ret! ifl.e vI1oe. ki t/se.I .nd diameter III, .... - i

tihe In'tti'l cxhaut jet. Fhc :,onnalized radius Y is ýkwnvul'ttl tO Unit[, ,•I

1n,-h1Ms I P

RZ = L I1 ) Y: "b'

s.m i . o, I . rn cm.- t o.1 r : t ltpi lit i"o11,, 1 -• j. 1-- I

ri . r t 1 m. .1- n t I , .I -, t r-al c t i on t' i)l Iti id a .



In general, the axial location at which flow property prol iles ark
required does not correspond to one of the axial locations at which property
tables exist. It is necessary to construct tables at the present axial
position by interpolation between available tables. The interpolation is
performed between corresponding entries of the tables, without regard to
the values of the properties.

At each point j in the profile, the mixture molecular weight is computed:

M= Xkj mk (129)

where mk is the molecular weight of dummy gas k, and xkj is the mole Fraction
of gas k at point j. The mole fractions are then converted to mass fractiovs:

Y = Xk (2 (130)

and the mass fraction of fuel at point j is computed:

Fj Ykj F (131)
k

k

Here, Fk is the fuel concentration in dummy gas k.

by the definition of the stream function, the mass flow between point
j and its inner neighbor (J-l1 is

,.- 1321

The cumulative flow (the total flow inside of point J) : dumyv :.-is k i

JI
= 2- (Yk(i- ) + Yki " (I. 3 }

and the cumulatLive fuel flow is

wi i=2 + 1) ' I
=2.



To remove the effects of small continuity errors that may have occured in the
numerical calculations, each WFj is multiplied by the ratio of total fuel
flow in the engine exit plane to the cumulative fuel flow In the present
profile at the outer edge of the flow field.

The computation tubes are defined as tubes of constant fuel flow. To
define the tube boundaries, the squares of the radii in the profile at the
present station are tabulated against the cumulative fuel flow, and the
values of radius are selected by interpolation at values of fuel flow that
correspond to the tube boundaries. Similarly, the flow of eanth dummy gas
in each tube is determined by tabulating cumulative gas flows against
cumulative fuel flow and interpolating. If tube n has inner boundary n and
outer boundary (n + 1), the flow of dummy gas k in tube n at present axial
station is

A~k -Wk Cn+l) -Wkn (135)

A

A correction factor is applied to each Wkn to maintain continuity of flow
of each dummy gas k; that is,

A
wkn = (Wkk)x-o (13b)

n

The total flow in each tube is also computed:

WT -- Wkn (137)
k

!he m,-an velocity and heterogeneity parameter in tube n are jetermin--J
by numeric:al .nt egralt ion wit!i respeC t to conmmulative ftut,1 fl,w:

*n UdT,

-
n

- n ud P 1 39)

n+ 1

W F(n+L) -Winj

The entra inment of nmbLent air from the previous to the y'res-nt ixiil
station is c:omvuLktd by the ditterence in totaL airt u, in aI! tubes. The
air to be entr-iined is pi.tced in Lin extr., 'mput at .on tube it tht. pru.Iou-
stati--.
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AI
Waa (Wan Wan) (140)

n

The residence time for chemical reactions in each tube is computed for
the axial step:

(At (141)
Un

4.5.2 Mixing and Homogenization

The interchange of gas due to mixing between adjacent computacica tubes
in an axial step is derived from the dummy gas flows in the tubes at the
present and previous stations. The parameter amn is defined as the fraction
of flow in tube m at the previous station that is transferred to tube n at the
present station. In any one step, the interchange of gas is limited to
adiacent tubes.

In the following developpent, Wkm is the flow of dummy gas k in tube m
at the previous station, and Wkn is the flow of gas k in tube n at the
present axial station.

The relations used to evaluate the a's depend upon whether the tube is
located within or outside the "potential core" of the mixing jet. A tube
is defined to be outside the potential core if the flow of the dummy gas
representing ambient air exceeds one percent of the total flow in the tube.

If the tube n is within the potential core, the flow of dummy gas n in
its parent tube is used to evaluate the t's.

W m 'n W m (142)

if tube n is outside the potential core, the total flow in the tube is used:

Ti -tmn = ý'Tn (143)

m

Other relations used are luel conservat....
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SWfm °In "Wfn (144)
m

where Wfn is the fuel flow in tube n (constant by definition of the computation
tube), and the requirement that all the flow in a tube must go somewhere:

-C_ M l (145)
n

The calculation of the a's proceeds from tube to tube, starting at the
centerline. If tube 1 is within the potential core, the above relations reduce
to:

WI 1 a1 1 + W12 021 = Wi1  (146)

Wfl all + Wf2 a21 Wfi (147)

These equations are solved for a 2 1 :

W11 -w•2l
/1 (Wf2 \ 1 (1.48)

If tube 1 is outside the potential core, this betr,mes

WT1 - WTI
021 = /Wf2\ (149)

WT1 WT2

The fraction of gas in tube 2 transferred to tube 1 must be within the limits
0 < a21 < 1, and must not move more fuel from tube 2 to tube I than can be
moved from tube 1 to tube 2:

•~21 z \w(150)

with a21 determined, a12 is determined by fuel continuity
(Wý ,i (151)
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'I

and

.112 • - "*.L2 j "2

T'hk' 1o111lul~• tor tabu 2 must include the Mass L ran It v b•'ht wt-n LUis I
muid 2 (already determined) as well as the transfer betwvk, n tubvs 2 an! 3. LI
Lube 2 is within the potential core,

S21 ( W()

'-. w2"

or, if tube 2 is outside the potential core,

W'2-T2 + WTI -(1)
ý ' )WT - WT.3

Aga in, t3 2 mustL be within the limits tl .132 . I, and 1

-A32 2) (i - .1 21)(13)

%,I . v r d, Lt:' : ;L t :1 ,1 :. ,JV L U r I-t : !. d b '. i. t U IL

,mad

iq ,' ir .{ i' " t ,! - C ' , uL ýL d J 'i. • , t ' ,, r~ t k:ILt .

• l' L ' it' .. . . l: • • l[' l-• I t' l, : l {,, g lt t • . "i!*. t' ! , " " ".., • t li S ~ t I l '•t
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lube N absorbs allt It the flow in the extra tube containing the etttril[nlod air;

a(N+l) N £ (ll9j

Once the A's have been derived, they are used tt) ConstrucL the detailed
properties of the heterogeneous tnow in each tube. The flow.' Ot hot and
cold gases In tube n at the present station before homogenization are
derived from the flows in all tubes at the previous statLon:

W1 = E WTm 'eran Ym IbO)

WC • •l'u lnn (1 y) Icii
Similar iv, thv I tows at tuel iIn the hot :md cold gasus tre:

m
ii1 • i • 'Ioi 'inn l11f l • y m (Ia,.,

q!I L 1 1- 1 I 1-

= - •i=-=

ii....i '. 41'5 Ite 3



hot (16b)
WH + WC

The mass fraction of hot gas after homogenization (') and the fuel concentra-
tion in the hot gas (RH) are derived from the value of the Spalding heterogeneity
paramoter at the present station. Thib Is done by solving the equations

A

F :- F11 + (I y) Fc. (167)

G (" + (1., y) (F l- ) (168)

'the fraction of the cold gas that is transferred to the hoc gas to accomplish

the homogenization is

AA

1-- y= ' (169)

The composition and enthalpy of the cold and hot gases in tube n at the
present station are computed by the formulae

m cm mn (I T W"Z~m

A (170)
L~C jM U.n --m i m M c 4m M f

P." (17
H A-= m L ihn CtnnYm Tm 4 T cmc•mnn(i -Ym) 'vm (17hi:

y (Wl 4 Wc)

where represents, in turn, the concentrations of the chemical species
ZH Zo etc. and the total ernthalpy A

h + --
2gc J
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4.6 CIHiMTCAI. RI'ACTION KINI.''(.

'hf' plume moerle1 comptitert opgiram irovidts the uiser i choio (i- of twit
analvtical procedures for motihluig rht )pii;-phbst, clitmicnl react iol kI et 1c:-;
that gonvern the consumpl Ion of CO and the 3elinusump 1 Iln or generat lon iof Nt}x
In the plume. Tn practice, tie two procedures have beer, found to produce
almost identical results iunder conditions tound in afterburner exhaust pluimn.q.

The first procedure, (,CKP, is a modIFied version of tile NASA General
Chemical Kinetios Prog,.ram (Roforencn 1). it provides a f( rmu11 numeral
solution of simultaneous differential equatioTIS derived frcmn a system of
23 molecuLar collision reactlous. GCK 1, was included becausLe of the high
confidence In the accuracy of Its predictions, mnd the added capability of
examining such effects as dc-parture of the radical pool from pseudo-

equilibrium and convertion of NO to NO-).

fie alternotive procodure, SCKP, makikec. ,ioe of s;ome analvttcal approxi-I

maLiuons to gain computational efficiency. The two-hodt col iI I-oil rei'tiLons
which determine the concentrations of the free radicals; relative to each
other are assumed to be equilihrated. The decay of this radical poo1 is I
governed by selected rate-controlled three-body reactions. The consumption
of CO and the generation of NO are computed Independently by selected late-
controlled reactions.

The consumption of unburned hydrocarbons is not treated by either of
the chemical kinetics procedures because of the formidability of the task
of constructing a system of reactions and ratcs for the decomposition and
oxidation of heavy hydrocarbon molecules, Although such a system can be
found in the literature for methane oxidation (Reference 22), researchers
confronted with more complex hydrccarbons have usually resorted to a "global
reaction" approximation (Reference 23). Rather than pursue this approach,
It was Judged that equal accuracy could he attained by simply comparing
residence time of the local gas mixture with empirically determined ignition
delay times for kerosene at the local tt.mperature.

4.6.1 General Chemical Kinetic, (;(:KP) I
A general chemical kinetics computer program tor complex gas mixtures, j

developed by David A. Bittker and Vincent J. 1,cull!n of NASA L~ewls Research "
Center, was adapted for use as a subprogram In the plume model computer

pr'ogram. nuoting from Reference 34, "th's prngrata can be used for any homo--
geneous reaction In either a Flowino. or a static system. rt has the ad-
vantages of Flexibility, accuracy, and east' of use. Moreover, any chemical

system may he used for which species thermodviamic data and reaction rate

constants are known, Thie program ihandlies several, types of reactions. These I
Include bimolecular uxchange reactions, unimltlecular decompositions,

bimolecui,,r decempositions, and tic reverse recombination process. The

solution method Is a rapid one based on tile implicit ftnite-difference

technique of Klieael and Tyson. A unique step-size control svytem Is used

to estimate the optimum step-size for each step."
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I
Refere'nce I provides a "complete description of the chemlcai kinetics

LLomputer program and the implicit numerical Integrat Ion method It uses. The
theoretical kinvtics differential equations solved by the prtisrgiin are also
given In detill." There Is no need to duplicate thepe descriptIons here.

In modifving GCKP for use as a subprogram, considerable spoclalization
was performed. The chemical reaction svy.tem, reaction rates., and species
tlermodynamic properties, normally presented to the pro'l am Hs Input data,
were all bu ilt LuLO the subprogram version. The fluid dvnamics options; were
.set so that the problem is solved as a constant pressure adiabat tic closed
reactor, with residence time and Initial gas temperature tnd composition
speckfied.

THi chemical reaction rv-tem included In t;('KP IS dispLiVed in Table 3,
,ong with Arrhenius equations for evaliatning rea 'tion rates. For some of

Lhe three-molfcutIe reactions, some species are know.n to he msit' eff icient
collision partners than others. Thu.ja third-body efficiencies that could he
evaluated are shown in Table 4; all others are 1.0.

.:(o Is oxidized to C02 hy two-body reactions I and 2. Of these, reaction
I is dominant by factors of 10 or more, even In lean mixtures. The rate
expression for reaction 1 was derived by fitting an Arrhenius-type equation
to the more complex expression of Dryer, et a]. (Reference 24i). The coln-
cidence is very close in the range 1.500 < T < 4500 R.

No Is generated by reactions 12 through 14, recommended by Fenimore
(Reference 25). Fenimore's rates were used for reaction 14, but for 12 and
13, faster rates were taken from the Leeds report (Reference 26). By this
mechanism, NO Is generated by the attack of oxygen atoms on nitrogen molecules.

The relative concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen atoms and hydroxvl I
radicals are regulated by two-body shuffle reactions 7 through 11. Rates for
these reactions were obtained from 9ro1aw and Bittker (Reference 27), except
!or reaction 1.1, for which Harmrond and Mellor (Reference 23) were consulted.
ltwose reactions are very fast compared to the three-body reactions, so, ;ire
e.ssent: tnly equilibratld at high temperatures. At lower temperatures,
departures from equilibrium are observed.

'lhe decay of the radical pool toward overall equilibrium is governed bv
exothermic three-body recombinatIon reactions 3 through 6 and 15. Rate
expressions are those of Brokaw and Bittker, except llammond and M1ellor for
reaction 5 with third-body ,fficiencies from Lhe 1,eeds reibort. 0)f these ,
reaction 3 predominates In stoichlometric and fuel-rich mixtures. Reaction
15 becoomes influential In lean mi,,-res whcre mouleular oxygen concentrations

To consume the hydroperoxvl radical (1102) produced hv reaction 15, four
t-wo-bodv shuffle reactions among, hydrogen-oxygen specits are provided ,

reac t I sns 16- 19) . On thie recommendation of Brokaw anii Tlit. tker, an add titn1all
diliffle reaction between !l02 and nitric oxide (NO) was Included tti provide i
for an observed sensitizing effect of NO on hydrogen-oxygen reaction's ;it 1(,w

7
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Table 3. (hemrical Reaction .Yqsterm.

P.eact Ions Rate (Conitants (cv. 11"tt s)

1) CO + (O11- ("0' + H k] = 112f.6042T' 48618"'? 0 257/ 743/R'I (d)

+ 12 )4800O/RT

2) C 0 + 0, CA) + 0' = 2.9(10 )e(a

3) 2t + O +4- M H1( + 4M k .()1.(In (r
3 13 .,-02-600/RT'

4) IIt + M 211 4- M k4 12(I(0 )T , e

) 3W 15 e( . 2780/Rr (Ih)5) 11 + n1 + M( -OH + m s )..3 .

6) 0 + 0 ', M , 2 + M k = 8.15(10 )T
1013 -2f0I/RT(')

7) oH + It., o 2 14 0 7 210 k .- v

+ k 8 2.l 14 ) e-16,/'

k tn + c,- t+" -10200()WIPT
9) 0 + 112 Oil 4- 1 k9 4, (.r 1O ) c (aw

10) it 2 + 0 014 + Otk( = 8.4(1013 )e-1 500O/RW (a)
1. +0 (1OH+ H14) -45000/lR'r (h)

1i) H 2 2 OH + OH k = 8.0(10 )e

12) N +N NO N, + (0 k12 3.1(10 (e)

1) N + 0, -. NO + 0 k13 6.4(10q) "'e-625n! R4r (e)

k13)(
14) N + OH " NO + I k14 4.0(10 1300/R) (e)

i5) H +- 02 + m ,-t il2 4- M k = 1,0(0O15)el

16) It + H02 1OH + Oil k16 = 7.0(10 i ) (a)

17) (OH1 4-112 +-11 II10 + k 17 = 6.0(10 2) (a)

18) () +- 110, - OIh + O k F6.0 (1012) (')
- 18 13

L%) 11 + Ito . I., + 0., k = .3(10 3) (<

2r)) NO + 110 - NO 4 01l1 1.0(10i1' 3/R (ni)

21) No It . o 4 (0! 1k =2 2 =1 .2(1013)e-l /T(a)

22) NO2 4- 0 NO + 0 1 1.9013 )e

23) No 2 + + M N .0 M + P 9.4(10 14 e 19l3/l (1)
"23

(a) Brokaw awd H1ttker, NASA TN1)-702.4  ( ,ef. 27) ((1) I0rver . it .a (RI.

(h) Hammond and Mellor, ArAA 71-711 (Ref. 22) (e) Leeds (Ref 26)

(t_) Fentmore• 13th Sympoilum (Ref. 25)

-/



Table 4. Third Body Efficiencies.

Reaction No. Reaction No. Reaction No.

m (3) (15) (23)

CO 4.5 2.0 1.0

M2 8.0 7.5 2.1

1i20 1R.0 32.5 6.1

02 4.5 2.0 1.0

N2  3.6 2.0 1.4

OH 4.5 2.0 1.0

NO 4.5 2.0 1.4

H 1.07 1.0 0.75

0 1.07 1.0 1.0

H 2 4.5 5.0 0.75

80
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temperature. The Inast three reactions (21-23) serve to regemn'ate Ni flo.,
the nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) produced by reaction 20.

4.6.2 S2.ecial Chemical KlnctLic Procedure (S1<P) I1
The SCKP chemical kinetics program was developed bv Ceneral Electric -

Company to provide a rapid calculation procedure for 1odh. lliog the (AhLflhMc0l
kinetics of hydrocarbon combustion mixtures. To provide computational speed, I
the two-body collision reactions, %rhich determine the concentration of free_
radicals, are assumed to he in pseudo-equilibrium, The decay of thts radical
pool toward overall equilibrium is monitored hy a selected set of rate- N
controlled three-body recombination reactions. The consumption oF (CO and
the generation of Nox contaminants are evaluated independently hv direct

integration of the governing two-body CO and NOx reaction,,.

Chemical Reaction 5vqtem

The chemical reaction system utilized in the SCKP procedure consists of
a subset of the GCKP reaction system. The pertinent chemical reactions,
along with their rate constants, are shown in Table 9. As indicated by the

table, they are Identical to those used in MCKP, with exception of reaction 2,
which is expressed in terms of a recombination rather than a dissociation
reaction. The third body efficiencies for the three-body reactions are
identical to those used in the GCKP program.

The three-body recombination reactions 1 to 5 each involve an equal
reduction in the molarity of the system. The progress_of the reaction may
then be determined by monitoring the molecular weight m, using the following
expression: -

S 1 1- 1 kl(11 ) H) (M) - k -1  (12 O) (, -) + k, (t1) (M) - k ._ ,( 2) (M)
"dt To

zU
+ k., (11) (() (M) -k 3 ((1U) (M) + k4(u) 4- 4 ) 1 2)

+ k (11) (02) (M) - k (1102) (M)

Converting molar concentrations to mole fractions and combining tho

thlrd-body efficiencies with the rate constants vields the following relation:

\,-k2r,m2 -+_

1k I1  , + , X k '2  X 112 + k X 1H X (I

(173)
-1 X +kX -k' X 'K' X -0 Y1.

-3 OIl 4,( -4 0-, + ' - 0
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I
Table 5. SCKP Chemical Reaction System. I

I
Reactions Rate Constants (cgs Units)

1) Ui +0'. + M ] 2o + M k 1.0(10 19)r"
2I

1.3 10l9'- 10594/RT
2) H + H + M 11 + M k 3.3891(10 3)v 5 ee

2 2

3) 11 + 0 + M . (I + M k = 5.3 (W015)e278n/R,

4) o o + M 0, + m k - 8.15(10 18)T-1022
4 15 1 30 (;) R•7

5) H + o + M H0 + M k5 1.0( e130 )/RT
2 2 5

6) H + H0 OH OH k 6  7.0(10 )
2

7) OH + - 110 2 0 2 k7 =6.0(10 I
8) 0 + HOz OH 0 2 + 6.0(i012)

2 8
9) It + 140•:- H2 + 02k = 2.3(10 13)i

i0) O + H -n•- O2 +H k 112 602.24863852 2574.743/RT |
10) Co + NOR co,2 + 11 kl = 1120.60e~34'2 T

12) N +0 - NO+0 ki 6 . 4 (9)Te- 2 53/RT I
2 12

13) N + 0 NO i k 6.4.(13)T1313

13) OH N 0 I k 40(1

A



The hydroperoxyl radical (11n2) Is not considered a major species In the
SCKI procedure rind is elfminated using the "tteady slate" approximation
dXHlo-/dtJ., = 0 In conjunctLIon with the rate expressions for reactions 9
through 1). 'W1lng these reactions, the effective rate constant for the hvdro-
peroxvl rea(tions may hestahlished as.

k5 k 1 (74a)

whe re:

(k'5• • 02x

(174b)

Equation 173 is then rewritten as:

a(I) 2

- re +

kk ' - 22 + k+

dt ITT ('1 "Hl P0m -1 (k42 2A kI -2 k1

5 3 XOH 5 k 92 7' Xl+ +11 '02

Integration of the three-Body Rate Expression

Thne final r-elation for the three-body kinetics is a nonlinear firstIorder differential equation and cannot he integrated in closed form. Tn
Reference 4, it was observed that reaction 1, which has the largest rate

- constant, was the prime contrihutor to the heat release of the overall
combustion reaction. It was further established that the combustion rate
was proportional to the (H) (OH) product over a wide range of temperatures,
equIivalence rat~os, and combustion efficiency levels. The combustion_
efficiency parameter (P) Is defined in terms of the molecular weight m .as:

Om- ýk -kl k
(1 75)

There rn0 , : arl the un fractd t nd cjop kintelty r is comlned a nolcu Iner wefi rst

(Appendix A, Part 2).

X3
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The condition 0 corresponds to the unreacted mixture molecular weight
resulting from the Inefficient combustion of the hydrocarbon to CO and H2
combustion products. The condition F - 1 corresponds to the completely
recombined mixture molecular weight. Using the procedure followed in
Reference 4, the rate expression equation may be approximately rewritten
in terms of the combustion efficiency parameter 6 as:

d6 dl) A'[(1-0) 2 - (1-8 ) 2 (177)
dt d t eql

where: combustion efficiency level at full equilibrium.

The parameter A' is related to the forward rates or the recombination
reactions and may be expressed as:

Im 2 2
SO XH K3XH O kXO+K5XH X02 m-nm

(A T(Cit~

If it is assumed that the integration time step (tI to t 2 ) is small and
the parameter A' may be evaluated at the beginning of the step, Equation
177 may be integrated In closed form to yield

[(2-Re-P )e 2(l-Seq )A'At +
2 eq) (2-L 2(l-6 q)AAt 1 (179)

q qeqeq

where: At t 2 - t1

Is 'V( A' are evaluated at tI

CO Consumpt-ion

The consumption of CO in the plume Is evaluated by direct In'e. ration oF
the rate expression for reactior 10.

dX

klo 1 OH-(

where K 10

1 -IO(
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Using the carbon atom balance to eliminate the C02 t

dXCo at = + b (181)

where:

a klo X +
1(0)

b Mk 10o 2,t,2 IXOII +2XH-)

n fuel I/( atom ratio

Considering the coefficient a and b constant over the time step,
Equation 181 may be integrated in closed form to give:

=x I (--X eaAt _ h (182)
CU 2 a a

The CO2 composition may be calculated from the C atom balance, and the
H20 and H2 compositions adjusted to preserve the system inolaritv at the
end of the time step.

NOý Generation/Consumption

"The generation/consumptlon of the NO, contaminants Is also determined
independently using reactions 10 to 13. As in the case of the fivdroperoxVl
reactions, the N atom is not considered as a major specie- and may be
removed from explicit consideration by use of the "steady state" approxi-
mation dXN/dt!ss = 0. The overall rate for the NO reactions may he written as:

dX,, 2,~m (I X 2 o W k2 X ) - k f2 (1011 XN2 X0 12 X02 13 XOH) NO -12 xu + k- 1 3 XO8 )]
dt kllXNo + (k1 2 X0 2 + kl.3 Xot1)

(183)
The differential rate. expression i. integrated numerically over the

given time interval using a Runge Kutta technique. At the completion of an
integration step, the molecular nitrogen and oxygen concentrations are
adjusted to reflect the overall qtoichlometry of the NO reactions using:

N + 0 .2 NO
2 2~

iH



."KP Calculation Procedure

Initially, the rea[dence ti-ne for each .ftramtuie , aul determined hV the
mixlng/homogenizatlon relations, is divided into a svric',; (i small Incre-
mental time ,teps. The conditionw at the be•inn!ng ot the step are evaluated
usIng the given mixtu'e enthalples ani molecula;r weights. After determination

of the full equilibrtium composition, using the procedures deli ned In
Appendix A, Part 2, the CO composltion at the end of the Interinediate time
step is ev luated utin lg Eqo%'t Ion 182. The para eter :;2 is then determined
by integration of the thre., t-odn recomhtnation exprt-sslotn (Equation 179).
Holding the CO and No composition., fixed, the composition of the free

radi al pool is evaluated using a "pseudo-equilihrium" procedure. Finally,
the i') composition at the end of the step is determined 1v inter,,tion of
Equation 183. The above steps are repeated for ,a'h strear tube until the
total residence time is traversed.

4.6.3 Consump.Aon of Unburned Hydrocarbons (IIYCARB)

As indicated previously, the consumption o' unhurned hydrocarbons is not
considered by either of the chemical kinetics procedures, due to the
difficulty of constructing a general system of reactions and races for

the decomposition and oxidation of the heavy hydrocarbon chains. The
hydrocarbon consumption is determined, rather, by accumulating the residence

time of the local gas mixture and comparing this parameter with an empirically

determined Ignition delay time.

Define a "reactive incipiency" R for the hydrocarbon fuel as follows-

R = A t( 1 4

s topstd

where: At - residence time In a given step

II

timed = ignito delay time: the local condit ions in the step
The "reac Live Incip Lk'incy" is itcctanuLa•LL- d ;I t 1( illit!a [.1 01)11itrltur ,,I tihc

time step. When the cumulative reactive incipiency In a given react ion tub,
becomes greater than or equal to 1, it Is acsumed that al I of the fuel burns

instantaneously and completely to Co and H-'F. Fro-m Reference 2S , thlt-e filit iol
delay relation (kerosene) was given as a function of temperature by:

d e(-17.671439 + 40290.88/T) (485)Ild

The accumulation of the "reactive Incipienc.v" of tih' wuel In both the
ric, -nd lean fractIons of each reart-in tuthe Is carried out for every

mixing/homogenization step. I'o properly account for the mixing transfer of
raw fuel, the hydrocarbon Is weightedi ns follows:

Sti
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i

'4 
(186)

t ot 1

where: W row futl of reactive Incipiency R transfei red to tub.. j
I I

R I - "reactive Incipiency" of raw fuel In tube I,

In equation 186 Wtoti includes the fukel poured In i:om the adIacent
rich or lean fraction of the pertinent itream tube being considered. The
rationale behind the R4 weighting function Is that the hydrocarbon combustion
is normally characterized by an Induct ion period during whicb the fr-e
radicals build up by many orders of magnitutde. luel with high "reactive
incipiency" carries radicals with It, thus catalyzing the Ignition of ether .
fuel present in the reaction tube.
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4.7 SIhIMATION OF CONTAMTANIT FLOWS

At selected axial locations, an analysis of the profile Is performed to

evaluate the overall residual levels of gaseous contaminant emissions and
to derive properties of the flow in Individual tubes for comparison with
measurements. ,

Th, radial locations of the computation tube boundaries at the selected
;tation were determined during definltion of new computation tubes, section
4.5.1 above. The total gas flow 14, the mass fraction of hot gas y, the fuel
concentrations F, and FC in the hot and cold gas parts, the static enthalpies
bH and hc, and the concentrations (moles per pound) of chemical species ZiC
in the cold gas were determined for each tube by the mixing and homogenization
calculations, Section 4.5. The chemical composition of the hot gas in each
tube, also evalurteu by the mixing and homogenization, was subsequently
modified by chemical reactions, Section 4.6.

The profile analysis Is done by analyzing each computation Lube in turn,
beginning at the centerline of the plume. The temperatures of the hot andI
cold gases are computed by trial and error. The temperature is estimated,
then the enthalpy of the gas mixture at the estimated temperature is computed
by the methods given in Appendix B, Part 3. This enthalpy is compared with
the known enthalpy of the mixture, and the temperature estimate is revised
to produce agreement. The molecular weight, m, the specific heat, Cp, the
specific volume, v, and the specific heat ratio, Y, of each gas mixture are
also computeu by the methods of Appendix B, Part 3. T

The average fuel concentration in the two-part gas stream is computed
using (Initially) the mass fraction of hot gas that exists in the free
st ream:

F = +v F1  (I - y) F (187)cF

Zlie fuel-air ratin is f = (I + ) - (188)

Similarly, other average properties are computed:

EE
v = v + (I - y) vc

-- - ) c(19n)

7 v V + (I y) I = H, 0, 119, etc. (Ql)
y7 ic

The local emiss is Indices (pounds contaminant per pound fuel) in the tube
undý-r cnalvs Is are:

RI



W

mco Z Co 
(192)

mf ZHC (193)fHC -

HG F

ET - mNO 2 (ZNO + 40 2) (194)
NOX

To compute the gas analyzer readings (parts per million by volume), the
average gas composition is converted to mole fractions:

X, = m Zi I = 11, (, 12, et(. (1952

Hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides are analyzed without drying the sample:

R-RC ý° 10 jc (196)
R N~ = 10 XO+ N2(17

CO is analyzed with the sample dried to 32' F saturation:

10 XCO (198)
RCO-

1.006202 (1

The tube area is computed from the radial position of the boundaries:

A •(t2 _~2)
F- A (r (199)

Velocity is computed from mass continuity:

V W

A (200)

Fuel flow in the tube is

Wf= T (201)
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U

The apparent Impact pressure and total temperature that would be measured
by impact pressure and aspirated thermocouple probes immersed in the two-part
heterogeneous stream are calculated by the methods of Appendix A, Part 4.
The mass fraction of hot gas In a gas sample drawn from the stream Is also
computed, after which the calculations of mean fuel-air ratio, emission
indices, and analyzer readings are repeated using this value instead of y.

When all computation tubes have been analyztd, the total flows of fuel
and contaminants in all tubes of the profile are computed, using local fuel
flows and emission indices computed from the free-stream values of y:

(Wf)TX = Wf (202)

(14C 0 ) = -Z f 1 FT etc. (203)

The oqerr li emissions Indices are thus

(WeeO)T

(FIoT)T (W) etc. (204)

#I
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4~.8 OVERALL DFSCRTPTION AND CAPABMLYTY OF' INTEGRAWTE mom~l.

The analytical procedures *just described were combined to form a model
uf the exhaust plume of an afterburnIng turholel. or turbofan ergine. Th e
model represents those features ot the gas flow which 1nflutea.ce the consump-
tion of gaseous contaminant emissions In the plume. These features Include
the time-average turhulent mixing of each) element of the axisymmetric exhaust
jet into the adjacent elements, and the mixing or the ambient air Into the
hot gas; the time-varying composition (heterogeneity) of the pas, flow past
each point in spqce; the generation and decay of gag heterogeneity in the
plume; the alteration of instantaneous gas composition by mixing with pas from
adjacent rarts of the fio'4 and by homogenization; anid the consufuption of gaseous

contaminants by rate--Imited chemical reactions,

rnipt~t to the model includes data from a prohe survey of the engineI
exhaus;t stre;tm, togetlher with prop.ŽrtlIes ni the fu,,l anid ambient air and
paramreters of the engine cycle. Based on this input, the mrodel predicts
profiles of velocity, fuel, and contaminant concentrations at various axial.
lromati g:ons4 ofe thuese plu vrafles eiul.msinsidcseie
froma tg-tion of thespu e, prusovieralrsdase.sosidie ie

Inpt t th moelincludes data from a probe survey of the engine
exhiaust 8tream, together with properties ot the fuel and ambient air and
parameters of the engine cycle. Based on this Input, the model predicts
profiles of velocity, fuel, and contaminant cc.ncentrations at vuirious axial
locations in the plume, plus overall residual e-missions indices derived from
Integration of these profiles.

The plume model has beeni encoded In FORTiRAN TV lun~guage. for machine
computation on the Hiom'vwell 6000l-series computer. A complete description
of thts computer program Is contained in the Computer Program Vs'er's 1anouil
which Is Supplement 2 to this report.

emsin eesdit h to'hrhs> l~ msin estmnThe primary use intended for the mnoti -I i %2 s t 1 maLCte the t rue res Idual1

made at the afterburner exhaust rh~int-. Thi! procedure i.s, useful In appli -
cations where di rect sampling ot thie nilxed and cooledl exhaust plume is not
practical, such as engine tests In enclose1 l tesýt cellIs. The model is also

capable of accommodating a moving eriviroumetit, which makes' it u-seful in
estimating contaminant consumption in the plumme undlkr high-altitude, high-
speed flight conditions for exhaust Jets with reasonablv uniform static
pressure distributions.

F ~The accuracy of the model has been establis1hed hv comparison with
experimental data obtained under this program elsewhere-. These comparisons
are presented in Section 6/.0

The analyt ical model In Its present form does a goo(!, hut not perfect,
lob of predicting the consumption of emnissions In the plume. The model was
compared with experimentnal datai frum inly turhioJe . ltLr'liruc'rs ,, not mixed-flo_-w
turbofan augnientors. When data for turhofan engineq 1beco-ne available, the



model should he verified for this type of augmentor also. In contrast to
some analytical modeling efforts which proceed from relatlvelv simple models
to more complex and sophisticated treatments, this model began with a very
sophisticated initial structure and simplifications were searched for as
work progressed. The importance of taking this approach was thoroughly
Justified by the successful results. It was recognized at the outset that
this modeling problem involved very complex phenomena, including some for
which no experimental definitions were available. The adoption of the
already existing programs, JFTMIX and GCKP, was a very valuable starting

point, and the inclusion of treatment of time inhomogeneities proved to be
essential. Data were available on the character of time inhomogeneities in
the developed plume and were adopted in the treatment, but information on the
detailed time inhomogeneities at the end of the engine exit and through the
potential core do not exist, except perhaps ah can be inferred from this
present work. It is believed that the :nost fruitful approach for improvement
in the accuracy of emission consumption in the plume lies in revised
representations of the time inhomogeneities in the early plume.

The present model, with some revision, could permit the examination of
additional time inhomogeneity representations to approach a more perfect
agreement with measured data.
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V
SECTION 5.0

INITIAL AFTERBURNER EMISSIONS TESTS OF J85-5 AND J79-15 ENGINES

The primary purpose of the Phase II tests was the complete plume map-
ping of the emissions levels from two different afterburning engines, a J85-5

and a J79-15. Emissions were measured at radial locations to the edges of
the plumes and axially aft of the engines to a point where temperatures were
low enough that reactions were complete and the true emissions levels were
obtained. The two engines are representative of two different sizes of
afterburning engines currently in wide use on military aircraft.

The following is a brief description of each engine along with some
details of the afterburner components and function.

5.1 ENGINE DESCRIPTION

5.1.1 J85 Engine

The original J85 engine was qualified in 1960 as the puwerplant for
the GAM 72 decoy drone. Within three years, the first v.ersion of the engine
designed to power manned flight passed its Military Qualification Test.
Presently, J85 engines power a number of manned and unmanned military air-
craft, among them the Northrup F-5 lightweight fighter and the T-38 trainer.
A turbofan version of the J85 is also used to power twin-engined bu,,iness
jets.

5.1.1.1 Engine Specifications

The following are the important specifications for the 185-5 engine:

Weight 584 lb
Length (cold) 104.6 in.
Maximum Diameter (cold) 21 in.
Pressure Ratio 6.6
Airflow 44.0 lb/sec
RPM 16,500 U
Maximum Thrust (SLS) 3850 lb -1.

Military Thrust (SLS) 2680 lb j

5.1.1.2 Engine Description

The JP5-5 engine is a compact, high-thrust, lightweight, afterburning
turbojet engine compriqed of an eight-stage axial-flow compressor coupled
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directly to a two-stage turbine, The engine incorporates a through-flow,
annilar-type combustion system, controlled compressor interstage bleed, and
an afterbunier with a variable-area exit nozzle.

5.1.1.3 Afterburner Description

Thrust augmentation is provided by injecting additional fuel into the
diffuser behind the turbine. This fuel is ignited, burned, and ejected
through the variable-area nozzle. The afterburner thus increases engine
thrust by increasing the temperature and velocity of the exhaust gases.

The diffuser assembly for the J85-5 is shown in Figure 16. This
assembly consists of a casing which houses a center cone, flameholder,
and diffuser liner. Mounted on the diffuser liner are 16 shielded main
spraybars with integral flow dividers, 2 main spraybar fuel manifolds, 4
pilot spraybars, and 3 pilot spraybar manifolds. The single flameholder,

in addition to its function as a pilot burner, maintains the flame front
in a position that assures complete combustion of the exhaust gas-fuel
mixture in the afterburner.

The pilot burner spraybars are located at the 3, 6, 9, and 12 o'clock
positions on the afterburner diffuser assembly and are designed to initiate
afterburning and prevent afterburner blowout. They spray directly into the
four flameholder air scoops.

The 16 main spraybars are the principle source of fuel for thrust
augmentation. They consist of three tubes and three orifices and a pressure-
operated valve (150 psig). They spray the fuel in a circumferential
direction just downstream of the forward end of the flameholder air scoops.
The afterburner fuel control schedules fuel to the main afterburner and pilot
burner spraybars, as a function of power lever position and compressor dis-
charge pressure. The control also regulates, as a function of power lever
angle, the variable exhaust nozzle area until it is overridden by the turbine
discharge control system.

Figure 17 shows the J85-5 afterburner casing, liner, and variable
exhaust nozzle assembly. The afterburner casing and liner provide the volume
necessary for the complete combustion of the exhaust gas-fuel mixture before
it is ejected through the exhaust nozzle. The variable nozzle provides the
exit passage for the exhaust gas stream. During afterburner operation, and
when exhaust gas temperatures increase above the normal limit, the nozzle
area is increased. When the afterburner is not in operation, the exhaust
nozzle area is reduced for optimum engine performance.

5.1.2 J79 Engine

Design studies on the J79 were begun in 1952, and it became the world's
first Mach 2-plus powerplant, with eventual selection as the engine for
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several advanced aircraft, including the General Dynamics B-58 (the world's
first supersonic bomber), the Lockheed F104, the McDonnell-Douglas F-4, and
the Rockwell International RA-5C, A commercial version, the CJ805, powers
the Convair 880 and 990 commercial transport aircraft.

5.1.2.1 Engine Specifications

The following are the important specifications for the J79-15 engine;
the J79-8 is the U.S. Navy version and has similar specifications:

Weight 3685 lb
Length (cold) 2208.45 in.
Maximum Diameter (cold) 38.3 in.
Pressure Ratio (mil) 12.9
Airflow 169 lb/sec
RPM 7685
Maximum Thrust (SLS) 17,000 lb
Military Thrust (SLS) 10,900 lb

5.1.2.2 Enine Description

The J79-15 engine is an axial-flow turbojet engine with variable after-
burner thrust. It incorporates a 17-stage compressor, of which the angles
of the inlet guide vanes and the first 6 stages of vanes are variable; a
combustion system which consists of 10 individual combustion liners situated
between an inner and outer combustion casing; a 3-stage turbine rotor, which
is coupled directly to the compressor rotor; and an afterburner system,
which provides afterburner thruet variation through fuel flow scheduling and
actuation of the variable-area, converging-diverging-type exhaust nozzle.
The rotors are supported by three main bearings. Various engine systems
control engine thrust by regulating evgine speed, vane angle, fuel flow,
exhaust nozzle area, and exhaust gas temperature. Interconnecting signals
integrate the various zoLitrols so that the systems function as a single unit
in rcsponse to the throttle.

5.1.2.3 Afterburner Description j
To initiate afterburner operation, the throttle must be advanced beyond

76.5 degrees and the engine speed cust exceed 90.3 percent. Figure 18
shows the afterburner and exhaust nozzle assembly. The afterburner fuel-air
mixture is ignited by a torch igniter which extends into the exhaust duct.
The flame of the torch igniter is provided by combining fuel from the main
fuel manifold with air from the outer combustion casing. Flame stabilization
is accomplished by three V-.gutter-type flameholders.
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Figure 18. J79-15 Afterburner and Exhaust Nozzle Assembly.
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Fuel is distributed by four fuel manifolds to 21 spraybars located in
the exhaust diffuser section. Afterburner fuel flown to the fuel pressuriz-
ing valve consisting of four valves which divide the core fuel flow into
primary core and secondary core, and the annulus fuel flow into primary

annulus and secondary annulus. This division ensures that adequate pressures
are maintained to prevent vaporization within the afterburner fuel tubes.
Each pressurizing valve ports fuel to a fuel manifold, which delivers fuel to
the spraybars. Each spraybar contains four separate tubes, one for each
manifold. Holes in the sides of the tubes spray fuel into the exhaust gases.
The primary and secondary core tubes inject fuel near the center of the exhaust
gas stream; the primary and secondary annulus tubes spray fuel into the
outer portion of the exhaust gas etream,

"The exhaust nozzle causes the velocity of the air stream to increase
by restricting its tlow, The velocity of the exhaust gases past the throat
(smallest) area is limited to the speed of sound within the gases. The

exhaust nozzle asseubly consists of 24 nozzle flaps and seals interconnected
by flap actuators and bellcranks to the support ring. Attached to the sup-
port ring are 24 shroud flaps and seals. The support ring telescopes into
the outer shroud. Tnrough this arrangement, movement of the support ring
toward the rear of the engine causes a simultaneous increase in the opening
area of the primary and secondary exhaust nozzles.

5.2 ENGINE TEST FACILITY

All afterburner emissions measurements on this program were conducted at
the North Site Test Facility at the General Electric Edwards Flight Test Center,
Edwards Air Fcrce Base, California, The North Test Site is in a relatively
remote location, normally used for acoustic and infrared testing.

All engine controls, instrumentation readout, data acquisition equip-
ment, and emissions analysis equipment were located in the control room.
Figure 19 is a partial view of the interior of the control room. The two
cabinets in the background contain the gas analysis instrumentation. On
the right is the smoke measurement console, and the engine control console
is in the foreground.

The engine support structure, stressed for the FIO engine thrust level,
was mounted on the thrust table. The support structure was designed so as
to support any of the engines with their centerline 12 feet above ground
level. At that height, interference of the ground with the plume was pre-
vented out to the farthest measurement station.

Figure 20 shows the J79-15 engine mounted on the test stand at the North
Site Test Facility. The high temperature probe stands and actuators (w :h I
probes removed) are mounted on a moveable table so that the stands can be
moved axially from the nozzle exit plane to a position 15 feet aft ' thlý
nozzle exit plane. Use of this arrangement facilitated changing of •he
axial location of the high temperature probes. In Figures 20, the low
temperature probes are attached to the concrete pad at the 60-foot axial
station.
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'Thec controi room at this test facility is partially underground and is
located itout 60 feet from the eng!ne. Total sample line length was as long
as 140 feet at the sampling station farthest from the engine. The engine
inlet faced generally into the prevailing ;jind, and the engine exhausted
over the dry lake bed.

Engineering drawings were made and issued at Edwards for the engine
supp.irt structure and the low temperature probes. Drawir'gs were made and
issued at Z,,enuale for the hist temperature probes. A complete list of
the drawings prepared for this program is given in Table 6.

5.3 DATA RZDUCTION PROCEDURES

In the Phase IT afterburner engine emassiuns tests, automated data
acquisition equipment snd computerized data reduction procedures were
utilized as far as practical. The entt,-e data reduction procedure was some-
what complicated by the fact that, in or'Ser to calculate true emissions
levels, it was necessary to properly account for variations in local flow
rates across the plume. The local flow rates were calculated from the
total and static pressures and the total temperatures. At axial stations
where the temperature was too high for total temperature and static pres-
sure measurements, the total temperaturas were calculated from the gas
composition using an enthalpy balance procedure, and the static pressure
was estimated to be the s.Ame as the ambient pressure. From the local flow
rate and gar composition, the local emission flow rate and local fuel flow
rate were calculated. Integration of these local values across the sampling
plane save the total emission flow rate and fuel flow rate at that axial
station. Total emissicn index was calculated from the total emission flow 5
&nd total fuel flow at a particular station. The total integrated fuel floi
at each 3tation was compared to the measured engine total fuel flow as a
check on the consistency of the data.

The b,.sic emission parameters (concentrations, total and static pres-
sures) measured at the exhaust plane were also input to the plume model.
The model was then used to calculate emission levels at the locations
downstream Af the nozzl- for comparison with the measured values.7

A brief descriptica of the data acquisition and processing steps is

given below. M

5.3.1 P0 System

The PCM (pul-se code modulation) system 1: a digital data acquisition
system which was used to record all test data on magnetic tape. The test
data included engine operating data along with the plume data. After
appropriate preprocessing to convert, to engineering units, additional.
calculations were performed with t,•e plume data using the computer program
described below.
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Table G. Afterburner Emissions Tests - List of Drawings

)Su Drawing Title Drawing No. Location

() Support Assembly (A/B Emission Test) 56JI17327 Edwards

2) Modification - .193 Thrust Stand (A/B 56JI17329 Edwards
Emissions Test)

.1) Engine Mounting SysLems - J79, J85, 56J].1.7330 Edwards
FlOl (A/B Emi-;siors Test)

4) Mounting System - F(A/ Engine (A/B 56Ji17331 Edwards
Emissions Test) Sheets I & 2

5) Low Temperature Rake (A/B Emissions 56JI17332 Edwards

Test)14

6) Support Assembly - Bellmouth, F101 56E117333 Edwards
(A/B Emissions Test)

7) SamiIing Probe - High Temperature 4013100-805 Evendale

8) Probe Support Body 4013100-807 Evendale

9) Clanp - Probe 4013100-808 Evendale

10) Arm - Support 4013100-809 Evendale

11) Clamp - Tube 4013100-810 Evendale

12) Clamp- Tube 4013100-811 Evendale

13) Tube - Cooling Details 4013100-812 Evendale
Sheets 1 & 2
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CAROL Program, The CAROL computer program was an adaptation of an
existing time-sharing data reduction program which basically calculates local
composition and emission indices from the output of each analyzer (from the
PCM system) and the analyzer calibration data, which was manually obtained
before each test. The program was modified to include calculation of the
radial probe position.

The equations used in calculating local fuel-air ratio and emission
indicies were, in general, those specified in ARP 1256 (Reference 29).
However, a change was made in calculating local fuel-air ratio, in that the
ambtent air C02 content was not assumed to be zero as in the ARP 1256, but was
taken as 0.03%, the standard air value. This difference was quite appreci-
able when samples were taken in very dilute regions of the plume where C02
concentrations approached ambient levels.

in order to calculate probe radial position, the probe was first set
so that its projection passed through the projected engine centerline. Il
this position, the probe orifice to engine centerline distance was a small
value, I (see Figure 21). The probe potentiometer was then calibrated
as angular position e versus potentiometer voltage. The orifice radial
distance, R, from the engine centerline could then be calculated from the law
of cosines, as shown in Figure 21, knowing the probing length L.

Output of the CAROL program was filed in the time-sharing system.

AREA Program: The AREA computer program was also a time-sharing
system (TSS) program that used the CAROL output file for input. The AREA
program converts the radial position of each probe measurement to an element
of flow area to be represented by the measurement, and rewrites selected data
in a second file. This program thus performed area weighting of the emissions
measurements.

The data files written by CAROL and modified by AREA ýcre manually supple-
menited by additional information not derived from the probe measurements, and
were then transmitted directly to one of two batch computer programs, depend-
ing on whether the low temparature or the high temper&ture probe system was
used.

ECT7 Program: Since temperature was not measured by the high temper-
ature probes, program EGT7 was used to calculate gas temperature from the
gas composition data. Computer program EGT7 is an existing batch program
which calculates temperature using an enthalpy balance procedure. Basically,
the total mixture enthalpy is first calculated from the inlet temperature
and fuel-air ratio. An iterative procedure is then used to arrive at a
final gas temperature which causes the sum of the enthalpies of the individual
gas components to equal the total mivture enthalpy. Total mass balance
and pseudo-equilibrium criteria are used to obtain concentrations of H2, Ar,
02, 12, and Oh.
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Using the calculated temperature, together with the measured total
temperature and static (ambient) pressure, the local total mass flow (pounds
per second per square inch) is calculated for each measured probe position.
Local fuel flow rate (pounds per second per square inch) is calculated from
the local total maus flow rate and local fuel-air ratio (from gas composition).
Calculated values are entered, along with the flow area represented by the
measurement, on a TSS file ior subsequent input to program SCAPP (described
below).

EGVL Program: Computer program EGVI is used with low temperature probe
measurements. Local flow calculations procedures are similar to those used
in EGT7 except that local total temperature is measured rather than calcula-
ted, and measured local static pressures, rather than ambient pressure, are
used. As with EGT7, an output TSS file is created for subsequent input to
SCAPP.

SCAPP Prograt: The SCAPP computer program (TSS) obtains emission
indices directly from the CAROL output file and the local fuel flows and
areas from EGVI or EGT7, as appropriate. The local contaminant flow rate
(pounds per second per square inch) and the contaminant flow, integrated

across the plume, are calculated for each contaminant. The integrated fuel
flow, along with the integrated contaminant flow, is used to calculate the
overall (or integrated) emission index.

Figure 22 is a diagram showing the data processing steps. Raw data
from the PCM system was obtained on magnetic tape and subsequently trans-
ferred to computer tape. Processing by a tape reader produced a printout
of the raw data which was then examined for obvious errors. The corrected
tane was then run through the engine preprocessor program and the plume
preprocessor program. The plume preprocessor program output was put onto
paper tape and subsequently transferred to a file in the time-sharing system
(TSS). Up to this point, all Oata processing was done at Edwards Flight
Test Center. The GE time-sharing system is accessible from both Edwards and
Evendale, and subsequent processing was performed at Evendale. A permanent
record of all plume preprocessor output was made on punch cards.

The data was then processed through the CAROL computer program, which

gave a printed output and also a series of output cards (A, B, C, P, and T)
for subsequent input to succeeding programs. Auxiliary programs NEWRAD and I
ABE, shown in Figure 22, are described later in this report.

5.4 J85-5 AFTERBURNER EMISSIONS TESTS

5.4.1 J85 Engine Setup and Instiumentation

The eutgine used was Model J85-5H, Serial Number 230-499, and was newly
overhauled with total accumulated running time of 4827 hotirs. labla 7 is a
listing of the engine and emissions instrumentation which were monitored by
the PCM system. There were 90 channels of the PCM system available for test
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Figure 22. Engine Teqt Data Flow Chart.
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instrumentation, of which typically 70 to 80 were used. Selected channels (up
to 10) could also be monitored continuously on digital meters. In addition to
monitoring on thM PCM system, the output of each analyzer along with probe
position and total pressure were recorded on an eight-channel direct-writing
recorder (Beckman Instruments, Type RC Dynograph).

The testing proceeded as planned, with a total of 20 separate test points,
which consisted of engine operation at four power settings (military, minimum
afterburner, mid-afterburner, and maximum afterburner). At each of the four
power setting3, complnte plume profiles were obtained at five axial stations
(nozzle exit, 3.75, 7.5, 15, and 30 feet aft). The 5 axial stations corte-
sponded to approximately 0, 3, 6, 12, and 24 nozzle diameters dowasLream.

The J85 engine is normally limited to operation for five minutes at
maximum afterburning power. Since each test point required 40 to 50 minutes
of engine operation, excessive cycling of the engine would have been involved
if the five-minute Limit had been followed. After appropriate consultation,
it was decided to adhere to a 30-minute limit at maximum A/B, since this would
result in less total engine operatiLag time. In addition, the consensus of
opinion was that less engine distress would occur from the prolonged steady
operation than from the repeated cycling.

5.4.2 J85 Emissions Test Data

The detailed emissions test data are tabulated in Supplement I of this
report. Tables presented there give composition, fuel-air ratio, emission
indices, total and static pressure, total temperature, and fuel and contaminant
flow rates at each radial position for each test point. Selected parameters
are plotted in this section of Volume I to illustrate the variation with radial
and axial position and with engine power level.

Table 8 is a summary of the J85 engine test data. Each entry is the
numerical average of all data taken for that particular test point. Most of
the column headings are described in Table 7. Note that WFAB is the after-
burner fuel flow. Ambient conditions of temperature (To), pressure (Po),
absolute humidity, and wind speed and direction were manually recorded at
various times during each test. In the case of a double entry in the wind
speed and direction columns, the numbers indicate maximum and minimum values.
In setting test points, throttle setting alone was used for the military power
condition. At the A/B power points, a total fuel flow was chosen and main-
tained in setting each power condition.

JP4 fuel was used for all tests. Fuel samples were taken periodically
during the Phase II tests and submitted for analyses. Table 9 gives the fuel
analyses for both the J85 and J79 tests. All values reported were within
limits given in Specification MIL-T-5624J.
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Figure 23 shows the effect of power level on the radial fuel-air ratio
distribution at the nozzle exit for Probe No. 1. A general increase of fuel
flow with power setting occurs, with the fuel being injected mainly into the
annular flame stabilization region. Figure 24 shows similar profiles obtained
at the 7.5-foot axial station. At this station, mixing has resulted in the
development of typical plume profile shapes. Note that this station is near
the end of the potential core, as previously planned, and, as indicated by
the fact that the centerline fuel-air ratio and temperature, is about the
same as at the nozzle exit location. Figure 25 shows fuel-air profiles
obtained at the 30-foot axial station. At this distance, the plume is quite
dilutcd by mixing with surrounding air, and concentrations near the edge of
the plume are approaching ambient levels. It nay be noted that the standard
air concentration for C02 (0.03%) corresponds to a fuel-air ratio of about
0.00015. Data from Probe No. 2 showa similar radial profiles, but are not
included on the plots in order to maintain clarity.

Figure 26 shows the NOx radial profile at the nozzle exit plane for the
various power levels. Note that little NOx is formed in the afterburner at
minimum A/B power. Some NOx is formed at the higher A/B power settings, mainly
in the high temperature burning region. Figure 27 shows similar NOx profiles
at the 7.5-foot station, where the typical plume distribution has developed.
Note that the centerline concentration of NOx actually increases between 0 and
7.5 feet even though the total NOx remains constant, as will be shown later.
The reason for the increase in centerline NOx is that the centerline concen-
tration is lower than in the surrounding annular region at the nozzle exit, and
thus increases with distance as it mixes with the gas of higher concentration.
Figure 28 shows NOx radial profile 30 feet aft of the nozzle exit plane ar
various power levels. As with the fuel-air ratio data, extremely low NOX
levels were obtained near the edge of the plume. However, the NOx levels at
the 30-foot station seem to be high in proportion to the fuel-air ratio.

Figure 29 shows the CO concentration profile at various axial distances
at minimum A/B power level. The centerline concentration renains essentially
constant to the end of the potential core (7.5 feet), which indicates little
consumption of CO. Beyond 7.5 feet, mixing occurs into the centerline, and
the plume spreads more rapidly.

Figure 30 e'Yows the CO concentration profile at various axial distances
at maximum A/B power level. In contrast to the data at miuimum A/B, the
centerline concentration decreases at each successive axial station, indicating
considerable consumption of CO in the plume.

Smoke measurements were made on the J85 engine at the nozzle exit plane.
Very little, if any, smoke was obtained, as judged by the appearance of the
smoke tapes. It was suspected that smoke was being lost, either in the sample
line or the pump, and further smoke measurements on the J85 were not made.
The sampling system is not well-suited to the measurement of low smoke
numbers.
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Figure 29. CO Concentration Profile at Various Axial Distances for
J85-5 Engine at Min. A/B Power (Probe No. 1).
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J85-5 Engine at Max, A/B Power (Probe No. 1).
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5.4.3 Adjustment for Plume Symmetry

It was noted that, at the farthest downstream ioLations (15 and 30 feet
aft), the apparent plume centerline did not coincide with the projected engine
centerline. An analytical method was devised for locating the center of
symmetry of the plume in relation to the engine centerline. At the farthest
downstream locations, the integration over the plume area was then performed
with respect to this axis of symmetry, rather than around the projected engine
centerline.

Figure 31 demonstrates this effect on the fuel-air ratio profile. Figure
31(a) shows the fuel-air ratio profile at military power, 15 feet aft of the
nozzle exit with the origin at the projected engine centerline. Figure 31(b)
shows the same data after adjusting for symmetry. The origin is shifted 3.7
inches downward along the path of Probe 1 and 6.8 inches upward along the path
of Probe 2, for a total shift of 7.7 inches. This is an angular separation
of 2.5 degrees.

it should be noted that this shifting of the origin involves no additional
assumptions, since the assumption of circular symmetry of the plume is already
contained in the area integration calculations. The adjustment for circular
symmetry generally results in a decrease in calculated flow for all species,
compared to that calculated with the origin not at the center of symmetry. An
additional computer program (NEWR.AD) was written to perform this calculation,
and all data at the 15 and 30-foot axial stations were adjusted for symmetry.
All radial distances quoted in this report have been adjusted for plume
symmetry. The adjustments required to shift the origin to the center of
symmetry for the J85 are tabulated in Table 10.

Although the detailed causes for the apparently unsymmetrical plume have
not been determined, it is believed that a part of the discrepancy is due to
itaccurate measurement of the projected engine centerline. Additional
factors nay be that the engine does not exhaust precisely along its center-
line, or that the engine is slightly loose in its mounting so that its axis
can vary slightly. Note that a small shift in the center of symnetry could
cause appreciable error in the integrated values. It should also be noted that
the true cen'er of symmetry cannot be located wfth a single diametral probe
sweep.

5.4.4 Calculation of Integrated Results for J85

All J85 plume data were processed through the integral computer programs
(Figure 22) to yield the integral flow rates for fuel, CO, HC, and NOx along
with the corresponding emission inuices. These values are given in Table 11
along with the metered fuel flow. A very valuable test of the validity of
the data is the agreement between the calculated and metered fuel flow at each
axial station. Examination of these data show that generally good agreement
between the calculated and measured fuel flow is obtained for axial stations
near the nozzle exit plane (U, 3.75, and 7.5 feet aft of nozzle), while con-
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siderable discrepancy between metered and calculated fuel flow exists at the
downstream locations (15 and 30 feet aft).

Considerable evidence links this discrepancy to an error in the C02
measurement causing the measured C02 value to be slightly less than the true
values. This was later found to be caused by an electrical interaction
between the PCM system and the CO2 analyzer. Since the effect was small, no
significant error was introduced for high CO2 concentrations, such as were
obtained near the nozzle exit. At the very low concentrations encountered for
the downstream locations, considerable error was introduced.

The erroneously low CO2 value at the downstream locations is consistent
with the calculated local temperatures lower than measured values (see
Supplement I data tabulation) end the emissiou indices, both local and integral
values, higher than values which would be consistent with the nozzle exit
location values. The contaminant flow rate is nearly indeperdent of C02 value
and forms a more consistent set of data.

Note that integrated contaminant flow rate and corresponding emission
index should generally remain constant or decrease with axial distance. There

leems to be one exception to this, as indicated by the increase in CO emission
index between the nozzle exit plane and 3.75 feet aft at Min A/B power level.
This is explained by the partial oxidation of HC to CO in the same axial range.
The decrease in HC is more than sufficient to account for the increase in
carbon as CO.

With the foregoing observations in mnind, the following conclusions con-
cerning the axial variation of contaminant flaw may be made for the J85:

1. No significant change in NOx conceiftratlon occurs in the plume at
any power level.

2. At military power, no signifiLant change in CO or HC occurs.

3. At minimum A/B power, a small. increase in CO occturs along with a
decrease in HC.

4. At mid A/I and maximaum A/B power, significant decreases in both CO
and HC occur, with HC values ultimately approaching zero.

5.5 J79-15 AFTERBURNFR EMISSIONS TESTS

5.5.1 J79 Emissions Tent Data

The engine tested was a J79-15, Serial Number 439-012, and was newly
overhauled with a total accumulated running time of 2317 hours. Engine and
emissions instrumentation was basically the same as that for the J85, listed
in Table 7. As with the 385, 20 separate test points were run, consisting
of the four power settings with nlume profiles obtained at each of 5 axial
stations ((nozzle exit, 7.5, 15, 30, and 60 feet aft). As with the J85, the
5 axial stations corresponded to approximately 0, 3, 6, 12, and 24 nozzle
diameters downstream.
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Engine operating data for the Phase II emissions tests are given in Table
'2. Column headings are the same as for the J85 tabulation except W2 (engine
airflow). Detailed emissions data for the J79 tests are presented in Supple-
ment 1 of this report. Selected parameters are plotted in this section of the
report to illustrate the variation with radial and axial position and with
engine power levels.

As previously mentioned, the afterburner on the J79-15 engine has a fuel
system with four manifolds and fuel injection tubes: primary core, secondary
core, primary annulus, and secondary annulus. As afterburner fuel flow
increases, the fuel pressurizing valve operates to deliver fuel to the four
manifolds in succession. The afterburner emissions test points are such that
at minimum A/B power, there is partial core flow; at mid A/B power, there is
full core flow and partial primar-y annulus; at maximum A/B, there is full
flow to all four manifolds.

Figure 32 shows the fuel-air ratio profiles for the J79 at the nozzle
exit, for the four power sett.ings. With increasing afterburner fuel flow,
the peak fuel-air ratio moves toward the outside as proportionally more fuel
flows to the annulus manifolds. Little change in fuel-air ratio near the
engine centerline occurs over the entire range of afterburner operation.
The increase in exhaust diameter with afterburner power level is due to the
opening of the exhaust nozzle. Figure 33 shows similar fuel-air ratio
profiles 7.5 feet aft of the nozzle exit where considerable mixing has
already occurred. Figure 34 shows fuel-air profiles at 15 feet aft of the
nozzle exit, which is near the end of the potential. core, as indicated by the
fact that ambient air has not mixed to the centerline. At this location,
typical plume profiles of fuel-air ratio have developed.

Rather severe gradients, especially in HC, may be encountered at the
nozzle exit location for afterburner operation. The gradients are particu-
larly steep for the V79 at mid A/B power level, as shown in Figure 35 where
HC concentration (log scale) is plotted against radial position at the nozzle
exit. The minimum In the HC curve corresponds to those regions in the
afterburner where the combination of good flame stabilization and favorable
fuel-air ratio leads to excellent combustion efficiency. The flame does
not effectively spread outside these regions, and relatively poer burning occurs.

The change in shape of the HC concentration profile with axial distance
is shown in Figure 36. Note that at the 7.5-foot station the extremely bigh
HC concentration along the centerline has been completely consumed. Consider-
ably higher concentrations exist near the top of the plume (left side in the
figure) and this asymmetry persists out to 60 feet. The hydrocarbons that mix
toward the center of the plume are consumed in the high temperature gases
at least down to 15 feet, where a depression still persists in the center.
At 30 feet aft, the centerline temperature is coo low for rapid consumption
of HC, and the concentration near tlu center is increasing. The centerline
concentration is thus a maximum at the nozzle exit and rapidly decreases to
zero with axial distance. After the centerline temperature reaches a low

enough value, the centerline concentration rises to a second maximum and
then gradually decreases as mixing with ambient air continues.
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5.5.2 Calculations of in egted Results- for J79

All J79-15 engine afterburner data from the Phase I engine test.s wore
processed through the integral computer programs to give integral tfow rates
and the corresponding emissions indices, The profiles at the 30-and 60-foot
stations were adjusted for symmetry using t e NEWRAD computer program, as
described in the previous section on the JY',.

Adjustments required to move the origin to the apparent center of
symmetry of the pltmne for the J79 are listed in Table I` for each run it
the 30-and bO-foot axial stations. A positive change is upward along the
probe orifice path and a negative change i downward. Thft total adlustfmnL el
is the diagonal shift, calculated from the two mutually purpe;ndicular h,inges.
The angular separation, as measured from the center of the eiginQ t xhaust
nozzle, is quite small at the 60-foot axlaL station•, btelng les!, than (in(

degree in each case. At the 30-loot :.itiation, angular dejdtions at',.
greotel, being be!tween 1.0 and i.5 iegrees it, each case.

Results of the calculations of integrated values for the .179 are given
in Table 14. At the sampling stations closest to the engine (0, 7.5, mid ,
15 feet), generally good agreement between the calculated and the metered

fuel flows was obtained. At the 30-and 60-foot sa'ipl.ng stations, consider-
able discrepancy exists between the calculated and measured fuel flow for
several of the runs. As qith the J85 integrated data, the major portion of
this discrepancy is attributed to an electrical Interaction between the PCM
system and the C02 analyzer which was found and corrected before the Phase III
engine tests.

Qualitatively, the ge.eral treads shown by the ,l-I plume measuremenat-
are similar to the J85 mess trements in that HC Is most reactive In the pluine,
with CO somewhat less reactive, and NO, thi:. least reactive, with eSSulltia]]v
no change occurring in the plume. For the .J79, the highest re.sidual HiC
level occurred for mid A/B power settini: where, for thie J8i, the highest
residual HC level occured at minimum A1'3.

'Elhe sanoke numbers giver . in iT'jb e 14 ore- tihu aver , e-, , i t. t iL
measuremcnts, and no -ittempt has leen nic,!d to properly rV;iss a,2!,ht the -imoke
data. As was expected, the smokt: number dci.ese-s wit.h incr...asing after-
burner power setting and with !ncreasing axial distan'e 1runm tLhe exhaust
nozzle. The absolute value of the smoke number obtained is subject to oslle
question due to the sampling procedures used.

5. h INTERIlR'IT'ATIUgI OF DATA AT DOWNSTR1<LAN LO(AIoiONS

It has already been pointed out t-hu It -.L. the far d. wnsti eum ci hC.Li, ':,
(15 and 30 feet for the JH5, ind 30 .'nd 60 fef.t fl' thf- .17) 7 , nor Il I ',,,r

agreement between calculated and metered fuel-u ir ratio IIWs b,.n, bbsýkuvd.
A major factor in this discrepalcv iý a 8m171 sh if 1n zero, . the (CO
analyzer caused by interaction i.'I l the I'CM ov1'% er:i. Aln :dduilt i,, u cl ,t i.-
that quite good instrument stensitiviirv indd stohiitym is ru' o ,lu d V •ht.lill
atcurate measurements at very low ,rnwentt t orms. li{ I Ivi n.- I 'i.
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considers that, for example, a change of 1 ppm NOx causes a change of 0.11
in emission index if the C02 concentration is 3%, but the same change in NOx
concentration causes a change in emission index of 1.1 If the C02 concen-
tiation is only 0.3%. Finally, at concentrations comparable to the ambient
levels, the measurement of concentrations becomes almost meaningless without
some correction for ambient levels. Thus, the accurate measurement of
emission index at high air dilution values by the integral method, which
includes the mass and area weighting procedures and correction for ambient
levels, would become quite complex. This fact was recognized early in the
program and a search was made for an alternate technique.

One approach considered, and finally adopted with some modifications,
is based on the fact that the emission index should become constant, both
radially and axially, at sampling stations far enough downstream that mixing
and reactions are romplete. This arises from an important fact concerning
emission index; namely, that if an arbitrary unreacLtng gas composition is
mixed with pure air, the emission index will not chnnge. From this it follows

that it .rie plot:3, for example, CO versus C02, and if mixing and reactions are

complete, the result must be a straight line with origin determined by the
ambient levels. Figure 37 is a plot for CO versus C02 for the J79 at minimum
A/B power and 60 feet aft of the exhaust nozzle. Although the data are quite

linear, the intercept of the straight line does not pass through zero but is

about +10 ppm on the CO axis. It is apparent that the emission index, calcu-

lated in the usual vay, would increase without limit if the straight-line
relationship were %ollowed to zero on the C0 2 axis. This is the trend that

has been generally observed, mainly at very high air dilution values.

The emission index may be calculated from the slope of the line and is

about 26 for Figure 37, as compared to 30.9 calculated from the integral
programs (Table 14). The emission index from the slope will tend to be

lower than the integrated value if the y-intercept is positive, and higher

than the integral value if the y-intercept is negative.

A nunl-er of such I, Iots have been made and they show some rather inter-

e,;tlng effucts, FIgure 38 shows CO plotted against C02 for the J79 at

militarv power and at each of the five axial stations. Tt should be noted
that remarkably consistent emission indices are obtained from the slopes

of the Individual line-., even with emission indices of only 2.2 to 2.9 and

with CO concant rat ions as low as 4 ppm. Furthermore, the values of emission
indices agree quite well with those obtained from the integrated values at
axial stations near the exhaust nozzle, as shown in Table 14. rhe CO inter-

cept lies between 2.1 and 4.8 ppm for each plot in Figure 38.

F'igure 39 shows CO concentration plotted against C02 for the J79 at
mid A/B power level and at each of the five axial stations. These curves

demonstrate the appearance of the plots in cases of st-ong contaminant

cousumpt:lun in the plume. At the nozzle exit location, the exhaust is

e×tremely nonuniform, and no particular pattern is evident. Local emission

indices range from 27 to 180. At the 7.5-foot axial station, a character-

i-tic hbook-shaped curve develops which seems to he indicative of intense mixing

mnd CO consumpt 1ion. "iis is to be expected since, maximnum temperatures are

near 3400 0 R. Local emissioU indices range from 127 to 17. At 15 feet aft

of the nozzle, the curve is :3traightenlng somewhat. Maximum temperatures of

13(i
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IU40U R Indicate that CO consumption is still quite rapid, as does the fact

that the minimum local index is still 17 compared to the maximum of 89.
At the JO-foot station the CO consumption rate is quite low since the
maximum temperature is only 1680' R. Mixing is not yet complete, as indi-
cated by the curvature of tha plot. At the 60-foot stition, mixing and
reactions are complete, as indicated by the straight-line plot. An intercept
of 18 ppm is indicated, The emission index is 43, as calculated from the
slope, compared to 46 calculated from the integral programs.

Figure 40 demonstrates the application of the slope method to calcula-
tions of NOx emission index for the J79 at maximum A/B power. At this power

level, the NOx is distributed with the C02, and a fairly straight line
results, even at the nozzle exit location. Emission indices as calculated
from the slopes are fairly constant at each of the five sampling stations.

In each case, the NOx intercept is quite small..

FlIgure 41 shows HC concentration plotted against C02 concentration
for the J79 engine at minimum A/B power and at each of the five axial

stations. At the nozzle exit location, the highest unburned HC concentra- I
tion occurs near the engine cencerline, while the highest C02 concentration
(highest fuel-air ratio) occurs behind the flameholders. The HC near the

centerline is rapidly consumed as the exhaust moves away from the nozzle and
the centerline gases mix with the hot surrounding gases. This is apparent
in the plots at the 7.5 and 15-foot locations. At the 30-foot location, ,
the plot is nearly linear, indicating that HC consumption is completed and
mixing is nearly complete. At the 60-foot location, the linear plot indi-
cates that both mixing and reactions are complete. Note that for data at
the 60-foot location, the negative HC values indicate an obvious negative
shift in the HC analyzer zero setting. In spite of this, the slope method
still yields a reliable value of the emission index. The weighted average
emission index, calculated in the usual manner "from the integration program),
is 0.1 lb per 1000 lb fuel, while the value obtained from the slope method
is 1.7. The latter is obviously more nearly correct, as can be seen from
examination of the plots of Figure 41. A

Figure 42 shows similar data at mid A/B power level. In this case,

the pint at the nozzle exit shows that high HC concentration initially occurs
both inside and outside the flame stabilization region. As the exhaust moves

away from the nozzle, the 11C near the centerline is completely consumed while
that near the outer plume edge is partially consumed, as shown by the plots at
the 7.5- and 15-foot locations. At the 30-foot location, reactions are
complete and mixing is nearly complete. Data at both the 15- and 30-foot
locations indicate some circumferential nonuniformity, with both the upper

right and upper Left quadrants having high hydrocarbon concentration. At
the 60-foot location, reactions and mixing are complete. Again, the plot
for the 60-foot location yields a negative intercept on the I-C axis, as did
the minimum A/B data (Figure 41). This might be expected since the two test

points were run in succession on the same day. It is interesting to compare

the plots of Figure 42 with the radial profiles of the same data shown in

Figures 36 and 37.
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TIhe emissioni plots vorSUH C02 are valuable as graphical displays wh~ch
are interpretable In terms of the degree of mixing and reaction occurring In

U the plume. Uiider conditions where the local. emissica indices vary widely
over the pluma cross section, it is obvious that a weighting method, such aE
the integral technique used here, must be used for accurate evaluation of
the overall emission index. fn the case where the emission index has become
constant across thv plume, it appears that the giope of the emission concen-
tration versus C02 gives a more reliable measure of the emiss;ion index,
esae,:c lally at very ujgh air dilution values.

A coflpunL< pi-agrim, coalled ABE, was written to cl-,culate the linear fit
of ccntamlnnwlt Corni.nt ratla)n against CC02 concentration by the method of least
squar.-3. When miring and re;'.ctlons are cor'pletc', the linear relationtzh-.ip is
clOSely fel'lowe-d, 311d tile SI.'pe Of the Ilne- is .imply related to Lti emlstioil
index. 'Ihis data treatment method is not only ý..'er~r'-t.able in terms of rILc

degree of mixing and reaction in zhe plumc, but is also ati~enable IG
statistfical analysis.

Table IS shows an exzuple of the ABE progrnm~ printout ror a J79 tabinp
test point, This particular test point, sampled 60 feu!t aft of the engine
at mil ita-y oouwer, gives generally the lowe2st con-erntrations of the varlious
meiosured spirc Ices in the exhaust . Tile fit-3v column of the table gives :he
probe number and the second gives the piobe angle. The pvclbe is 110CiZOI~ta1 .
at 45 dogrecs, passes; through the projected Fngine: centerline at appr-Oximately
90 degree-i, and is vertical at 135 'degrees. The next five colum~is give
meaz,utod ,uxhaust concentrations of various species, corr~ict:ýd to -- wet basis,
that icJ, corrected f-r both combustion ,;atr~r and inlet air humidity. Each
columnn of emission data is fit to the linear equali~on Y =BO) + 151 x C02 1,:
the method of least squares. Irn this equation Y is the emnls7,cn Concent.'a-
tioin iCO. HC,1 NOx, or 'iýC' , BC0 is tile interoept oln the Y ax s, III is the
slope um thtie line, and CG0d is thO CO2 concentrati'on. Tac! last four columns
give the dev-ation (Ealculated minus actual values) of each data point tr-)m
the calc ilitd 'o.in:

In the lower -.art of the- table .;L-e gi';-:n the ca] i~ulatud Kc, Bi1, corrt'la-
tiot! .oefficicnt, emission LInde.x (1,-), and sta.idard deviation:, of the values.
The corre-ation coefficiert .I. an --ndetx of how closely the data fol~lows o
linear relationship. A perfect lir-crr relirirnshlp; with positive ,;Lope is
Indicated by the maximu~m correlation coefficfin't of 1.00. In this ui-rticular
case, fairly good 1 invi~r correl at icn is irndi~ated by coeffic:Ieints between
0.97 and 0.'98.

The utitit% of this method of &ata reduction at very high air d~iiuto'(I;

values .., ii lustrat,-d by the fact that, even wt. tese extre-'ueiv lo-w
Wconcen trarie.nc, cal cul ited cision d ceý: -re in good agreement: with values

Lalceilated Irom CIL integral programs at the r~ozzi--! exit locazions. Further
indicit ion if diita consistenc". is shown hy 0,e low relative standard devia-

Lion -)f rhe L'm~ssioii in.!ices and fairly good 1Pncar correlatian coefficients.

1 I



Table 15. Typical ABE Computer Program Ptrntout.

Afterburner Emissions Curve Fit Calculations

Engine - J79 Power Setting - MIL Station - 60

Run - 28-1 Humidity - 15.5 H/C Ratio - 2.00

Wet Concentrations Calculated - Actual
C02 CO HC NOx NO CO 11C NO, NO

Probe Angle PCT ppm pp-- ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm

1 46 0.168 6,0 0 6.6 5.R 0.1 0 0.6 1.3
1 55 0.205 6.4 0 7.8 7.6 0.2 ( 0.6 0.7
1 64 0.268 7.4 0 10.0 10.1 0.0 0 0i.9 0.2
1 73 0.343 7.9 0 12.4 11.8 0.5 C 1.3 1.0
1 82 0.379 8.7 0 14.2 13.5 0.2 (1 .6f 0.5

1 91 0.383 8.7 0 14.6 13.8 0.3 0 0.5 0.3
1 100 0.363 7.9 0 13.9 13.0 0.7 0 0.5 0.5
1 109 0.298 8.1 0 12.9 10.7 -0.2 0 -0.9 9.6
1 118 0.253 7.4 0 10.1 9.9 -0.2 0 0.2 -0.1
1 127 0.172 6.1 0 8.2 7.1 0.0 0 -0.9 9.1
1 136 0.119 6.2 0 5.6 4,9 0.3 0 -0.2 0.6
2 46 0.137 5.7 0 5,2 6.7 0.0 0 0.9 -0.6
2 55 0.180 6.4 0 7.7 8.2 -0.1 0 -0.1 -0.7
2 64 0.239 7.5 0 10.3 10,2 -0.4 0 -0.4 -0.8
2 72 0,284 ?.9 0 12.4 1.4 -0.3 0 -0,9 -0.5
2 81 0.343 8.8 0 14.4 13.5 -0.3 0 -0.7 -0.7
2 90 0.367 9.1 0 15.0 14.3 -0.3 0 -0.4 -0,7
2 99 0.339 8.6 0 14.2 13.4 -0.2 0 -0.6 -0.7
2 108 0.264 7.7 0 11.9 10.2 -0.3 0 -1.1 0.0
2 117 0.192 6.7 0 8.8 8.7 -0.3 0 -0.7 -0.9
2 125 0.109 5.3 0 5.0 9.6 0.1 0 0.1 -0.5
2 134 0.071 4.6 0 3.3 3.4 0.2 0 0.3 0.5

Least Scuares Fit Y BO + B1**CO2

Standard Deviatinss
Corr

BO BI Coeff El Y BO 91 EI

CO 3.89 13.21 0.9729 2.64 0.303 0.702 0.187 0.037
tic 0 0 I O00oo 0 0 0 o 0
NOx 1.03 3b.b2 0.9799 12.06 0.723 1,676 r.A!.6 0.146
NO 1.56 32.77 0.9793 10.74 0.654 1.514 ( ,Idl 0;,132
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Table 16 and 17 give a complete sumary of vesults of the ABE computer
program calculations for both the J79 and J85 afterburner emissions tests. As
can be seen in these tables, for any given power level, the correlation
coefficient generally increases and the standard deviation decreases, with
increasing axial distance. This is a consequence of the fact that the
emissions plotted against C02 becomes linear when chemical reactions and
mixing are both complete. Good linearity is shown by correlation coefficients
above about 0.96, with tower values indicating lack of complete mixing. With
low values of correlation coefficient, the calculated emissio!, index may be,
of course, considerably in error, Many correlation coeffidients for CO and
NOx are above 0.99, indicating excellent linearity.

Correlation coefficients for HC measurements are considerably lower
han for CO and NOx, and the intercept (BO) values are quite erratic. This

behavior indicates a definite problem with the stability of the hydrocarbon
analyzer. This problem was investigated prior to the Phase III engine tests
and is discussed in a later section of this report.

This technique of determining emission indices from the slope of the
emission concentration versus CC2 linear plots appears, on the basis of
results summarized here, to be the most reliable method of determining
emission indices at very high air dilution values, This method was thus
chosen to be the basis of the proposed afterburner emission measurement
technique for sampling stations sufficiently far from the engine that
mixing and reactions are complete..

Although the slope method of data evaluation is more accurate at high
air dilution values, there is still some uncertainty in the data shown in
Table 16 and 17 due to problems wita the C02 analyzer, which was mentioned
earlier in this report. The general terdency is for the emissions 1:ývel
of the Phase II data to be higher than the actual value due to these
problemq. (See Section 8 of this report for a comparison of all emissions
data at each axial station for both the Phase II and Phase III e:,gine test
measurements.)

5.7 EFFECT OF AFTERBURNING ON NOx EMISSIONS

Since there I.' no mechanism for consum.ption of total NOx, either in
the afterburner ur in the plume, the NOx produced in the mainburner passes
through the aftsrburnei and out into the surrounding atmosphere. In
addition, NOx :iia or may not be formed in the afterburner, depending mainly
on the power level. Since fuel is added in the afterburner, it is not
clear from zhi- change in total emission index whether or not an actual
increase in total NOX flow has occurred.

The amount, of total NOx actually formed in the afterburner can best be
evaluated by defining an afterburner emission index for NOx, EIAB, as the NOx
formed in the afterburner diviý?d by the afterburner fuel flow. Such values,
calculated for earch of the two engines, are shown in Table le. The total
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NO, flow is obtained from the integral computer program. The fractional NOx
increase (NO, flow divided by NOx flow at military power) is quite low for
both engines at minimum A/B power level. At maximum A/B power, the total
Nox flow for the J85 increases by 91 percent over the value at military power,
while the increase is but 38 percent for the J79, even though both engines
have approximately the same afterburner emission index (1.8 and 2.1). The
higher fractional increase in total NOX for the J85 at maximum A/B is due
to the fact that the J85 has a considerably lower NOx emission index at
military power (4.4 versus 12.0 for the J79). This, in turn, is a result of
the lower engine pressure ratio and the lower combustor inlet temperature (T 3 )
of the J85.

Althouyh only small increases in total NOx occur in the afLerburner at
luw A/B power levels as shown in Table 18, considerable conversion of NO to
N02 can occur under these conditions, as shown in Figure 43. Figure 43
compares NOx and NO profiles at the nozzle exit location for the 385 at
military power. Under these conditions about 53 percent of the NOx is NO.
At minimum A/B power, however, considerable conversion of NO to NO2 occurs,
as shown in Figure 43. At minimum A/B power, only about 10 percent of the
total NOx is NO, even though the total NOx formed is the same for the two
power levels. Figure 44 shows similar data for the J79-15. For this engine,
some increase in total NOx occurs in the high temperature region, while
considerable conversion to N02 occurs outside the high temperature region.
The decrease in total NOx along the engine centerline at minimum A/B power
has not been explained.
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SECTION 6.0

PLUME MODEL VERIFICATION

Validation of the plume model began as part of the Phase [I effort on this
program and continued into Phase I11. The integrated plume model was verified,
after some modification and adjustment, by inputting nozzle exit gas sample
data from the afterburner emissions tests of J85-5 and J79-15 engines described
in Section 5.0 of this report; calculating the mixing, homogenization, and
contaminant consumption reactions in the exhaust plumes; and comparing the
predicted profiles with those measured in the tests at several distances from
the engine. These comparisons are presented in this section of this report.

Some elements of the plume model were independently verified by comparison
with experimental data drawn from the literature or generated previously. The
comparison of JETMIX predictions with measured mixing profiles in turbulent
inert gas jets was described by Heck (Reference 30). Empirical constants
appearing in the Spalding heterogeneity formula were evaluated by comparison
of calculations with measurements of Becker, Hottel, and Williams (Reference
31), although one of these constants was subsequently modified after integration
into the plume model (see Section 4.4). The chemical reaction system used with
GCKP was tested by comparison of calculated and measured decay of CO behind an
ethylene-air flat flame (Reference 32), and SCKP was tested by comparison with
GCKP.

6.1 COMPARISON WITH J85-5 TEST DATA

Test data acquired in the emissions tests of a J85-5 engine with after-
burner, including engine operating parameters, fuel and ambient air properties,
and total pressure and gas sample analyses from traversing probes located near
the exhaust nozzle exit plane, were used as input to the plume model. Profiles
of fuel-air ratio and contaminant concentration were calculated at various
stations downstream from the engine and compared with measured profiles at
those stations. Integrated emissions Lndices were calculated from the predicted
profiles and compared to overall emissions indices derived from the measurements
either by integration of the profiles, or by the slope method, as appropriate.
These comparisons are presented in Figures 45 through 62.

Because the plume model can accommodate no more than eleven different
radial gas compositions as input, whereas a typical survey consisted of 24
samples, it was necessary to select a representative set of samples from the
full survey. The resulting initial profiles used by the plume model are com-
pared with the full sets of measurements in Figures 45, 46, and 47. The over-
all emissions indices of the selected samples agreed with those of the full
survey within 10 percent, as shown by the left-hand bars of Figures 50, 56,
and 62,
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Data and calculations for the lowest afterburning engine power settlntw
(sin A/B) are shown in Figures 45 through 50. The predited profiles show
acceptable agreement with the sample data points, except for the fuel-air
ratio profile at X 30 feet from the engine, where measured fuel concentra-
tions are extrtwmely low (Table 9 shows low fuel flow continuity for the
measurements at this station). The predicted overall emissions Indices at
each station ag'ee with those derived from the measurements, wit tin reason.
The predicted end measured net increase in CO from X 0 to X = 3.75 feet is

due to HC consumption, which generates GO faster than It can he consumed.
The measured increase in CO from X = 7.5 to X - 15 Is not confirmed bv the
model, and cannot be explained by HC consumption. The model predicts no
change in NOx, at any engine power setting; this prediction is verified by
the measurements.

Data and calculations for the Intermediate a'terburning engine power
setting (mid A!B) -are shown in Figures 51 through 56. Acceptable agreec-ent
was obtained between predicted and measured profiles and overall emissions
indices. The least satisfactorv agreement was in the overall li1 consunption,
where the predicted consumption was somewhit leas than measured.

Comparisons for the highest afterburning engine power setting (max A/B
are given in Figures 57 through 62. Again, agreement was generally satisfac-
tory except for HC consumption in the streamtubes near the plume centerline,
where predicted consumption lagged the measured values, Overall, however, the
plume model predicted nearly complete consumption, as was measured.

6.2 COMPARISON WITH J79-15 TEST DATA

Test data from the emissions tests of an afterburning J79-15 engine were

also used to validate the plume model, in the same manner as the J85 test data
described in the preceding section. Since the J79 is roughly twice the diameter
of the J85, the distances downstream at which calculated and measured profiles
were compared were twice as great. The comparisons are presented in Figures
63 through 80. Figures 63, 69, and 75 illustrate the selection of eleven
samples from the full survey to define inlt'al (X = G) profiles from which the
plume model predicted the development of profiles further downstream.

Data and calculations for the minimum A/B engine power setting are shown
in Figures 63 through 68. The agreement between prelicted profiles and sample

data points Is excellent at all axial stations. As was observed for the 185,
neither theory nor measurement indicates any NOx consumption or generation
in the plume at any power setting,

Data and calculations for the mid A/B engine power setting are compared in
Figures 69 through 74. At the far downstream stations, the agreement is accept-
able. The predicted overall residual level of HC is only about half of the
measured residual, but in terms of percent of initial HC consumed in the plume,
the agreement is much better. At intermediate stations, the calculations pre-
dicted more rapid consumption of both CO and HC than was measured.
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Comparisons for tho maximum A/B engine power setting are given in Figures
75 through 80. Again, the agreement is acceptable when comparison is made on
percent consumed. The analysis predicted quenching of the CO consumption
reactions earlier than the data indicate, and the predicted HC consumption was
to very low levels although not to the complete elimination indicated by the
measurements.

All six cases in this and the preceding section were run using SCKP, the
computationally efficient, approximate chemical kinetics routines. The J79
minimum A/B case was also run with GCKP, the NASA-developed formal kinetics
routines. The results were essentially identical.

6.3 COMPARISON WITH ALTITUDE WIND TUNNEL DATA

In addition to predicting emissions consumption in exhaust plumes of
afterburning engines undergoing sea-level static tests, the analytical plume
model is capable of modeling engine exhaust plumes in a moving, hlgh-altitude
environment. This capability is potentially useful in predicting contaminants
released into the upper atmosphere by aircraft with afterburning engines.

To validate the altitude capability of the plume model, gas sample data
from a survey made near the exhaust nozzle of a J85 engine mounted in a super-
sonic wind tunnel were input to the model, and the model's predictions of
plume development and contaminant consumption were compared with data obtained
at axial stations farther downstream. The tests were performed for FAA at
AEDC (Reference 33).

Predicted and measured fuel and contaminant profiles are compared in
Figures 81 through 83. Agreement is generally satisfactory. The static pres-
sure in the plume was 1.3 psia in these testa. At this pressure, the CO con-
sumption reactions are essentially quenched. The model predicted 20 percent
consumption of hydrocarbons, which seems to agree with the measurements. The
emissions consumptions at altitude are much lower than at sea level static
because of the low reaction pressure levels and the low static temperature
resulting from the higher pressure ratio expansion. With these lower consump-
tion levels, the model provides generally more accurate prediction than for
sea level operation.
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SECTION 7.0

DEVELOPMENT OF AFTERBURNER EMISSIONS MEASUREMENTS PROCEDURES

7.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The Phase TI afterburner emissions measurements on the J85 and J79 engines
confirmed previously anticipated complexities encountered in assessing emis-
alone levels at the nozzle exit plane. Sampling probes must be designed so as
not only to withstand the severe environment but also to quench the reactions
at the probe inlet. The exhaust is generally so nonuniform, both radially
and circumferentially, that a relattvel.y large number of sample6 nr'7. required,
and local total pressure measurements are required to properly mass weight the
individual measurements. Accurate probe position measurements are required to
properly assess the area weightIng factor for each local measurement. Finally,
the local measurement must be processed through the extremely complex plume
model computer program in order to evaluate emissions levels ultimately emitted
into the atmosphere.

Measurement of emissions at an axial station far enough downstream of the
engine that mixing and plume reactions are complete avoids many of the dIffi-
culties associated with the nozzle exit plane measurements. The low concen-
trations encountered at the downstream locations require measurement sensitivity
somewhat better than that normally required for main engine emission measure-
menta. A data reduction procedure was developed in Phase Ii which accounts for
the ambient levels of emissions. Although the procedure does not evaluate
carbon balance as a test for representative sampling, various statistical I
methods are available to check for overall data consistency.

The major potential drawback of the downstream measurement method is that
it requires considerable open area behind the engine and would generally
necessitate an outdoor test facility. Since this requirement might unduly
restrict the applicability ot the afterburier emissions measuremest techniques,
it was decided that the finalized procedure developed on this program would
include both the downstream measurement method and the nozzle exit plane
measurement method. The downstream method is the preferred method and is
referred to as the "Far Plume" procedure. The nozzle exit plane method,
referred to as the "Near Plume" procedure, is the alternative procedure
which may be employed if no test facility is available which meets the
requirements of the var Plume procedure.

The finalized measurement procedure Is presented in Appendix B of this
report. The general format used is similar to that of SAE ARP 1256. Tn
specifying the measurement equipment used, an effort was made to per.'it utili-
zation of the same equipment as that used for main engine emissions measure-
ments, as specified in ARP 1256.
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The SAE ARP 1256 (Issued 10-1-71) hap been followed in these procedures
as far as practicable. However, the SAE document is becoming outdated, and
efforts e.. revision are in progress at the time of this writing. Procedural
differences between ARP 1256 and the afterburner emissions measurement pro-
cedures presented here arise either from anticipated revisions to ARP 1256 or
from the basic requirements of the afterburner measurements. Major differences
are listed below:

Lquipment - ARP 1256 specifies N1DIR and NDUV Instruments for No and Nf2
measurements, while the A/B procedures specify a chemiluminescence insttument
with converter.

Sample Line Temperature - ARP 1256 specifies 302 + 90 F, while the A/B I
procedures specify 300 + 27' F, anticipating a similar revision In AR' i25.

Sample Transit Time - The A/B procedures require 10-second sample transit
time, while ARP 1256 requires 2 seconds.

S- ARP 1256 permits mixed samples, while the A/B procedures re-
quire individual samples. Also, for the "Near Plume" procedure, 22 sample I
points are rquired rather than 12 in ARP 1256.

Probe Temperature - The probe temperature is nut specified in ARP 1256,
while the A/B procedures require the sample line wIthin the probe to he main-
tained between 160 and 327' F.

Data Reduction - ARP 1256 requires averaged values to be reported. Con-
siderably more extensive data reduction procedures are required for A/B emis-
sions measurements.

Several other general comments regarding these procedures are appropriate
at this point. Considerable conversion of NO to NO2 at certain afterburning A
conditions was found in the Phase Il afterhurning emissions measurements.
This conversion of NO to NO2 in afterburners can he quite important since, in
at least one reported case involving art aftarburning engine (Reference 34),
sufficient N(12 existed in the exhaust that the plume was visible. In the
proposed afterburner emissions measurement procedure, it is thus important
that both total NOx and NO measuremer.ts be made since, at least for some
future engines, it may be necessary to set some limit on the Nn2 concentration
in order to prevent plume visibility.

Due to the potentially high NO2 concentration in the exhaust of after-
burning engines, it is particularly import .t that the converter In the NO
analyzer he highly efficient and that freq...nt checks he made to assure proper
operation of the converter. This factor wa; considered in the proposed emis-
slons measurement procedure.

It is recoimnended that smoke measurements not he required for en,4ines at

afterburning power levil3. Smoke measuremetit, made in Phase !I on the J79-15
engine showed a decrea e in smoke level with increasing reheat power level.
This is to he expected since conditions in the mainhurner are most conducive
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since a perfect straight line fit results. In principle, the method can be
used with only one sample, if an independent measurement or estimate of the
ambient levels is available.

Sample Line temperature is specified at 300 + 27* P, which is consistent

with the proposed revision to ARP 1256 now being considered by the SAE E-31 2
Committee. The tolerance is increased from 90 F over that required by the
current ARP 1256 and the EPA requirement. There appears to still be some
controversy concerning specification of sample line temperature.

Since very long sample lines would probably be involved with this pro-
cedure, no maximum sample line length is required. The. requirement of 10-
second gas transport time effectively limits the sample line l6ngth to a ._
reasonable valuo. .

isL

Section A4 - Equfpyent Laput - The equipment layout is similar to that
specified in ARP 1256.

Section A5 - Instrument Routines - Instrument routines are similar to
those specified if ARP 1256. Additional checks of instrument zero and span
drift, repeatability, and noise level are specified. Thermal converter
efficiency check is as specified in the EPA procedure. This efficiency check
is required at least monthly.

Section A6 - Reference Gases - Specified Reference Gases are similar to
those required by ARP 1256.

Section A7 - Test Procedures - Strong crosswinds can deflect the plume,
and a 5-mph crosswind limit is specified. Ambient air concentration limits are
not specified in the procedure since the data reduction method takes ambient
levels into account. The procedure does contain a caution against high ambient
levels.

Section A9 - Calculatici of Results - CO and C02 are first corrected to

true sample moisture level, in case a dryer was used. A linear fit of each
pollutait versus C02 is then oade by the method of least squares. Correlation
coefficients are calculated by standard statistical procedures, If the slope
of the line is larger than 10, then the correlation coefficient is required

to be greater than 0.95. This value was chosen after considerable deliberation
concerning what was obtained during the Phase IT and Phase III measuremen.s
and what might reasonably be obtained with some care.

Emissions indices are then calculated from the slopes of the linear fits.
The emission flow rate (lb/hr) is then calculated front the overall engine fuel
flow and the emission index. Emission standards or goals may be specified
either in terms of emission indices or total flow rate of emissions. The
problem of establishing Air Force standards or goals for afterburning engines

is not addressed in this program.
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7. 3 NEAR PLU"ME PROCEDURE (PART 8)

Section B2 - Analysis Fq2±pmvnt - With the exception of the chemilumines-

cence analyzer for NO and Nox, the npe,'lfied equipment is basically the same
as that in ARP 1256.

Section B3- Sampling Eui.pment - The sampling probe is required to be of 10

the quenching type, and the pressure ratio across the orifice is required to
be at least 5. Only genetal guidelines are given in regard to cooling of the

probs, structure, since the responsibility for the probe Integrity must rest
with the probe designer and operator. Total pressure measurement is permitted
to be separated by no more than n.2 inch from the sampling point, which permits
use of a combination tip in which pressure and gas sample are obtained from I
separate orifices. The two measurements may then be obtained simultaneously.

"The axial sampling plane is required to 1ip within eight inches of the
exhaust plane. Thiii would al'oc for normal growth of the engine and also for

axial translation of thu nuzzle. A rinihnua, of 2.• sampling points are s!-, iflied __-

to lie across two diameters. The points are specified to be approximately
equally spaced, although this results in somewhat inadequate coverage of the
outer exhaust region. Equal area sampling, on the other hand, results in
sparse coverage of the inner region where quite severe gradients have been
encountered. To accurately locate the. edge o: the exhaust stream, as required
for the plume miodel, the total pressure at the outermost sampling point is
required to be between 1.05 and 1.10 times the amthient pressure. The actual
edge of the stream is determined by extrapolation of the outermost point.

Section B9 - Calculation of Results - All required calculation of xesultsI
is accomplished by the plume model. Assembly of the plume model input data,
however, requires some effort. A difficulty that evolved over the course of

this program is that, to conserve computer time, the plume model is set up to
accommodate 11 samples -r stream tubes. iiowever, due to the circumferential
gradients which can exist when afterburning, at least 22 samples are judged

to be required to obtain represt'ntative sampling. A manual procedure is speci-

fied which effectively averages the data by plotting agains: radial p,:."ition I
and drawing a smooth curve through the data points. Eleven values are then ,j5
selected fr:om the GT3,0oth curve for input to the plume model. These 11 values
are selected to be in centers ef 1i equal areas.

Several alternative approaches are possible which are not contained in
the finalized proceaure. The first I; to revise the plume model to accormiuadate I
22 or mo-e individual qamples. This would be a considerable task and would

Involve increased computation time in the data reduction. This should, however,
result in more reliable overall data. The second approach Is either to reduce

the number of sampling points to 11, or to carefully select 11 sampling points
from the 22, in order to reduce the plume model input to 11 sets of values.

This latter approach would be the least reliable. The approach specified in

the finalized procedure is recommended, since the moderate effort required

should result in Increased data rel lability and, in addition, it is well to

plot the curves in order to observe the radial and Circumferential variations

in concentrations and total pressure.
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I
It is required that plume model output be computed at 0, 35, and 50 nozzle

radii downstream of the exhaust nozzle in order to determine if reactions are
completed, as determined by identical values at the 35 and 50 radii axial
stations. If the two values are not the same within 5 percent, then the com-
puter program shall he rerun for an axial distance of 70 nozzle radii
downstream.

The computer program calculates total gas flow and fuel flow, along with
emission indices and total contaminant flow. The standard or goal may thus be
specifled as either contaminant flow or emission index.

A check of data con'3istency or represcntative sampling is required which
speci'ies that the calculated fuel flow shall agree with the metered fuel flow
within + 15 percent. However, a retest is not required if the agreement is
not within + 15 percent. Tt should be up to the standard-setLing agency to
;pecifv the procedure If the data consistency check Is not met.

The plume model is currently not programmed to calculate NO or NO2 in the
exhaust, even though the NOx and the NO measurement are required. However, if
NO2 visibility criteria are developed in the future, the plume model should
be modified to calculate total N02 flux at the various stations.

It might appear that substantial simplification of the total modeling
approach could be developed. A possible method to accomplish this might be
to use the complete model for a parametric study to generate a series of
graphs from which consumption of species in the plume might be obtained.
However, the engine afterburner emissions data obtained on this program have
demonstrated that the distribution of CO and HC at the nozzle exit plane, along
with its relation to the temperature profile, has an extremely important effect
on subsequent consumption of these species in the plume. Quantities of these
gases existing near the engine centerline are constrained to mix with the hot
surrounding gases and thus tend to be largely consumed, while those existing
near the exhaust boundary mix with cold surrounding gas and the reactions tend
to be quenched. It Is not clear how soch dlstributior. might be quantified for
inclusion in the graphical approach referred to above. Basically, then, it is
the dependence on distribution which prevents significant sImplification of
techniqaes emplc-ied for predictions of consumption in the plume.

S2 1
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SECTION 8.0

FINAL ENGINE EMISSTONS TESTS USING NEAR PLUME AND FAR PLUME PROCEDURES

After the final measurement procedures were defined early in Phase III of
this program, another series of afterburner emissions measurements were made
on the same J85 and J79 engines as had been used for the Phase IT engine tests.
Results of these Phase III engine tests are presented ti this section of the
report.

8.1 TEST SETUP AND TNSTRUMENTATION

The proposed "Far Plume" procedure for afterburner emissions measurements
necessitates accurate measurement of emissions levels considerably lower than
those normally encountered in gas turbine emissions measurements. Special
procedures were investigated to enable reliable measurements at the fractional
part per million levels. The actual levels measured are close to normal ambi-
ent levels. It is obviously desirable to be able to use the same, or slightly

modified, analysis equipment normally used at the nozzle exit locations for
nonafterburning engines.

Accuracy of the concentration measurements at very low levels is determined

primarily by the sensitivity end stability of the measurement instruments. An
investigation of some factors affecting the sensitivity and accuracy of the
analysis equipment was made. It was found that adequate sensitivity of all

instruments can be obtained with a digital voltmeter readout having 1-millivolt
sensitivity and a 5-volt range. This was the type of readout used in the Phase
II engine testb. For CO, HC, and NOx, the sensitivity was about 0.1 ppm with
this readout, and better than 0.001% for C02. In some cases it was found that

improved signal-to-noise ratio can be obtained with reduced instrument gain.

A check of instrument stability was made by obse:ving the instrument out-
put over a period of several hours with zero gas (N2) flowing through the
system. The total variation observed, expressed as equivalent concentration,
was - 0.35 ppm for CO;_b 0.001% for C02; + 1.3 ppm for HC; and + 0.16 ppm for

NO. Except for the HC analyzer, the stability measured was comparable to or
better than that observed on other instruments used for GE engine testing and
is within the manufacturer's specified stability limits. A representative of
the manufacturer was consulted in an attempt to improve the stability of the
HC analyzer. At his suggestion, a container of molecular sieve was put in

the line to remove residual hydrocarbons from the zero gas. Considerable

improvement in stability was obtained after this modification.

From these investigations of the behavior of the gas analyzers, it was

reaffirmed that these instruments are suitable for reliable measurement of

gas concentrations near ambient levels, provided that adequate precautions are

taken co obtain sufficient sensitivity and stability.
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Some revisions were made to the CAROL data reduction program in prepara-
tion for the Phase TIT engine tests. This time-sharing system computer pro-
gram was used to perform initial calculations with the gas analysis data
obtained during engine testing. The data from the teat log was filed in the
time-sharing system at Edwards. The program was then run either at Edwards
or at Evendale. The digital data acquisition system (PCM) which had been used
for the Phase 1I engine testing was not used for the Phase TIT engine tests,
since the quantity of data required did not warrant its use. The test data
was thus entered into the time-sharing system from the test log rather than
via the digital data acquisition system. Data processing beyond the CAROL
program, including input to the plume model, was handled as in the Phase II
engine tests.

One other modification to the data reduction procedure involved inccr-
poration of the ABE program directly into the CAROL program. The ABE program,
which performs a linear fit of emission concentration versus C02 concentration
by the method of least squares, was run as a separate program during Phase II
engine tisting. The ABE program is specifically intended to process data
obtained at probe locations far removed from the nozzle exit plane (Far Plume
procedure), where measured concentrations can approach ambient levels.

The sampling and analysis system used in the Phase III tests was basically
the same as for the Phase II tests. One exception, however, was the addition
of a sample pump immediately before the gas analysis system. This consider-
ably speeded the sample transit time, since the pressure was reduced in the
long length of sample line between the sample pump at the probe and the anal-
sis system.

8.2 FINAL TEST RESULTS - J85-5 ENGINE

Afterourner emissions measurements on the J85-5 were made at four engine
power settings (Military, Min A/B, Mid A/B, and Max A/B) using both the Near
Plume (nozzle exit plane) and Far Plume (30 feet aft) measurement procedures.

Initially, attempts were made at measuring ambient levels near the inlet
of the J85 engine. An open stainless steel tube was mounted near the side of
the engine inlet screen which covered the bellmouth, and a sample from this
tube was pumped to the analyzers. During engine operations, analysis of the
samples showed high and erratic concentrations, especially for HC luring A/B
operation. It appeared that engine leakage or local recirculation patterns
contributed to these erratic readings. Gross reingestion of exhaust was not
the major problem since no large increases in engine inlet temperature occured.
It thus appeared that the ambient sample location adjacent to the engine inlet
,:as a poor choice for these particular tests. Attempts to measure "ambient"
levels in the vicinity of the engine were then abandoned. Note that direct
measurement of the ambient levels is not required for the Far Plume procedure,
since ambient levels are accounted for in the data reduction process.

Table 19 is a summary of the engine operating data for the J85-5 Phase
III tests. Column headings are as in Table 8, which gave a summary of engine
operating data for the Phase Ir tests.
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Figure 84 shows fuel-air ratio profile for the J85 at the nozzle exit
location at various power levels, Data are similar to those obtained during
the Phase It engine tests. Figure 85 shows the fuel-air ratio profile for
the J85 at 30 feet aft of the nozzle. The data indicate good symmetry around
the engine centerline, Similarly symmetrical radial profiles for CO at 30
feet aft are shown in Figure 86.

Figures 87 through 90 show plots of the emissions concentrations versus
C02 at the four engine power levels. The linearity of the relationships asid
the locations of the intercepts can be seen on these plots. It should be
noted from these figures that apparently good sensitivity and accuracy at
very low levels were obtained.

Table 20 is a summary of emissions data from both the Near Plume and
Far Plume methods. Excellent agreement between measured fuel flow and calcu-
lated integral fuel flow was obtained with the Near Plume procedure. Fairly U
good agreement with Phase IT test data was obtained, as will be shown in a
later section of this report.

Table 21 is a summary of statistical parameters from the Far Plume pro-
cedure. Linear correlation coefficients are typically above 0,99, indicating
excellent linearity of emission concentration versus C02. The exception is A
for very low slopes (Bl less than 10) where, as would be expected, much lower
correlation coefficients are obtained). The values for BO, the y-axis inter-
cept of the plot of emission concentration versus C02, correspond more closely
to reasonable ambient levels than was the case with this procedure in the
Phase I1 tests.

8.3 FINAL TEST RESULTS - J79-15 ENGINE

Afterburner emissions measurements were made on the J79-15 engine at four
engine power settings (Military, Minimum A/B, Mid A/B, and Maximum A/B) using
both the Near Plume and Far Plume measurement procedures. Measurements by the
Far Plume method were made at the station 60 feet aft of the nozzle exit plane.
Except for some delay due to exceedingly high winds in the test area, these
tests proceeded essentially without incident.

Several modifications were made to the measurement system for the Far
Plume measurements. A separate sample line was run to the sample plane, and
the inlet was fixed at a position 11.9 feet from the projected engine center-
line. For each test point, two samples were withdrawn from this point and
included in the data reduction procedure. This line permitted taking samples
closer to the edge of the plume, since the probe could only be moved to a
position about 9.2 feet from the engine centerline.

A second modification to the system involved the use of a hydraulic
damper to suppress vibration of the probe Induced by the violent turbulence
within the plume. The hydraulic damper, a cylinder fixed between the probe
arm and the pad, seemed to be effective in reducing vibrations, although no
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quantiLative measure of its effectiveness was made. This damper was shown
earlier in this report (Figure 10).

"Table 22 is a summary of the engine operating datr for the ,179-15 final
afterburner emisstons eFsts.

Figures 91 through Q4 show radial profiles of fuel-air ratio, CO, 1IC,
and NOx for the J79-15 at 60 feet aft of the nozzle exit plane. As with the
185 data, these measurements demonstrate good symmetry and sensitivity. The
apparent plume centerline is about 10 inches above the projected engine center-
line, corresponding to an angular displacement of 0.8 degree. It should be
noted that radial locations for the final emissions measurements are uncorrected
values (computer program NEWRMAD was not used), since the data reduction pro-
cedure used (slope method) does not require radial position measurements. Note
also that the highest CO and HC levels occurred at mid A/B power level.

Figures 95 through QR show plots of the emissions concentrations versus
C02 at the four engine power levels. The linearity of the relationships and
the locations of the intercept can be judged on these plots, At military and
maximum A/B (Figures 95 and 98), the slope of the HC plot is negative, indl-
cating a negative emission index. This indicates that the engine exhaust was
actually lower in T1C concentration than was the ambient air.

A summary of the 379-15 emissions data is given in Table 23, which shows
results of both the Near and Far Plume measurements. For the Near Plume pro-
cedure, excellent agreement between measured and calculated fuel flow may be
noted. The data show good internal consistency, and, except for the mid A/B
power level, the data are in good agreement with the Phasj II test results.
At mid A/B power, unusually high concentrations of HC were noted at the nozzle
exit location. Examinations of local profiles show considerably higher BC
concentrations near the nozzle perimeter than occurred in the previous Phase
TI tests. HC in this region was not completely consumed in the plume since
it tended to mix with the surrounding cooler ambient air. Thus, high HIC levels
persisted even to the 60-fooL station, as shown by the Far Plume measurements.
Some conversion of HC to CO apparently occur-red in the plume as Indicated by
the higher CO level at the 60-foot station. Total reactive carbon (carbon as
CO + HG) was, however, about 20 percent lower at the 60-foot station than at
the nozzle ei:it.

The basic cause of the higher emissions in these tests at mid A/B power
is noc apparent. It is clear that the fuel from the annular A/B system was
not burning as efficiently as in the previous test, and that this could be

Srelated to differences in test conditions such ar ambient temperature or pres-
Ssure, or to some real changes in fuel split between the various A/B ft.. I sys-

tems. This problem indicates that for continuously modulated afterburners,
a large number of power settings should be Investigated in order to accu .
determine the emissions characteristics of the engine.

The NO 2 concentration In the plume was also highest at the 'aid A/ý power

level. At military power, essentially 100 percent of the NY), was No, wallIe

at mid A/B power, only lf percent of the NOX was NO.
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Table 24 is a summary of statistical parameters from the Far Plume pro-
cedure for the final J79 tests. Linear correlation coefficients are generally
above 0.98 except for very low slopes (91 less than 10).

8.4 COMPARISON OF PHASE .I1 AN4D PHASE III MASUREMENTS

A total of seven separate emissions measu'ementA were made at various
axial stations, at each of the four power setti-gs, for each of the two engines.
There were a total of 56 separate tests. To compare these data, the emission
index of each contaminant was plotted against axial distance for each engine
and for each power level, These plocs are sho!m in Figures 99 to 104.

For the Phase Il tests, at the three axial stations nearest the engine,
the data were reduced using the integral computer programs; while at thc two
stations farthest from the engine, the slope method was used. For the Phase
ili tests, the Near Plume and Fav Plume procedures were followed, In which the
integral data reduction programs are used at the nozzle exit location and the
slope method at the downstream location. As has been ex-plaiied previously in
this report, the data from the Phase 1I teszs at the two locations farthest
from the engine are of questionable accuracy, but they are included here for
comparison purposes.

Figure 99 shows CO emission index for the J85 versus axial distance for
the various power levels. The solid curves indicate what is Judged to be an
average or most probable value from the tests. The Phase I1 data at Lhe
farthest downstream locations are generally disregarded for these curves. The
dashed cu-tves indicate what appears to be c general change in level between
the Phase TI and the Phase lIT tests. The exact reason for this change Is not
clear. Figure 99 shows constant CO with axial distance at military power level,
an initial increase with axial distance at rainimum A/B, and rather large con-

sumption of CO in the plume at both mid A/B and maximum A/B. The increase InCO at minimum A/B resulted from the concurrent partial oxidation of HC (Figure
100). Although there may have been some consumption occurrin•,- there w~as a

net production of CO. Changes In CO level apparently ckasWed aiter about 3 feetat minimum A/B, 10 feet at mid A/B, and about 18 feet at maximum A/B.

Figure 100 shows HC emission index versus axial distance for the J85.
Data from the various tests are fairly consistent in maunitude and show con-
sistent trends with axial distance. HC was most reactive in the plume and was
nearly completely consumed at the higher A/B power levels.

Figure 101 shows NOx emission index versus axial distance for the .185,
These data show essentially constant NOx emission index versus axial distance
at all power levels.

The CO data [or the J79 are shown in Figure 102. .gain, an apparent
change in level between the Phase TI and Phase ITI tests Is Indicated by the
dashed curves, In the Phase IT tests, net consumption of C.0 in the plume was
indicated at mid A/B power level while in the Phase IIT tcsts, net production
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of CO was observed. This difference in CO variation with axial distance is
attributed to the higher HC concentrations in the Phase TIT tests (Figure 1n3).

The HC plume data for the 179 are shown in Figure 103. Except for the
Phase III tests at mid A/B power level, very low residual levels of H{C existed
for the J79. As has been mentioned previously in this report, the high
residual HC levels at mid A/B power level for the Phase TIT tests are attri-
buted to the high initial HC concentration outside of the flame zore, which
mixed with low temperature ambient air and was thus not consumed in the plume.

As was observed for the J85, Figure 104 shows no appreciable change in
NOx in the plume at any power level for the J79.

The data shown in Figures 99 to 104 suggest some general observations
that can he made regarding the change in total emissions with axial distance
in the plume of afterburning engines. Total CO may either increase or de-
crease in the plume, depending on the overall HC level and Lhc distrihbtion
of HC. The increase in CO, if any, must be consistent with concurrent
decrease in HC. The total HC generally decreases in the plume at all A/B
power levels. No change in total NOx has been observed in the plume at any
power level.

It should be noted that the overall changes referred to here are changes
in total flow rate, as indicated by changes in the emission index. If one
compares emission indices at different power levels, it must be noted that the
fuel flows are different and the emission index of itself is not a good index
of the total changQ. A comparison of flow rates for the various power settings
for the Phase III measurements has already been given in Table 20 for the J85
and in Table 23 for the J79.

The overall repeatability of the measurements, as judged by the data of
Figures 99 and 104, appears to be fairly pood. It is apparent, however, that
with high initial levels of HC, the changes in CO and HC in the plume are
extremely sensitive to the initial distribution of HC. In addition to the
overall precision of the emission measurements, the repeatabillcv of The data
is affected by the changes in ambient conditions and by normal engine vari-
ability. A quantitative assessment of the effect of each of these factors was
not attempted.

8.5 COMPARISON WIT11 PLUME MODE..

Fuel-air ratio profiles predicted by the plume model were compared with

local fuel-air ratios as measured by the Far Plume procedure during the flnai

engine emissions test series (Phase III). Figuire 105 shows the plume model
predictions plotted against radial distance for the J85-5 at minimum A/B
(Figure 105a) and maximum A/B (Figure 105b) power levels. Measured, values at

the same axial station (30 ft aft) are shown for comparison. These plots
indicate local measured fuel-air ratios somewhat lower than the predicted
values, as was generally observed in the Phase TT engine tests (comparisons
presented in Section 6.1). The data tror the J79 engine tests showed similar
trends.
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Figures 106 through ill illustrate use of the analytical plume model to
predict the subsequent consumption of contaminants measured by the Near Plume
procedure as the hot exhaust gases mix with ambient air. Shown for comparison
are the emissions indices measured by the Far Plume procedure. These illus-
trations reveal that the residual emissions measured by the Near Plume pro-
cedure and extrapolated by the plume model can, in some cases, differ signifi-
cantly from the corresponding values measured by the more direct Far Plume
procedure. In the case of CO, the extended Near Plume residual can differ
from the Far Plume value by as much as a factor of two. In the case of HC,
the Near Plume method can yield a small residual where none is measured by
the Far Plume method. These observations would suggest that allowable limits
of emissions levels for afterburning engines would have to be set lower if
the emissions were to be measured by the Near Plume method, than if they were
to be measured by the Far Plume method.

It should be noteU, however, that the consumption of contaminants in the
plume is predicted ly the plume model much more accurately than is the residual
level, especially when large fractional consumption occurs. For example, if
the model predicts consumption of 90% of the initial value, compared to acorrect value of 95% of the initital level, quitp good agreement (within 5%)
in actual consumption is indicated. The same values yield a predicted residual
level of 10% of the initial level versus a correct value of 5% of the initial
level for an acLual diserepancy of 100% of the correct value. It is thus
obvious that for accurate prediction of residual levels, extremely accurate
values of consumption must be obtained for large overall changes in the plume.
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SECTION 9.0

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 CONCLUSIONS

The principal conclusions resulting from the work cendu:ted under this
program are Lhe following:

1. Significant changes in emissions levels can 'ccur in the plumes of
afterburning engines. Moderate increases in CO were observed due
to partial oxidation of HC at low and intermediate A/B power levels.
At the highest power levels (near-stoichiometric fuel-air ratio)
large reductions in CO generally were found to occur in the plume.
HC was found to be the most reactive contaminant in the plume, and,

at the highest A/B power levels, esaentially complete consumption
of HC occured. NOx was found to be the least reactive of the
exhaust contaminants. No significant changes in NOx in the plume
were observed at any power level.

2. These plume reactions must be considered in the development of
augmentors vith reduced CO and HC emissions levels. The plume
reactions are dependent upon both the initial (nozzle exit plane)
emissions levels and on the radial distribution of the emissions
at the exit plane. At low afterburning power levels, obtaining
large reductions in residual CO and HC emissions levels involves
reducing the amount of contaminants generated in the afterburner,
since the consumption of thbse contaminants in the plume is
incomplete. At maximum power levels, CG emissions may be unavold-
ably high at the exhaust plane due to equilibrium dissociation and
local oxygen depletion, but the consumption of both CO and 11C in the
exhaust plume is nearly complete at sea level. Thus, the residual

levels of these emissions at maximum power are quite low.

3. Under certain conditions, NO from the main burner can be partially

converted to N02 in the afterburner. Since N02 is colored, the
potential for plume visibility exists for afterburning engines.

4. An analytical plume model has been developed which calculates from
nozzle exit plane data, the emissions levels ultimately ejected
into the atmosphere. This highly complex and sophisticated model
is comprised of:

a. Detailed chemical kinetic mechanism equations;
b. Features for the treatment of mixing within the potential ecre,

as well as subsequent mixing with ambient air;
c. Features for the treatment of mixing of time inhomogeneitles.
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5. An afterburning engine emissions measurement technique, called the

"V, r.Plume Method," has been developed. With thLs method, accurate
ratults are obtai,'-d from direct measurements of emistions levels
at a location fir enough removed from the engine that mixing and
chemical rea•tions are complete. A new data reduction approach has
been developed for use with this mn.thod, which accounts !or ambient
emissions levels and avoids the need for acc,,rate !)osation measure-
meets and fLr total and 6tatic presoure measuremenrt. Thie method
also simplifies probe design since quenching of the gas samplee is
not required.

6. An alternative afterburning en.xyne emissions measurement technique,
called the "Near Plume Method", ',as also been developed. This
method generalLy provides less reliable results than the "Far Plume
Method." The "Near Plume Method" in',olves measurements of the

emissicn levels at the nozzle P;tit plane. Due to the very high
temperature, nonuniform, and chemically reactive nature of the
exhaust at this location, very carefully designed sampling probes
are necessary, and accurate probe positicn ahd total pressure
measurements are required to properly mass-weight and area-weight
the individual samples. To estimate subsequent modifications to
the emissions levels due to reactions in the plume, the plume
model computer program is required to calculate the quantity of
emissions ultimately ejected into the atmosphere.

7. Analytical instruments normally specified for use in gas turbine
engine emissions measurements (NDIR's for CO and C02, FID for 1C,
and chemiluminescense for NO and NOx) can be used, with little
modification, for afterburning engine emissions measurements. For
measurements at locations far downstream of the exhaust plane,
special provisions may be necessary to obtain adequate sensitivity
and stability.

8. Smoke measurements made on the J79-15 engine showed a decrease in
smoke level with increasing reheat power level. This is to be
expected since conditions in the mainburner are more conducive to
smoke formation, while the high temperature, low pressure conditions
in the afterburner tend to oxidize smoke particles and hence reduce
smoke levels.

9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the results of this prograr•i, the following recommendations
are made:

1. The Far Plume Measurement Procedure should he used if a suitable
engine test facility is available.

2. The Near Plume Measurement Procedure should be used if measurements
must be made in an enclosed test cell.

24:i



I, Smoke mea:murements should not be required for engines at atterhurning
power levetls, The highest smoke levels are likely to occur under noit
afterburning conditIonu, and adequate procedures already exist fo,
such measurements (e.g. ARP 1179).

Further investigation of No2 conversion in afterburners should h.
made, and criteria for plume visibility due to NO2 should be
developed.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF MATHEMATICAL RELATIONS USED IN PLUME MODEl, IfEVELOIIWENT

This Appendix is divided into four separate parts. Each part rivat.
a major segment of the mathematical relationships employed in le-vo'Jpinp
the analytical plume model. These parts are the following:

Part 1. Computation of Sample Fuel-Air Ratio and EmissionF itidir,

from Gas Analysis.

Part 2. Efficient Calculation of Equilibrium :adl Pseud,1-F.(uJ1 I iT iLi'm
Composition of Combustion Gases.

Part 3. Thermostatic Properties of Combustion Gas Mixtures and
Hydro-Carbon Fuels.

Part 4. Interaction of Probes with Two-Part Heterogeneous Gas Streams.
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PAYRI I. COMPUTATION OF iAMPLE FUEL-AIR RATIO AND EIISSIONS INDICES FROM
GAS ANALYSIS

The combusdion reactiou ts written on che basis of one pound of dry air:

f
C It + L. (.209495 0 + .780881 N -+ .009324 A + .0003 CO2 )

Wj 10 lOn m 2 22

4 . 0 ' Cu + . + f C H + NO + COt2 C() H 'H 2 f10 lOn •NO 4CO 2

+ p1i,)20 2 + 2 02 + 4'N2 N + yA A (Ai)

From the constituent mass balances, some of the 4"s can be evaluated:

l +. 0003'CO.) = m f + *CO 10i0 f (A2)

5nf u
t H2 0 = f + 52 n t (A3)

209495+. 0003 + 1 1 1
+ M' 2 4CU " NO COU., H., O0 1.) 0-

___9_ (LO+2. 5u) + •- + + (A4)
Ma Mf 2 0G 2 H2  2 'NO

.760881 I
m 2 NO (A5)

a

.009324- (A ,))A m
a
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The total moles of sample mixture per pound of dry air is

SMT ' •CO 'H. + 'IL + INO+ 'CO 2 + "K20 "O2 'N2 "A

+ u +,5nf + + +
-m M + - + (-2.fn)'fO H);+

The moles of bone-dry sample per pound of air is

"LD 'CO+ 'H, f NO •C.)O 0, N., A

I 2.5nf+ 3iS f + + + 2 + (1+2.5n)j[ (AM)
in a M 2 CO ~2 'H2

The CAROL analyzer measures NO as moles of NO and NO. combined per molt
gas as-sampled: x

RNO 1O O kA9)

Likewise, hydrocarbons are measured as single-carbon-atom molecules on in
as-sdmpled basis:

10,.
M.1C.M (A10)

Before measuring CO and CQ2 , the sample Is dried to 32' F saturation, where
the water content is approximately .006202 moles per mole dry gas. The CO
and CO'2 analyzer readings are then

R Go AII
CO 1.006202 M0

R (ŽL. A 12
CO-) 1.006202
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whr:r F. = . + f + . 'A2 5)

and mf .120.1. + 10.08n (A2b

(:onstitueflt mass balances provide five conseý'vaticn equations:

S= + 2Z 4- + 2zH 2 o 2 0

= I I tn_ tL_ + (A21)

C= Zc +C 2  g + (A28)

Szo + 2Z +0 + +oo + 2Zco 2 + ZNO

0 OH It 0 C- .uo2 NO

2 2
2- (. 20949 5 + .0003) + (A29) _

+ . NC /8088D1)(A30

N . .... 4

a

L-. d ii ib ~tmiol ol [1w(-budV" rt[akt.tons; thiat do nlot altL'l - i O1h)'it'V 1.1dd,
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K 3 Z H2 z ~ (Off4
If2 + oil .f H2o + t = if2 0 (A34)

' 4z c02Zt12co. + i" CU + 1. U O z120/(A35)

II~O (A 35)

i + 2NO/N z K5Z' 2Zo (A36)

"fhe choice of Equation A31 depends tkpon whether full-equilibrium or
pseudo-equilibrium composiLion is desired. For full chemical. equilibrium,
Equation A31 is provided by equilibration of a "three-body" pressure-
dependenuL reaction:

H + 1 -,I H20

2H2

Z1120
= K (A37)

z~ ~ 6
HzOHP 

m

In 111 ca<-a.-., the equilibriaur constant-s art evaluated from the Gibbs free
_.u.r•'.i•; & ,I t he .1 S 0 i l.' at the :;pL.cifiivd temperature (Appendix A, Part 3).

-" - . 'tT) (A58)

tc p d e (I u I i I• t-nocri ,• stl• t.)1 ion, Iqluatlon Ail ik provided by the-,11.<il itd I'Aixttirk, A,.22) ',,
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where i1;1 1s the molecular weight of the "unreacted" mixture (fuel oxidized
only to CO and H2 ):

-" + 2 2 } - ( ++ ) (A4Ua)

Z .0003 2•.7N881) (A4Ob)

z -

and20 t mH2 0  .7881) (A40c)

and mc is tte molecular weight of the completely reacted kundissociated)
mixture :

I _I IA+Ia•- + I E + "-ý EC + EA <' 1 (A41a)
4 H 2 N 2 C Am

+I + 1 C 1 + E > . (A41b)
mc 2 H C 2 N A

where is the equivalence ratio

(A42a)

.•209495 m
f = -(A42b)

I.rn + U

(p t J oiis ,•, I rovid,,d tor regarding the CO, the NO, or both a,, inert

sptuci 7s with predetermined concenttration. When these opttorni. are x(.r('i ;C(d,
Lquations AP) .rod/or AYh are replaced by the predetermirned value for ZLc
and/,,r

if)(' .,y tk 01 Ot 11 r1,mlii ,-ar algebraih equations Is solved by an e tra; iv'(.
tLvhnzIuc. ZI U it itatc tit' proccdurt, an inuffJ cent but undlssoclated mix-
tt!rL- ,s jlhlIp.. ill It 4 ttolipe t'e where

- -, ) , idK. i -' '(;lii •r,', tt rm~l mt',!



For lean mixtures (4 _, 1),

ZCo- ý0, unless predetermined

tz2  (+-. A El (zu + -Z (A43)

and
1 1 1 _1
ZZ+ZO+I ZN (A44)

Z02 2'0 C 4 H 2 H2  2 CO 2 NO

For rich mixtures (V > 1),

Z -. Z) + o,,] Z,, (A45)Z02 F (1 - 71 0 2 C 2 C - 2

If not predetermined, ZCO is initialized as a zero of the equation

(K 4  1) Zc 2 ~ 2 :+. +2 )( (A46)4 Co C 2 H 02. i

+ K E I HZ Z + (2 Ec + I - E ++ 4 •C + CO C 2 H 0 02o

+ K KE~ 0 ZNO) 4

and

Z Y 1X - X ' - Z 4- "7A 7
112 + + 2Z02 Z CO N0 (A47)

For both lvan and rich mixtures, from Eqtations A2h and A29,

Zl0= C - 2 0-2 + ZCo - ZNo (A48)

For tlIJ-eqtii Jbriumt compo•u.itioi::, thvR I2stilmat, .99 1-; lls-Cld to ,',)m litv
the initial mixture.

"Piei I tcrTit iv ) pr o %,dtirt i'- t'• ,LIilt. c t, li t rn, ipr 4 I, lit' 1 l()dr t
1pec1S i , t) md 11)0, L'0I;I|)UUt' VinllUli. fu ,r ill !,)t nV I . rryespon(n ing

to tht. ot- [m;,l,,d vdl ). I , lt. primarv ttV,. ,-,, t ost fcr Ownui,. thcv i rvis
Lht_- u-s Li [n L .v o f lhi i i t I t --' e t a; a (I rt )punt. FI r.. t t I li'T Zi;) anid ip1



II
are computed directly A•rom Equations A32, A33, and A34. If not predetermine~d,

ZCO is computed from a combination of Equations A28 and A35.

K4CZH2 (A49)
CO ZH2O+K4 ZH2

then ZC02 is computed from Equation A28. If not predetermined, ZNO is
computed from a combination of Equations A30 and A36:

ZNO = 4 K5 Z0 2  ZK5 ZO2  2N) - (A50)

then ZN2 is computed from Equation A30 and ZA from Equation A31.

To test for closure, continuity errors for hydrogen and oxygen are
derived from Equations A27 and A29:

AX .. . ..- 2(AS1)

AEH )H ZH 2ZH2  ZOH 2ZH20

AO - EO - Z 0 2Zo2 - ZH20 - ZCO - 2ZCo 2 - ZNO (A52)

For pseudo-equilibriunm mixtures, a third closure error is derived from
Equation A22:

- - (A5 1)

For full equilibrium mixtures, the third closure error is tdrived from
Equations A22 and A37:

( ZHO
,'(,nP ) )• (lPK 6) - U-").... " Z ('•:

It t.1e mtgnl tude of .11v closiure error exccedst hc t t,,erwcc, icw
eU•timat'S oi / , (if Z1F ;ire nhdh , W111 thLe pro o- i'- reittilt

11it



(Z 0 o(Z ) + aZ 0 (A55b)
2 new 2 old 2

(Z110 ) S (ZH~) +A zHo (0550)

Snew old

The values of the AZ's that will effect the desired corrections indicated
by Equations A31. through A54 are derived by differentiation of Equations A27,
A29, and A22 or A32:

AE l bel L 1 0+f z H (A6A H M - Z + 0O AZ +- 0 Z (A56)

azI2 a a 0 2 zH0 2o 1120

H'o" - 2  •z2 02 •z2 + -1z20 Az2o

for both pseudo-equilibrium and full-equilibrium mixtures, and

• az.~~~ 2 -02 z2 h0•S
11= 2 ( AZ2 + 2  AZo0 + .120 )

for pseudo-equilibriuim mixtures, or

A(LPnK (ZnPK )AZ + (nPK Az + (-'K %zH 2nP2 ) 2Z22H 2 l

(A59)

for full uqiLibrium mixtures. The set of three linear equations provided
by Equations A56, A57, and A58 (or A56, A57, "nd A59) arc solved simuitaneously
for the thirt v's, after first evaluating the partial derivatives. Thii is

done as follow: from Equation A27,

H•} 'ZI 4 o}i
oil- -- (AbO)'Hll . 12 H2

I
2 2

F- t~



Rearranging Equation A34,

O~nZ H ZnK 3 + znZlI2 + inZ L O ZnZ H20  (Ab l)

2 H2

z az L + (A62

Li\H 2  H2  OH 2!Z1
27

Similarly, from Equation A32

zOH 1()z = ) t2 2 H

Combining Equations A60, A62, and A63,

(22) (A 64)

The remaining partial derivatives are similarly evaluated:

2)z. .•2 Z 2 z

J• l . = 2 - ZIt , "'

I L z I t 
r

II 02(Ztt) ) -

,Z~t, z- it- (Zi 0 + K 4 ) 1 2 ki

~0 Zoi . + .• K5 --I . ..)A ,

,Zt, ."t2 4 KS O N

'? , Nt

&I

I. . •1 - I
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PARF 3. THERMOSTATIC PRO|PERTtES OF CONJUSTION GAS MIXTURES AND HYDROCARBUON
FUELS

The composLtions of combu.stion gas mixtures are described by a hybrid
parameter denoted ZI, which is the pound-moles of species i per pound of
mixture. "iMS system is computationally more convenient than mole fractions
or mass fractions, and i; thi system used internally in the NASA General
Chemical Kinetics Program (Reference 35), much of which is incorporated in
the plume model.

Usin 8 this system to describe the gas mixture, the mixture molecular
weight Is:

S ,Zi (A76)
i

Mixture enthalpy, spo,:ific heat, and entropy are derived by appropriately
averaging the dimensioniess enthalpies, specific heats, and Gibbs free energies
of the species at the prescribed temperature T:

h R T L Zi, / (A77)

o C)I I\R/ RIm 1.9j
S R = n: _nZi _ • ... (,'\79•

Here, R. = 1.98596 Btu/mole-deg R, and P is the prescibed pressure iII p1,su•-

per square inch.

oth er mixture prop'rties. are specific voltume (cubic fevt per pound):

R JTI ~V= 144P m,

where .J = 778.2 ft-lbf/htu, and sonic velocity (fevt per st-cond):

!V

,ý eI,4



where gc , 32.174 ft-lbm/lbf-sec 2 and

C C

C, RI"

p - i

The dimensionless specific heats. enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies
of the pure species are represented as polynomial functions of temperature,
a method recoimmended by McBride and Gordon (Reference 36) and used in the
NASA General Chemical Kinetics Program (Reference 35):

IC c A43 AS5
3 5 + A T + A3'r + + (A83)

R 1 2 23 4 5

42 A3 2  A4 3  A5 4 + A6
- A +-A2 T + T+ T T A (A84)

RT 1 2 3 4 5 T

A A A A AG2 3 2 4 3 54T= A (1-enT) - T -•- T + A (A85)
2 -6 T2 2

Values of the seven-polynomial coefficients for each chemical species
and two temperature ranges are presented in "Table Al. These values are for

temperatures in degrees Kelvin. Except for A6, the coefficients are the
same as those supplied by Dr. Bittker of NASA as part of the GCKP program.

The coeflicient Ab has been adju'.ted to conform to the (,ene'u I Electric

customqry enthalpy datum. rhlu enthalpies are absolute enthalpfes, equal to
tile sum of (a) the sensible enthalpy of tihe -'ompoundi from its elements in
temperature, and (b) the heat of format Lon ot the compound from its elements in
their standard states at the reference temperature (Reference 31). The NASA

data, as received, used a reference temperature of 298* K, where'as General
Electric practice is to use absolute zero reference temperature. A correction
.Ab was applied to make, the computed erithaIpies of the five elellnent -: In tl.ir
standard states at T = 2980 K agree with the JANAF entho lpiep (Rvferen.- ;8)
at T - 2980 K relative to It = 0 at T -. For the elen•ments:

JANAF 110, if,
298 )98

LC a I \o41. 6 a .

U, 2075 1044. 87b8

N 207- lle4 1. 16h 17

H 2024 1019. 19552

S( )252 1 ,?. bQ, ,,,

:\ -- -. , . {,'•' ."
2A,

26'1
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The AA6 corrections for the compounds iere derived from the 'At, v:Ilte9
of the elements in their reference states. For vxample, for 11)i):

(AA6 ) " (AA6 ) + (AA6))
6 1120 1 7H 0

2 . 2  02

The properties of unburned fuel vapor in the gas mixture are computed
somewhat differently from the other species. The specific heat is taken as
that of ethylene gas, coefficients for which are given in Table A-I; Ilowever,
the enthalpy is corrected: I

1tf HC9H4 +Af -",

RT RT RT

where

AH (LHV) + (8h (AL)
jet fuel feC 211jel ue

LHV l lower heating value at 770 F (A89)

""hfg approximate heat of vaporization of jet fuel at 77P F (A90)

This representation of unburned I-el is inexact, as the fuel is not
C2iH4 but dn undetermined mixture of heavier hydrocarbcn mole'ulUA charactor-
ized approximately as .lOH1i"; howevwr, the concentrtittot of ,nbhirred fi.l
is usually quite small, so that errors il i:as teimperiirkre resultint- tro ht
approximations should K, negligible.

If not specified. thu hlower heating value of I i,l It ii -Lt Iulki, .,s t imit o,
from the hydrogen-tLo- carbon ratio n, usinig; Cie empi.rical ilatlott0n:

184686.04 + 37917.7 n
[jiV 9=46j n --- (AqI1)

derived from the lata atnd c---rrolaL ions ot .Jet;snp *( iI[. (RctI r, nc, I:? .

and afterburner is computed t rin the vnthalpies ot oxxgVn water v i,,,,, ind
carbon dio;xidt- ,at room tlýMJIL-r.itlt u t. k,7 V) , .111d I Iom [,Ik. Io,"-, 1 , -.. t I', ,•

of thet f ell1. by d& ,' in it ion, tilt hn,,t,, i iw,,1 . iiw vailus t I, 1 !, I. t r t l,cV',.- I rt-,;
d c~lS[llt- rt q ure, tol,~ l[ l I1 . r~t~ r.-., t or in1 ;J Ih lit. pomiit oi :iik-i
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AV

111 CO,1  + i12i

10~~~57 Lo, 1' K.1

',4 i L I n tie hout balanct. [%)I UUfL j)okindlmoL oi at tue

-'1-f 7 (10 + 2.5n) [1~ 0,"t (Lily) + 10 it(0 + 51L I 2I (A9 3)

wlie rt. h I en thalIpy por potund and H is cut halIpy per mote. Rearranging, and
~ iu~iLgill turthS Of Ii! chmlien i otdcsý; spe~cies un tIh.ipics used abo)Ve

11 ýLhV) + 2' (T - 1 ' ( + A94

100ot. 4 6 013 156. j8 31, 4 4~ '/ 1)

Int huI~ 1 , ti k. I j not. uppH Iied tt' t he eilgi I itt 71' F, o th

+ '.I( 9

.Ili, -V I"i' i u lalth '\11 01 thu . lifjUid tue Ir t V o 7 F,

f.I + I 4 h )W ; I (



PART 4. ENTERACTION OF PROBES WITH TWO-PART HETEROGENEOUS GAS STREAMS

The heterogeneous gas stream is modeled analytically aE, a "marble
cake" flow of only two gases, dispersed in each other but unmixed. Thu twL,
gases, called "hot" and "cold", are assumed to have the saxne static pressure
and, being mechanically interlocked, the same velocity. In the tfollowing
developments, they will also be assumed to be perfect gases with constant
(but not equal) molecular weights and specific heats.

This simpie model lends itself to analytical prediction of the response
of measurement probes immersed in the heterogeneous flow. The equations
derived are those utilized in the pluni model.

L. Gas Sam.ýlc Probu

The gas sample probe, sho~n schematically in Figure Al, has orifice aruea
A* and is aspirated strongly eiough that the samapl flow is choked at all
times. The sample flow is assumed to be steady=state as long as the probe
is immersed in one or the other of the gases, and the transition period
duriing passage of - boundary is neglected.

During a period when the probe is sampling one of the two gases, a flow
function can be defined for the choked orifice (Reference 40):

W w 0T2 (A98)w PTAM gcm

where w is t he il; t a1Lt-aneous sampte fl,"w rate and P; i.; the i n;t-nt. ,,
;itobe imipact press• ,r , vh I h p end , upon 1w , sp,.ci i ',td t l.it io .11ul ti:t.

Mach number

J.IP
P M . i A,10 .1

1 -I

- - -I M2 ) •- 1
P.

E ( _ -1)},-

2. !;

S+
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Over an extended period of time, the total mass of gas sampled per unit
time will be:

W8s w. " + we - F) (A100)

where the subscripts refer to the hot and cold gases, and T is the fraction
of time during which the probe samples hot gas. r is also equal to the
fraction of free volume occupied by hot gas;

tA

where y is the mass fraction of hot gas in the free stream, v is specific I
volume, and

v v H + (1 y) V (AI02)

The mass fraction of hot gas in the sample will be:

SWW TSYs "'--(A103)

Using Equation AIO0 to evaluate Ws

Swrit
w HT

"= wH r+W ( -T) (A104)
Ys H c

Equating T from Equation AlOl and rearranging,

1 V H +AlOS- -- =- + • -(A105)
y v wc

Evaluating v from Equation A102 and further rearranging,

((A106)
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The ratio w /w. can be evaluated from Equation A98:

\C/ \T)C (A107)

Combining Equations A106 and A107,

____1

I m\/ (AlO8a)

+ (VII) (wl (P ) I _( T1( e(P/) TM )i Y

= + ( VH )\W-- / P1P)H 1

+ (-C ~ PZT /P)

2. Total Pressure Probe

The total pressure probe, Figure A2, is assumed to contain a large,
closed chamber behind the probe orifice, which is otherwise similar to the
gas sample probe. The pressure in the chamber, PT, is assumed to be steady
and of a magnitude between PTH and PTC. Since the hot and cold gases have
the same velocity aad static pressure, the cold gas will have a higho.r Mach
number, hence a higher impact pressure. During the period when the probe is
immersed in cold gas, gas flows into the probe chamber through the orifice.
It is assumed that the flow separates at the orifice throat, so that the
throat static pressure is PT, and that the pressure differences are low
enough that the low-speed approximations apply at the throat:

2 v /w\)2
P -PT = - .c. I (A109)

rc T 2g v 2gI09
c c c (

Here, wc is the flow of cold gas Ltuo the probe while the probe is exposed
to cold gas.
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During the period when the probe is exposed to hot gas, the gas impact
pressure is lower than PT, so that cold gas already in the probe chamber
flows out into the probe's stagnation region. Using the same assupptions
as before,

2

P "H PT 2g (A103l

where w11 is the flow of cold gas out of the probe while the probe is exposed
to hot gas.

Over an extended period of time, the total flows into and out of the
probe chamber must be equal:

W w, (1- 'T) (AI04)

where T is the fraction of time during which the probe is exposed to hot
gas, as in Equation AlOO. Combining Equation A104 with A109 and A103.

2 2,wH PT- PT
wH) -- PTt -T (A105a)

PTC P T

or

2 2•2TH + i ) TC ;'
P (Al05b) !

T 2 + (1

3. Aspirated Thermocouple Probe

The thermocouple probe, Figure A3, resembles the gas sample probe, except
that a thermocouple junction is inserted in the throat of the sampling orifice.
The probe is assumed to be sufficiently aspirated to choke the flow in the
throat at all times. The flow and heat transfer are assumed to be steady-
state as long as the probe is immersed in one or the other of the gases, and
the transition period during passage of a hot-cold gas boundary -s neglected.
The thermocouple junction is assumed to be sufficiently massive that its
temperature is constant with time.
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Figure A3. Aspirated Thermocouple Probe in Two-Part Heterogeneous Stream.
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While the probe is immeAsed in one of the gases, the instantaneous rate
of heat transfer from the aspirated gas stream to the thermocouple junction
is

hA (TT -
T T) (AI06)

where A and T are the surface area and temperature of the thermocouple, TT
is the gas total temperature, and h is the mean heat transfer coefficient,
which may be approximated by the empirical formula for heat transfer to a
sphere of diameter D (Reference 41):

.6
hD 3 7 (UD (AJ07)

!,• k

Over an extended period of time, there is no net heat transfer to the
thermocouple:

QH + Q(- t) 0 (A108)

Using Equations A106 ind AI07, this becomes

Tk H-6 (U*/V*)& 6 (T - TT) + (l-r)k c.6 (U*/V*)c.6 (T o

(A109)

By continuity,

U w (AI1O)

so that Equation A109 becomes:

.6 .6
( )H ) (w (TT - Tw) + (I-T) (T~c TT) 0 (Alli)

The gas transport properties can be evaluated approximately by observing
that, for combustion gases with equilibrium adiabatic temperatures along a
fuel addition line from standard day ambient air temperature,

k .45
.6 c T (A112)
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is a good approximation up to T 25000 R, which is close to the upper limit
for base-metal thermocouples (FPgure A4). Substituting Equation A112 in All]
and solving for TT,

.C45 .6 \
T: _TT w- TT + ý1-T) T~r

TTC (A113)
( .45 6

The ratio of aspirated gas flow rates through the sonic throat of the
probe, wH/w,, is evaluated by Equation A107, and the fraction of time the
probe is exposed to hot gas, T, is evaluated by Equations Al0 and A102.

(AI14)
+• y VH
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k = Thermal Conductivity, Btu/hr-ft 0 R

= Viscosity, lb/hr-ft

.- -- Froi Ref. 12

A 0 100 10

k 045
0. 6 T

0.01 -,

100 1000 10 , UJ)I

Temperature, R

Figure A4. Approximate Relationship Between Thermal Conductivity,
Viscosity, and Temperature for Combustion Gases.
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APPENDIX B

PROCE'DURE FOR YfASUREMENT OF GASEOUS EMISSIONS FROM AFTERBURNING AIRCRAFT
A GAS TURBINE ENGINES

PURPOSE

This is the recoimended procedure for the continuous sauqling m.d
analysis of gaseous emi.ssions from atterburning aircraft gas turbine engines
and Is intended to standardize the emission test procedures and equipment
for measuring carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, nit ric :,xidu, total NO., and
total hydrocarbon. Due to the reactive nature of ttie exhaust plume froin
afterburning engines, special procedures are necessary to assure that the
measured emissions levels correspond to those actually emitted into the
surrounding atmosphere. T'his procedure is comprised of I wo distinct parts.
Part A describes the procedure for use when exhaust gas samples are taken at
axial stations for removed From the engine exhaust plane. This is the
preferred prucedure. In case the required test facilities are not available
for using this procedure, an alternative procedure is given (Part B) which
involves sampling at the nozzle exit plane. The use of t' ý Part B proceduc,
requires calculation of the ultimate emissions levels utilizing a computer
program derived from a reactive plume analytical model.

INTRODUCTION

Procedures have been developed and published by the SAE (Reference 43)
and EPA (Reference 44) for the measuremenL of gaseou eamlssions from aircraft
gas turbine engines. Since these procedures are not suitable for afterburning
engines, the U.S. Air Force sponsored a program (Contract F33615--73-C-2047)
with the General Electric Company to develop emissions measurement techniques
applicable to afterburning engines. A complete description of the develop- -I
ment of these procedures is given in the final repott, AFAPI-TR-75-52.

For non-afterburning turbine engines, temperatures at t.he exdhaust nozzle
are typically less than 12000 F. At such temperatures, chemical reactions
no longer pioceed at an appreciable rate and the measured emission levels
correspond to those actually ejected into the atmosphere. in the case of
afterburning gas turbine engines, exhaust temperatures can reach 3500 F
and chemical reactions can occur for a considerable distance downstream
of the exhaust plane. Thus to obtain the true emissions levels for after-
burning turbine engines, the plume should be sampled at a location far
enough removed from the engine that the gases have been cooled to a tenmera-
ture where reactions h.nvc ceased. Such a technique Is described in Part A
of this measurement procedure. This procedure, however, requires consider-
able clear area aft of the engine and thus would generally necessitate an
outdoor test facility.
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In case no such test facility is available, measurements may be made
at the nozzle exit location, as described in Part B of this procedure. TIhe
measured emiUssions levels must then I-e corrected for plume reactions through
titilizaltio, of a computer program derived from a reactive plume analytical
moude' 1.

The Part A procedure (Far Plume Method) is the preferred procedure and
normally gives more reliable results, especially at very high afterburner
power levels. TliLi procedure, however, involves accurate measurement of
extremely low concentrati-rns, which approach ambient levels and speciil
data reduction methods are required. A test for representative sampling is
provided by cstatistic '1 analysis of the data.

The procedure described i~n Part B for sampling at the nozzle exit plane
(INcar Plume Method) requires the use of carefully designed probes or rakes
which will not on.jy withstand the severe ther-mal and mechanical stresses but
ýAll also provide for rapid quenching of the chemical reactions (quick quench
Irot)e) .Accurate probe position and total pressure measurements are required
so that proper mass and ar.'a weighiting factors may be applied. A test for
representative gaxupling is provided for by comparing total fuel flow, as
calculated from the exthaust gas measurements, with the measured total engine
fuel flow.
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SECT ONS

This procedure is dlvtded Into the follnwing iections:

PART A - FAR PLUME METHOD

Al. Definitions cf Terris

A2. Analysis Equipment

A3. Sampling Equipment

A4, Equipment Layout

A5. InstrumenL Rout ies

A6. Reference Gases

A7. Test Procedure

AS. Minimum Information to be Recorded

A9. Calculation of Results

PART B - NEAR PLUME METhOD

B1. Definitions of Terms

B2. Analysis Equipment

B3. Sampling Equipment

B4. Equipment Layout

B5. Instrument Routines

B6. Reference Gases
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PART A. FAR PLUME ME'IOI) (MhASUREMENT PROCEDURE FOR SAMPLING AT AXIAL
STATrNW, FAR REMOVED FROM NOZZLE EXIT PLANE).

A]. DEFINITIONS

Al.l Aircraft Gas Turbine Engine: A turboprop, turbofan, or
turbojet aircraft engine.

A1.2 Engine E'-xhaust: Flow of material from an engine as a result

of the combustion of fuel and air.

A1.3 Exhaust Emissions: Substances -jected into the atmosphere
,fron, the exhaust discharge nozzle of an aircraft engine.

A,\.4 Particulates: Solid exhav-t emissions.

Al.5 Smoke: Matter in exhaust emissions which obscures light
t ranswidssion.

A1.6 Au&gnnLor: A device or method used to obtain thrust in
addition to that provided by normal operation of the main
engine.

A. Aftherburning Gas Turbine Engine: A gas turbine engine in

which thrust augmentation is provided by injection and
combubtion of additional fuel in an afterburner. The after-
burner is located between the turbine and the exhaust nozzle.
Te term "afterburner" generally applies to a turbojet engine.
If the engine is a turbofan type, thrust augmentation may be
obtained by burning in the fan stream (fanburner or duct-
burner) or in the combined core stream and fan stream (mixed-
flow augmentor).

A,.- Pollutant: ObjectionabIe exhaust enission.

NL.9 Plume: Region downstream of engine exh,'ust plane whc exhaust
gases mix with the ambient air.

AI.10 Total Hydrocarbons (abbreviated HC): The total of hydrocarbons
of all classes and molecular weights in the engine exhaust.

Al.i1 Oxides of Nitrogen (abbreviated NOx): The total of oxides of
nitrogen in the engine exhaust. The total NOX value is cal-
culated as equivalent NO2 .
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Al. 12 Flame Ionization Detectort A bydrogen-air diffusion flame
detector that produces a signal nominally proportional to
the mass flow rate of hydrocarbons entering the flame per
unit of time, generally assumed responsive to the number of
carbon =toms entering the flame.

AI,13 Nondispersive Infrared Anal yzer: An instre:ent that selec-
tively measures specific components by absorption of infrared
energy.

Al. 14 Chemilumnescence Analyze-r An instrument in which the
intensity of light produced by the chet•iltminescence of the
reaction of nitric oxide with ozone is proportional to the
concentration of nitric oxide. Conversion of NO2 to NO prior
to entering the analyzer pertA#-s the determination of both
species.

Al.15 Interference: Instrument response due to components other
than the gas that is to be measured.

A1.16 Calibratin Gas: Gas of known concentration used to establish

instrument response.

A1.17 $paC Gas: A calibrating gas used routinely to check instru-
ment respo.se.

A1.18 Zero Gas: A calibrating gas used routinely to check instru-
ment zero.

A1.19 Concentration: The volume fraction of the component of
interest in the gas mixture, expressed as volume percentage
or as parts per million.

A2. ANALYSIS EQUIPMENT

A2.1 NDIR Instruments: Nondispersive infrared (NDIR) analyzer shall be
used for the continuous monitoring of carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide
(C02 ) in the turbine exhaust.

The NDIR instruments operate on the principle of differential energy
absorption from parallel beams of infrared energy. The energy is transmitted
to a differential detector through parallel cells, one containing a reference
gas, and the other, sample gas. The detector, charged with the component to
be measured, transduces the optical signal to an electric signal. The elec-
trical signal thus generated is amplified and continuously recorded.
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A2.1.1 Instrument Perfoai•ce Specifications:

Response Time (electrical) - 90% full scale response in 0.5 second
or less.
Zero Drift - Less than ± 0.5% of full scale in 1 hour on most sensi-
tive range.
Span Drift - Less than - 0.5% of full scale in 1 hour on most sensi-
tive range.
Repeatability - Within ± 0.5% of full scale.
Noise - Less than ± 1.0% of full scale on most sensitive range.
Sample Cell Temperature - Minimum 50' C (1220 F) maintained within
-± 2" C (3.60 F).

A2.1.2 Range And Accuracy:

ae Accuracy Rxcludlng Interferences

Carbon 0 to 100 ppm t 2% of full scale
Monoxide 0 to 500 ppm ± 1% of full scale

o to 1,000 ppm ± 1% of full scale

Carbon 0 to 1% t 1% of full scale
Dioxide 0 to 2% ± 1% of full scale

0 to 5% ± 1% of full scale

A2.1.3 Sensitivity:

CO Sensitivity (on most Sensitive range) - 0.3 ppm
CO2 Sensitivity (on most Sensitive range) - 0.005%

A2.1.4 NDIR Cells: All NDIR instruments shall be equipped with
cells of suitable length to metsure concentrations within the above ranges to
the indicated accuracy. Range changes may be accomplished by use of stacked
sample cells and/or changes in the electronic circuitry.

A2.1.5 Interference: Interferences from water vapor, carbon
dioxide, and carbon monoxide shall be deter Lned on the most sensitive instru-
ment range. Response of CO instruments shall be less than 5% of full scale
for 2.5% CO- or 4% water vapor. optical filters are the preferred method of
discrimination. In some cases a cold trap or drying agent may be necessary
to reduce water content below the level at which its interference is accep-
table.
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A2.2 Total ydrocarbon Analyzer: The measurement of total hydrocarbon
is made by an analyzer using a flawe ionization detector (FID). With this
type detector an ionization current, proportional to the mass rate of hydro-
carbon entering a hydrogen flame is established between two electrodes.
This ionization current is measured using an electrometer amplifier and is
continuously recorded.

A2.2.1 General Desisn Specifications. The analyzer shall be
fitted with a constant temperature oven housing the detector and sample-
handling components. It shall maintain temperature within ± 2* C of the set
point, which shall be within the range 155 to 1650 C (311-3296 F).

The detector and sample handling components shall be suitable for con-
tinuous operation at temperatures to 200' C (392* F).

A2.2.2 Instrument Performance Specifications:

Response Time (electrical) - 90% of full scale in 0.5 second or
less.
Noise - Less than ± 1.0% of full scale on most sensitive range.

{ IRepeatability - Within ± 1.0% of full scale.
Zero Drift - Less than ± 1% of full scale in 4 hours on all ranges.
Span Drift - Less than ± 1. of full scale in 2 hours.
Linearity - Response with propane in air shall be linear within
± 2% over the range of 0 to 500 ppmC.

A2.2.3 Range and Accuracy

Accuracy

0 to 10 ppmC ± 5% of full scale with propane
calibration gas.

0 to 100 ppmC ± 2% of full scale with propane
calibration gas.

0 to 500 ppmC ± 1% of full scale with propane
calibration gas.

A2.2.4 Sensitivity

HC Sensitivity (on most sensitive range) - 0.1 ppm
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A2.3 Chemiluminescence_ Analyzer

A2.3. General Instrument Description: A chemiluminescence
analyzer with thermal converter shall be used for measuring nitric oxide (NO)
and total oxides of nitrogen (NOx). The chemiluminescence method utilizes
the principle that NO reacts with ozone (03) to give nitrogen dioxide (NO2 )
and oxygen (02,. Approximately 10 percent of the NO2 is electronically ex-
cited. The transition of excited NO2 to the ground state yields a light
emission (600-2600 nanometer region) at low pressures. The detectable region
of this emission depends on the PM-tube/optical filter being used in the
detector. The intensity of this emission is proportional to the mass flow
rate of NO into the reactor. The light emission can be measured utilizing
a photomultiplier tube and agsociated electronics.

The method also utilizes the principle that NCj2 thermally decomposes
to NO (2N0 2 - 2NO + 02). A thermal converter unit designed to provide
essentially complete conversion of NO2 to NO is included as a part of the
chemiluminescence analyzer package. If the sample is passed through the
converter prior to entering the chemiluminescence analyzer, an NOX reading
(No + NO2 ) is obtained. If the converter is bypassed, only the NO portion
is indicated.

A2.3.2 instrument Performance Specifications

Response time (electrical) - 90% of full scale in 0.5 second or
less.
Noise - Less than 1% of full scale.
Repeatability - ± 1% of full scale.
Zero drift - Less than ± 1% of full scale in 2 hours.
Span drift - Less than ± 1% of full scale in 2 hours.
Linearity - Linear to within i 2% (if full scale on all ranges.
Accuracy - ± 1% of full scale on all ranges.

A2.3.3 Range and Accuracy

Range Accuracy

0 to 10 ppm ± 5% of full scale
0 to 100 ppm ± 2% of full scale

A2.3.4 Sensitivity

NO sensitivity (on most sensitive range) - 0.1 ppm
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A3 SAMIPLING EQUIPl'EWT

A3.1 Sasplitng Probe:

A3.1.1 Do-sip Concept: The sampling probe shall be constructed
so that indivi~dual samples may be withdrawn at various locations across a
diameter of the plumie. Mixed samples are not permitted. Either a single-
element movable probe or a multielement rake may be used.

A3.1.2 Probe Material:, The parts of the probe wetted by the
sample gas shall be of stainless steel. other materials may be used in con-~
tact with the sample gas if it is demonstrated that the material does not
alter the composition of the sample.

A-3.1.3 Probe Temperatures: The samaple line within the probe
shall be maintained at a temperature between 160 and 327' F.

A3.2 $4mpling-Locations. Both radial and axial sampling locations
depend upon the size of the engine. In order to arrive at a commn dimen-
sion. referred to the particular engine to be tested, there is herein defined
a nozzle exit diameter, and all sampling locations are referred to this
dimension. The nozzle exit diameter is f or the maximum enigine power condition
and either may be obtained by actual measurement or may be calculated from
engine operating conditions. The calculated nozzle exit diameter is obtained
by complete expansion of the total engine flow to ambient pressure at the
maximum power condition.

A3.2.1 Axial Sampling.Station. The axial sampling plane shall be
no less than 20 nor more than 25 nozzle exit diameters from the nozzle exit
plane as shown below. At this sampling plane, there shall be an unobstructed
area at least four nozzle exit diameters in radial distance about the
projected engine centerline. (See sketch below.)

-Engine Engine Centerline Probe

Exit laneAxial

Plane
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A3.2.2 Radial Sampling Locations. A minimum of 11 sampling
points shall be used. These sampling points should be approximately equally
spaced across the plum diameter, with one sample located on the plume center-
line. If the sampling system is such that the sampling points cannot lie
in a straight line (across a diameter), then a minimum of five samples shall
be taken in each of two opposite sampling quadrants, with one sample taken at
the plume centerline.

The outermost sampling points shall be at least four but no more
than five exit nozzle diameters from the plume centerline. The sample at the
center of the plume shall be taken at a distance no greater than 0.6 exit
nozzle diameters from the true projected engine centerline.

A3.3 Sample Transfer. The sample shall be transferred from the probe
to the analytical instruments through a heated sample line of either stain-
less steel or Teflon of 0.18 to 0.32-inch ID. The sample line shall be
maintained at a temperature of 300 ± 27* F.

Sample line length should be as short as possible, consistent with the
test setup. Suitable noncontaminating sample pumps are required to maintain
the proper satui,.e flow rate and to provide adequate sample pressure at the
instruments. The total sample flow rate shall be such that the sample gas
is transported from the probe inlet to the analyzer inlet in less than 10
seconds.

A4. EQUIPMENT LAYOUT

A schematic diagram of the emissions measuring system is shown in
Figure Bl. Additional components such as instruments, thermocouples, valves,
solenoids, pumps, and switches may be used to provide additional information
and coordinate the functions of the component systems. Parallel installation
of CO and CO2 analyzers is an acceptable alternative. No desiccants, dryers,
water traps or related equipment may be used to treat the sample flowing to
the NOx analyzer. The NOx instrument configuration must be such that water
condensation is avoided throughout the instrument.
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AS. INSTRUMENT ROUTINES

A5.1 NDIR Instruments: Following the instrument manufacturer's instruc-
tions for startup of instruments, the following minimum requirements shall be
adhered to:

AS.l.1 MonthiL Routine:

(1) Check detector tuning, following manufacturer's prescribed

routine.

(2) Set instrument zero using dry nitrogen.

(3) Using previous gain setting check calibration curves using
calibration gas with nonminal concentrations of 30, 60, and
90% of each range used. Use the same gas flow rate through
instruments during calibration as when sampling exhaust. Any
response value differing from the previous value by more than
± 3% of the previous value at the same gain setting may reflect
some problem in the instrument system, and a thorough instru-
ment check should be made. Confirm or reestablish calibration
curves for each range. Log gain reading.

(4) Check response of interference gases as called out in A2.1.4.
If unacceptable, determine cause and correct -- detector
replacement may be indicated.

(5) Prior to each testing period, a check of the instrument zero
and span drift, repeatability and noise level shall be made
on the most sensitive instrument range to insure that it
conforms with the instrument performance specifications.

A5.1.2 Daily Routine:

(1) If analyzer power is not left on continuously, allow 2 hours
for warmup. (If daily use is anticipated, it is recommended
that analyzer be left on continuously.)

(2) Replace or cle&n filters.

(3) Check system for leaks.

(4) Check detector tuning and record reading. If the reading
changes by more than ± 3% from the previous value, instrument
readjustment is indicated. For the following tests the temper-
ature of zero and span gas in the instrument cells shall be
within ± 2' C (± 3.6' F) of typical sample gas temperature
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measured at the outlet of the sauple cell, and gas flow rate
through the instruments snall be the seae for zero and span
gas as for sample gas.

(5) Zero the instrument on dry nitrogen. If there Is a mtilficant
change in setting of Zero control, determine the cause and
corre Ct.

(6) Using span gas to give 75 to 90% full-scale deflection, check
the response of the instrument on each range using the gain
setting from the previous use. If the reading differs from
the previota value by more than 3%, an instrument problem may
be indicated. check and correct as necessary. If instrument
reading is within ± 3% of previous value, adjust gain control
to produce proper instrument output. Log gain setting at
final adjustment.

(7) Check zero with dry nitrogen and repeat step 6 if necessary.

(8) Zero and span shall be checked before and after each test, and
at approximately one-hour intervals during the test.

A5.2 Total Hydrocarbon Analyzer

A5.2.1 Initial Alilpment:

A5.2*1.1 Optimization of Detector lesponse:

(1) Follow manufacturer's instructions for instrument startup
and basic operating adjustment. Fuel shall be 60% helium,
40% hydrogen containing less than 0.1 ppmC hydrocarbon.
Air shall be "hydrocarbon-free" grade containing less than
0.1 ppmC.

(2) Set oven temperature at 160* C ± 50 C (3200 F ± 90 F) and
allow at least one-half hour after oven reaches tempera-
ture for the system to equilibrate. The temperature is
to be maintained at set point + 2' C (t 3.6' F).

(3) Introduce a mixture of propane in air at a propane concen-
tration of about 500 ppmC. Vary the fuel flow to burner
and determine the peak response. A change in zero may
result from a change in fuel flow; therefore, the Instru-
ment zero should be checked at each fuel flow rate.
Select an operating flow rate that will give near maxi-
mum response and the least variation in response with
minor fuel flow variations.
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(4) To determine the optimum airflow, use fuel flow setting
determined above and vary airflow. A typical curve 4or
response versus airflow is shown below:

Air Flow •

After the optimum flow settings have been determined, these
flows are to be measured and recorded for future reference.

A5.2.1.2 Oxygen Effect: Check the response of the detector
with varied concentrations of oxygen in the sample following steps outlined
below; this test shall be made with oven temperature at the set point and
with gas flow to the detector at optimum conditions, as determined in
A5.2.1.1.

(1) Introduce nitrogen (N2 ) zero gas and zero analyzer;
check zero using hydrocarbon-free air; the zero should
be the same.

(2) The following blends of propane shall be used to deter-
mine the effect of oxygen (02) in the sample:

Propane in N2

Propane in 90% N2 + 10% 02

Propane in air

The volume concentration of ptu )ane in the mixture reach-
ing the detector should be ;bout 500 ppmC, and the con-
centration of both the 02 and hydrocarbon should be known
within ± 1% of the absolute value. The zero should be
checked after each mixture is measured. If the zero has
changed, then the test shall be repeated.
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I
The response to propane in air shall not differ by move
than 3Z from the response to propane in the l0%-0 2 /90%-N2
mixture, nor differ by more than 5% from the response to
propane in nitrogen.

If these specifications cannot be met by changing the
sample flow rate or burner parsesters, such as airflow
and/or fuel flow rate, it is recoumsnded that the detec-
tor be replaced.

A5.2.1.3 Linearity and Relative Response:

(1) With anal7zer optimized per A5.2.1.1, the instrument
linearity shall be checked for the range 0 tn 100 and
0 to 500 ppmC in air at nominal concentrations of 50 and
95% full scale of each range. The deviation of a bast
fit curve from a least-squares best-fit straight line
shuuld not exceed 2% of the value at any point. If this
specification is met, concentration values may be calcu-
lated by use of a single calibration factor. If the
deviation exceeds 2% at any point, concentration values
shall be read from a calibration curve prepared during
this alignment procedure.

(2) A comparison of response to the different classes of
compounds shall be made using (individually) propylene,
toluene, and n-hexane, each at 20 to 50 ppmC concentra-
tion in nitrogen. If the response to any one differs by
more than 5% from the average of the three, check instru-
ment operating parameters. Reducing sample flow rate
improves uniformity of response.

A5.2.2 Routine At Three-Montb Intervals: These checks are to be
made at three-month intervals or more frequently should there by any question
regarding the accuracy of the hydrocarbon measurements:

(1) Check for and correct any leaks ir system.

(2) Check and optimize burner flows (air, fuel, and sample) as
required by criteria of A5.2.1.1.

(3) Check 02 effect as outlined in A5.2.1.2.

(4) Check response of propylene, toluene, and n-hexane as outlined
in A5.2.1.3.

(5) Check linearity as outlined in A5.2.1.3.
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(6) Prior to each testing period, a check of the instrument zero
and span drift, repeatability, and noise level shall be made
on the most sensitive instrument tange to insure that it con-
forms with the instrument performance specifications. Zero
instability may be caused by HC condensation in the Zero gas
cylinder. A molecular sieve trap has been found effective An
removing HC from the zero gas.

A5.2.3 Daily Routine

(1) Clean or replace filters.

(2) Check instrument for leaks.

(3) Check instrument temperatures.

(4) Ascertain that all flows to detector are correct.

(5) Check zero with zero gas.

(6) The response using blends of propane in air shall be checked
- each range:

•iF or rap!• Use

0 to 10 ppmC 7 to 10 ppmC propane in air
0 to 100 ppmC 70 to 100 ppmC propane in air
0 to 500 ppmC 350 to 500 ppmC propane in air

If the response differs from the last previous check value by more
than 3% of the value logged during the last prior day's use, an
instrument problem may be indicated.

A zero and span gas check shall be made before and after each test
and at approximately one-hour intervals during the test. If the
cumulative changes exceed 3% during the day, an instrument problem
may be indicated.

A5.3 Chemiluminescence Analyzer: Follow the instrument manufacturer's
instructions for startup of instrument.
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A5.3.1I Thermal Converter Efficiency Check: C¶ecl. the NOX to NO
converter efficiency by the folluwing procedure. Use the apparatus dencribod
and illustrated below:

NOX Converter Efici•ncy D)etertor

__ 'i, • Ozonator

•. • 02 or Air

ST

CI MVI

Va ri ac

SNO/N:i

Supply FM2  CovFMr C3

C9  MV Inlet
C2 MV2 Connectt)r

(a) Attach the NO/N 2 supply (75-100 ppm) at C2 , the 02 supply at

C1 , and the analyzer inlet connection to the efficiency
detector at C3 . If lower concentrations of NO are used, air
may be used in place of 02 to facilitate better control of
the NO, generated during step (d).

(b) With the efficiency detector variac off, place the NOX con-
verter in bypass mode and close valve V3. Open valve MV2
until sufficient flow and stable readings are obtained at the
analyzer. Zero and span the analyzer output to indicate the
value of the NO concentration being used. Record this concen-
tration.

(c) Open valve V3 (on/off flow control solenoid valve frr 02) and
adjust valve MVI (02 supply metering valve) to blend enough
02 to lower the NO concentration (b) about 10%. Record this
concentration.
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(d) Turn on the ozonator and increase its supply voltage until
the NO concentration of (c) is reduced to about 20% of (b).
NO2 is now being formed from the NO+0 3 reaction. There must
always be at least 10% unreacted NO at this point. Record
this concentration,

(e) When a stable reading has been obtained from (d), place th•
NOX converter in the convert mode. The analyzer will now
indicate the total NOx concentration. Record this concentra-

(f) Turn off the ozonator and allow the analyzer reading to
stabilize. The mixture NO+0 2 is still passing through the
converter. This reading is the total NOx concentration of
the dilute NO span gas used at step (c). Record this concen-
tration.

(g) Close valve V3. The NO concentration should be equal to or
greater than the reading of (d) indicating whether the NO
contains any N02.

Calculate the efficiency of the NOx converter by substituting
the concentrations obtained during the test into the following
equation.

% E ff . (•e) - X 100%(f) - (d)

The efficiency of the converter should be greater than 90
percent. Adjusting the converter temperature may be needed to
maximize the efficiency.

(h) If the converter efficiency is not greater than 90 percent, the
cause of thc inefficiency shall be determined and corrected
before the instrument is used.

(i) The converter efficiency shall be checked at least monthly.

A5.3.2 Monthly Routine

(1) Adjust analyzer to optimize performance.

(2) Set instrument zero using zero grade nitrogen.

(3) Calibrate the NOX analyzer with nitric oxide (nitrogen diluent)
gases having nominal concentrations of 50 and 95% of full
scale on each range used. Use the same gas flow rate through
the instrument during calibration as when sampling exhaust.
Log zero and gain settings.
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(4) Prior to each testing period, a check of the instrument zero
and span drift, repeatabilityo and noise level shall be made
on the most sensitive instrument range to insure that it
conforms with the instrument performance specifications.

A5.3.3 kaly Routine,

(1) If analyzer power is not left on continuously, alkio two
hours for warmup.

(2) Clean or replace filters.

(3) Check system for leaks.

(4) Ascertain that flow to detector is correct.

(5) Check zero with zero-grade nitrogen.

(6) Zero and spin shall be checked before and after each test
add also at approximately one-hour intervals during the test.

A6. REFERENCE GASES

A6.1 mixture Comoosition: Reference gases for carbon monoxide and
carbon dioxide shall be prepared using nitrogen as the diluent. They may
be blended singly or as dual component mixtures. Nitric oxide reference gas
shall be blended in nitrogen. Hydrocarbon reference gas shall be propane
in air. Zero gas shall be nitrogen, or optionally high purity air as
specified in A6. IA.

A6.2 Calibration Gases: Calibration gases shall be certified by the
vendor as accurate within ± 1%.

A6.3 Span Gases: Span gases shall be supplied by the vendor to a
stated accuracy within ! 2%.

A6.4 Zero Gas: Nitrogen zero gas shall be minimum 99.998% N2 with less
than 1 ppm CO. This gas shall be used to zero the CO, CO2 and NO analyzer.

Zero-grade air shall not exceed 0.1 ppm hydrocarbon. This gas shall
be used to zero the HC analyzer. Zero-grade air includes artificial air
consisting of a blend of N2 and 02 with 02 concentration between 18 and 21
mole percent.
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A?. TEST PROCEDURE

A7.1 Tastkajout: Sat up engine, sampling equipment, and analysis
equipment as specified in Sections A3 and A4.

A7.2 Fuel: The fuel used shall be as specified by the engine manu-
facturer. The carbon-to-hydrogen ratio shall be determined; this parameter
is required in the calculation of results (Section A9). The emissions .evels
determined by this ?rocedure may be a function of the type of fuel used, and,
therefore, the type of fuel shall be included as an integral part of the test
data, as specified in Section A8.

A7.3 Ambient Conditions

A7.3.1 Ambient Temperature., Pressure, and Humldity. Changes in
'* ambient temperature, pressure, and humidity can cause chauges in emissions

levels both through direct changes in combustor conditions and through
* changes in engine operating parameters. Since generally accepted methods are

not currently available for correcting test data to standard conditions,
extremes of awbient conditions shuuld be avoided. Ambient temperature, pres-
sure, and humidity shall be measured for the test record (Section AS), but
these data are not required for calculation purposes.

A7.3.2 Wind Velocity and Direction. the wind velocity and direc-
tion shall be recorded, and the crosswind and tailwind components shall be
calculated. The crosswind velocity component shall not exceed 5 mph during
the test. The tailwind component shall not exceed 1 mph.

A7.3.3 Ambient Air Composition. Unusually high concentrations
of CO, HC, and CO2 in the ambient air should be avoided since high values
can adversely effect data accuracy. For comparison purposes, standard air
contains 00 ppm C02 , and the EPA ambient air quality standards are 9 ppm,
0.24 ppm, and 0.05 ppm for CO, HC, and NO2 respectively. Unusually high
concentrations may indicate abnormal conditions such as exhaust gas reinges-
tion, fuel spillage, or additional sources of these emissions in the test
area. It is suggested that an ambient air sample be obtained with the engine
running before obtaining emissions data at each power setting.

A7.4 Instrument Calibration. Calibrate exhaust analysis instruments
before and after each test period using daily procedures given in Section
AS.
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A7. 5 TestSequence

(a) Start engiiuc and adjust to desired power setting, allow
adequate time for stabilization.

(b) Measure concentrations of CO, C02 , HC, NO, and NO, at 11
radial sampling locations as specified in Section A3.2,2.

(c) The engine may then be stabilized at another power setting
and measurements made as in (b) above. RepeaL until test
series is complete.

A8 MINIMUM INFORMATTON TO BE RECORDED.

The following information, as applicable, shall form a part of the
permanent record for each test.

A861 General:

(a) 'Facility performing test and location,

(b) Individual responsible for conduct of test.

(c) Test number, reading number, etc.

(d) Date.

(e) Time.

(f) Fuel type, fuel specification, additives, H/C ratio and
method of determination.

(g) Ambient Conditions: temperature, pressure, humidity,
wind velocity, and directinn.

(h) Engine mounting position and height.

(I) Test procedure designation.

(j) Exceptions, if any, to this procedure.

A8.2 Engine Description

(a) Manufa-turer

(b) Model number, serial number
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(c) Time since overhaul and ether pertinent maintenance
information.

(d) Nozzle exit diameter (per Section A3.2) and method of
determination.

A8,3 Engine Operati:g Data:

(a) Nominal power setting, throttle angle.

(b) Rotational., speed: Nl, N2,

(c) Fuel flow (main engine and afterburner).

(d) Airflow and method of determination.

(e) Compressor discharge temperature and method of determination.

(f) Compressor discharge pressure or EPR.

A8.4_(g) Exhaust nozzle position.

'-(h) Ibrust.

•:A8.4 Exhaust Sampling Data:

'"(a) Axial sampling location.

.. (b) Radial sampling location (distance from projected engine
-? centerline).

S(c) Concentrations of CO, C02, HC, NO, and NOx at each sampling

location.

(d) Sample line temperature.

(e) Probe coolant temperature.
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A9 CALCULATION OF RESULTS

A9.1 General Calculations Procedure. Calculation of results Isi voHvete

the following steps-,

(a) Correction of measured concentrations to actual or wet
concentrations of CO, C02 , HC, NO, and NOx.

(b) Calculation of the slope of a linear fit, by the method of
least squares, of the concertration of each pollutant plotted
against the concentration of CO2 .

(c) Calculation of emission indices (lb per 1000 lb of fuel)
for CO, HC, NO, and NOx from the slopes found in (b) above.

(d) Calculation of emission flow rate (lb per hr) from emission
indices found in (c) above and the total engine fuel flow
rate.

A9.2 Symbols

(CO) = Actual (wet) concentration of CO in exhaust, ppm,

C0O2 ) - Actual (wet) concentration of CO2 in exhaust, %.

0(C) Actual (wet) concentration of hydrocarbon in exhaust,
expressed as ppm equivalent methane,

(NO) M Actual (wet) concentration of NO in exhaust, ppm.

(NOx) - Actual (wet) concentration of NOx in exhaust, ppm.

(CO)d, (CO2)d, etc. - Dry concentration of CO, CO2 , etc.

(CO)qd, (C02)sd, etc. - Semi-dry (0.602% moisture) concentrations
of CO, C02 , etc.

a, b = Constants in linear curve fit relationship.

y, x - Variables in linear curve fit relationship;
y represents pollutant concentrations (wet) in ppm;
x represents CO2 concentration (wet) in %.

Yi, Xi - Actual (wet) concentration of pollutant (Yi) and CO2 (Xi)
at each sampling point.

m - Total number of sampling points (i 1 to m).

r - Correlation coefficient.
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WFE Total engine (mainburner plus afterburner) fuel flow rate,
lb per hr.

Elz w Emission index of pollutant Z, lb per 1000 lb fuel

WZ Emission flow rate of pollutant Z, lb per hour

n * hydrogen to carbon atomic ratio of fuel

Kd * Correction factor for water of combustion

Kw -Correction factor for water of combustion and water vapor
in the inlet air

h Water content (humidity) of inlet air (% by volume)

11C ,Atomic weight of carbon

MR Atomic weight of hydrogen

a Standard deviation of y variable
y

Oa f Standard deviation of a

Ob - Standard deviation of b

A9.3 Correction for Moisture. All measured concentrations shall be
corrected for moisture, as required, in order to form a consistent basis for
further calculations. The calculation procedure presented here is for con-
version to actual or wet concentration, although any reference moisture level
may be used as long as it is consistent for all species in an equation.

The correction factor Kd corrects measured concentrations for water
of combustion. The factor Kw corrects measured concentrations for water of
combustion and for moisture in the inlet air. The values of Kd and Kw depend

on the moisture removal devices in the analysis system. Note that no moisture
removal device is permitted in the NOx or HC analyzer sample lines so that
HC and NOx are always measured on a wet basis. If an ice trap (320 F) is
used to partially dry the CO and CO2 analyzer samples, then the CO and CO2
samples are semidry and contain 0.602% moisture. Factors for converting CO
and CO2 concentrations to appropriate wet values are:

100
100 + 1.006 n (CO)sd + (C2)sd (B 1)
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200 - h I + / 2 -

200 - h + Kn - 1.006 (CO).d) (B2)
/A106,

where (CO)sd and (CO2)od are the twasured semi-dry concentrations. Then1,
Concentration (wet) * Kw x 1.006 x Concentration (semi-dry).

A9.4 Calculation of the Slope of Emissions vs. Co2 b the Method
of Leastq3uares

At a given engine power setting, the linearity of CO, HC, NO, and
NO, with respect to CO2 shall be determined, by analysis of the measurements
collected at the various probe saxpling locations, in the following manner.

(a) Using the method of least squares, a pilynominal of the form,

y a + b x (B3)

shall be titted to each pollutant (CO, HC, NO, NOx), in turn,
where y represents the wet concentration (ppm) of the pollu-
tant being analyzed, and x is the wet concentration (%) of
CO2 . The constants a and b are determined by the well-known
least square relationships (Reference 45):

(zi2 2 ~
(EX 2  Mal2

EXiEYi - MEX Yt

b- (B25)

Xi and Yi represent the concentrations of X and Y at the ith samp-
ling location of the particular test point, and the summations are over the
total number (m) of sampling locations at which gas samples were extracted.

The slope, b, of the linear fit is proportional to the emission
index. The intercepts are related to the ambient concentrations. Note that
the Y intercept, a, should be no greater than the ambient pollutant level,
and the x intercept, - a/b, should be no greater than the ambient CO2 level.
Ambient level is taken to be concentrations in the local air with which the
engine exhaust mixes.
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(b) The appropriateness of the linear fit of each constituent
versus C02 shall be determined by calculation of the correlation coefficient
(r) for each constituent, defined by the equation (Reference 45):

MEX iY ] [XiY
r 0B6)

Values of r near 1.00 indicate good data consistency over the pluiw
diameter, that plums reactions have ceased, ard that plume mixing is complete.
If the slope, b, is greater than about 10, then r should be greater than
0.99 if measurements are carefully made. For smaller values of b, r is
influenced by instrument sensitivity, and lot, values may result.

Low values of r may be an indication that plume reactions are not
complete. If b is greater than 10 and r is less than 0.95, the measurements
shall be repeated at a sampling station farther downstream from the engine.
The new sampling station shall be at a distance from the engine exhaust plane
1.3 to 1.4 timea the distance of the previous measurements.

(c) The following standard deviations shall be computed and
reported for each pollutant as a statistical measure of the degree of error
associated with each term in the curve fit (Reference 46):

(Y - -bXi) 7
y -FL- - •-:7 -- ;(B7

0a a v(m-i) [-EX. - (Ex() ()

ab -y / (B9)

(M-1) tmXi2x M (i)1 I

A9.5 Calculation of the Emission Indices of CO. HC, NO. NOX

The emissions indices (lb/lOO0 lb fuel) of CO, HC, NO and NOX at
a given test condition shall be determined from the values of b (Section
A9.4a, Equation B3) obtained for each pollutant using the following
equations:

El 201bC)(BlO)co (Mr + nMH) (1+ b0+ bnc)
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PART B. NEAR PLUME METHOD (MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE FOR SAMPLING AT
NOZZLE EXIT PLANE)

B1. DEFINITIONS

B1.1 Aircraft Gas Turbine Engj.ne: A turboprop, turbofan, or
turbojet aircraft engine.

B1.2 Engine Exhaust: Flow of material from an engine as a result
of the combustion of fuel and oxidizer.

B1.3 Exhaust Emissions: Substances ejected into the atmosphere
from the exhaust discharge nozzle of an aircraft engine.

B1.4 Particulates: Solid exhaust emissions.

B1.5 Smoke: Matter in exhaust emissions which obscures light
transmission.

B1.6 AuAmentor: A device or method used to obtain thrust in
addition to that provided by normal operation of the main
engine.

B1.7 Afterburning Gas Turbine Engine: A gas turbine engine in
which thrust augmentation is provided by injection and
combustion of additional fuel in an afterburner. The after-
burner is located between the turbine and the exhaust nozzle.
The term "afterburner" generally applies to a turbojec engine.
If the engine is a turbofan type, thrust augmentation may be
obtained by burning in the fan stream (fanburner or ductburner)
or in the combined core stream and fan stream (mixed-flow
augmentor).

B1.8 Pollutant: Objectionable exhaust emission.

BI.9 Plume: Total external engine exhaust including ambient
air with which the exhaust mixes.

B1.10 Total Hydrocarbons (abbreviated HO): The total oý hydrocarbons
of all classes and molecular weights in the engine exhaust.

81.11 Oxides of Nit~roen (abbreviated NOX): The total of oxides of
nitrogen in the engine exhaust. The total NOx value is calcu-
lated as equivalent NO2 .

B1.12 Flame Ionization Detector: A hydrogen-air diffusion flame
detector that produces a signal nominally proportional to the
mass flow rate of hydrocarbons entering the flame per unit of
time, generally assumed responsive to the number of carbon atoms
entering the flame.
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B1. 13 Nondiopemsive Infrared Analyzer; An Instrument that selectively
measures specific components by absorption of infrared energy.

B1.14 Cheudluminescence Anayzer: An instrument in which the in-
tensity of light produced by the chemiluminescence of the
reaction of nitric oxide with ozone is proportional to the
concentration of nittic oxide. Conversion of NO2 to NO prior
to entering the analyzer permits the determination of both
species.

B1.15 Interference: Instrument response due to components other
than the gas that is to be measured.

B1.16 Calibrating Gas: Gas of known concentration used to establish
instrument response.

B1.17 S : A calibrating gas used routinely to check instru-
ment response.

B1.18 Zero Gas: A calibrating gas used routinely to check instru-
ment zero.

Bl.19 Concentration: The volume fraction of the component of
interest in the gas mixture, expressed as volume percentage
or as parts per million.

B2. ANALYSIS EQUIPMENT

B2.1 NDIR Instruments: Nondispersive infrared (NDIR) analyzers
shall be used for the continuous monitoring of carbon monoxide
(CO) and carbon dioxide (C02 ) in the turbine exhaust.

The NDIR instruments operate on the principle of differential energy
absorption from parallel beams of infrared energy. The energy is transmitted
to a differential detector through parallel cells, one containing a reference
gas, and the other, sample gas. The detector, charged with the component to
be measured, transduces the optical signal to an electric signal. The elec-
trical signal thus generated is amplified and continuously recorded.

B2.1.1 Instrument Performance Specifications;

Response Time (electrical) - 90% full scale response in 0.5 second
or less.
Zero Drift - Less than ± 1% of full scale in 2 hours on most sensi-
tive range.
Span Drift - Less than ± 1% of full scale in 2 hours on most sensi-
tive range.
Repeatability - Within ± 1.0% of full scale.
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Noiie Less than ± 1.0% of full scale on most sensitive range.
Sample Cell Temperature Minimum 506 C (122' F) maintained within
1 2 C (3.6' F).

B2.1.2 Range and.Accuracy~

!Mae Accuracy Excluding Interferences

Carbon 0 to 100 ppm ± 2% of full scale
Monoxide 0 to 500 ppm ± 1% of full scale

0 to 2,500 ppm 1 1% of full scale
0 to 20,000 ppm ± 12 of full scale

Carbon 0 to 2% ± 1% of full scale
Dioxide 0 to 5% ± 1% of full scale

0 to 15% ± 1% of full scale

B2.1.3 NDIR Cells: All NDIR instruments shall be equipped with
cells of suitable length to measure concentrations within the above ranges to
the indicated accuracy. Range changes may be accomplished by use of stacked
sample cells and/or changes in the electronic circuitry.

B2.1.4 Interferences: Interferences from water vapor, carbon
dioxide, and carbon monoxide shall be determined on the most sensitive instru-
ment range. Response of CO instruments shall be less than 5% of full scale
for 2.5% C02 , or 4% water vapor. Optical filters are the preferred method
of discrimination. In some cases a cold trap or drying agent may be necessary
to reduce water content below the level at which its interference is accept-
able.

B2.2 Total Hydrocarbon Analyzer: The measurement of total hydrocarbon
is made by an analyzer uaing a flame ionization detector (FID). With this
type detector an ionization current, proportional to the mass rate of hydro-
carbon entering a hydrogen flame is established between two electrodes. This
ionization current is measured using an electrometer aulplifier and is con-
tinuously recorded.

B2.2.1 General Design Specifications: The analyzer shall be fitted
with a constant temperature oven housing the detector and sample-handling com-
ponents. It shall maintain temperature within ± 2* C of the set point, which
shall be within the range 155 to 165' C (311-329c F).

The detector and sample handling components shall be suitable for con-
tinuous operation at temperatures to 200' C (392* F).
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B2.2.2 Instrument Performance Specifications:

Response Time (electrical) - 90% of full scale in 0.5 second or less.
Noise - Less than ± 1.02 of full scale on most sensitive Tange.
Repeatability - Within ± 1.0% of full scale.
Zero Drift - Less than ± 12 of full scale in 4 hours on all ranges.
Span Drift - Less than ± 1% of full scale In 2 hours.
Linearity - Response with propane in air shall be linear within
± 2% over the range of 0 to 2,000 ppmC.

B2.2.3 Range and Accuracy

SeAccuracy

0 to 10 ppaC: ± 5% of full scale with propane
calibration gas.

0 to 100 ppmC: i 2% of full scale with propane
calibration gas.

0 to 1,000 ppMC: ± 1% of full scale with propane
calibration gas.

0 to 10,000 ppmC: ± 12 of full scale with propane
calibration gas.

HB2.3 Chemiluminescence Analzer

B2.3.1 General Instrument Description: A cheamluminescence
analyzer with thermal converter shall be used for measuring nitric oxide (NO)
and total oxides of nitrogen (NOX). The chetlmi•tescence method utilizes
the principle that NO reacts with ozone (03) to give nitrogen dioxide (NO2 )
and oxygen (02). Approximately 10 percent of the NO2 is electronically
excited. The transition of excited NO2 to the ground state yields a light
emission (600-2600 nanometer region) at low pressures. The detectable region
of this emission depends on the PH-tube/optical filter beigr used in the
detector. The intensity of this emission is proportional to Ltke sass flow
rate of NO into the reactor. The light emission can be measured utilizing a
photonultiplier tube and associated electronics.

The method also utilizes the principle that N62 thermally decomposes to
NO (2')2 - 2N0 + 02). A thermal converter unit designed tL provide essentially
complece conversion of N02 to NO is included as a part of the chearluminescence
analyzer package. If the sample is passed thrtugh the converter prior to
enter'ing the chemiluminescence analyzer, an NOX readiag (NO + N02) is obtained.
If thbe converter is byp& ad, only the NO portion is indicated.
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B2.3.2 Instrument Perfonruzee $peci_.cat;ons

Response time (electrical) - 90% of full scale in 0.5 second or less.
Noise - Less than 1% of full scale.
Repeatability- ± 1% of full scale,
Zero drift - Less than i 1% of full scale in 2 hours.
Span drift - Less than ± 1% oi full scale in 2 hours.
Linearity - Linear to within ± 2% of full scale on all ranges.
Accuracy - ± 1% of full scale on all ranges.

B3. SAMPLING EQUIPMENT

B Samplin,& Probe:

B3.1. Design Concept: Local exhaust gas temperature at the nozzle
exit plane of afterburning engines may be as high as 3500* F with correspond-
ing total pressures 30 to 40 psia. Extremely careful design of the probe
coolant passages is required to remove the heat resulting from impingement of
the hoc gases on the probe surface., The coolant must have good heat transfer
properties (water is preferred), and high coolant velocities must be maintained,
especially at the probe leading edge.

In order to prtevent continued chemical reaction within the probe, a
quenching-type probe is required. Quenching of the reactions is accomplished
by adequate cooling of the tip and by expansion of the gas flow across the
orifice.

In order to properly mass weight the various samples, impact pressure
must be measured at the sampling point. Local mass flow is subsequently cal-
culated from the local impact pressure, static (ambient) pressure, and total
temperature (calculated from the gas composition). The mass weighting implies
that individual samples must be taken. Due to potential nonhomogeneities in
the exhaust straam, both radially and circumferentially, a relatively large
number of samples are required. Either a movable probe (single element) or a
fixed rake (multiple element) may be used. In either case, accurate position-
ing of the probe is required.

B3.1.2 Probe. Material: Thb parts of the probe wetted by the sample
gas, except for the probe tip, should be of stainless steel. Other material
may be used in contact with the sample gas, if it is demonstrated that the
ma, erial does not alter the composition of the sample. To assure adequate
cooling, the probe tip shall be of copper (AHS 4500).

B3.1.3 Probe Temperature: The sample line within the probe shall be
maintained at a temperature between 130 and 327' F.
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B3.1.4 Probe lTjpDesan:" The probe tip orifice shall be sized so
as to give adequate sample flow under critical flow conditions. A short
expansion section directly following shall enlarge the flow passage to a
minimum diameter of three Limes the orifice diameter. A typical probe tip
design io shown bel-ow:

-3X Dia.r

:T a••tainless Steel

Probe Body

Z-Probe Tip
Copper

B3.1.5 Total Pressure Measurement: Total pressure shall be mea-
sured within 0.2 inch of the sampling location. This permits a combination
probe tip design in which separate orifices are provided for the gas sample
and impact pressure measutements. Alternatively, both pressure measurement
and gas sample may be obtained from a single orifice, in wbich case the
measurements cannot be made simultaneously.

B3.2 Sampling Locatiuns

B3.2.1 Axial Sampling Plane: The axial sampling plate shall be
within eight inches of the platte at which the exhaust is completely expanded.
Care should be taken so that adequate clearance exitsts between the sampling
probe and exhaust nozzle for every position of the exhaust nozzle during the
test.

03.2.2 Radial Sampling Locations: A minimum of 22 sampling points
shall be used for each test condition. A minimum of five sampling points
shall be located in each of four quadrants, with two sta-pling poi.ts located
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near the engine centerline. Sampling points in adjacent quadrants shall be
separated by at least 60 degrees angular displacement.

Adjacent sampling points along each diameter should be equally spaced.
In order to accurately locate the edge of the exhaust stream, the impact
pressure at the outermost sampling point shall be between 1.05 Pamb and
1.10 Pa.b' where Pamb is the ambient pressure.

B3.3 Sample Transfer: The sample shall be transferred from the probe
to the analytical instrtunents through a heated sample line of either stain-
less steel or teflon of 0.18 to 0.32-inch ID. The sample lines shall be
maintained at a temperature of 300 ± 27* F from the probe to each analytical
ins trument.

Sample line length should be as short as possible, consistent with the
test setup. Suitable noncontaminating sample pumps shall be used to maintain
a partial vacuum within the probe so that the pressure ratio across the probe
orifice is no less than five. The total sample flow rate shall be such that
the sample gas is transported from the probe inlet to the analyzer inlet in
less than ten seconds.

B4. EQUIPMENT LAYOUT

A schematic diagram of the emissions measuring system is shown in Figure
. B2. Additional components such as instruments, thermocouples, valves,

solenoids, pumps, and switches may be used to provide additional information
and coordinate the functions of the component systems, Parallel installation
of CO and CO2 analyzers is an acceptable alternative. No desiccants, dryers,
water traps or related equipment may be used to treat the sample flowing to
the NOX analyzer. The NOX instrument configuration must be such that water
condensation is avoided throughout the instrument.

B5. INSTRUMENT ROUTINES

B5.1 NDIR Instruments: Following the instrument manufactursr's instruc-
tions for startup of instruments, the following minimum requirements shall be
adhered to:

B5.l.l Monthly Routine:

(1) Check detector tuning, following manufacturer's prescribed
routine.

(2) Set instrument zero using dry nitrogen.
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(3) Using previous gain setting check calibration curves using
calibration gas with nominal concentrations of 30, 60, and
90% of each range used. Use the same gas flow rate through
instruments during calibration as when sampling exhaust. Any
response value differing from the previous value by more than
± 3% of the previous value at the same gain setting may reflect
some problem in the instrument system, and a thorough instru-
ment check should be made. Confirm or reestablish calibration
curves for each range. Log gain reading.

(4) Check response of interference gases as called out in B2.1.4.
If unacceptable, determine cause and correct -- detector
replacement may be indicated.

B5.1.2 Daily Routine:

(1) If analyzer power is not left on continuously, allow 2 hours
for warmup. (If daily use is anticipated, it is recommended
that analyzer be left on continuously.)

(2) Replace or clean filters.

(3) Check system for leaks.

(4) Check detector tuning and record reading. If the reading
changes by more than ± 3% from the previous value, instrument
readjustment is indicated. For the following tests the temper-
ature of zero and span gas in the instrument cells shall be
within ± 2' C (± 3.6' F) of typical sample gas temperature
measured at the outlet of the sample cell, and gas flow rate
through the instruments shall be the same for zero and span
gas as for sample gas.

(5) Zero the instrument on dry nitrogen. If there is a significant
change in setting of Zero control, determine the cause and
correct.

(6) Using span gas to give 75 to 90% full-scale deflection, check
the response of the instrument on each range using the gain
setting from the previous use. If the reading differs from
the previous value by more than 3%, an instrument problem may
be indicated. Check and correct as cessary. If instrument
reading is within ± 3% of previous value, adjust gain control
to produce proper instrument output. Log gain setting at
final adjustment.

(7) Check zero with dry nitrogen and repeat step 6 if necessary.

(8) Zero and span shall be checked before and after each test, and
at approximately one-hour intervals during the test.
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S. 2 Xotal rogarbon alnzker

B5.2.1.1 0Optimiz•,Lion of Detector Response:

(1) Follow manufacturer's instructions for instrument startup
and basic operating adjustment. Fuel shall be 60% helium,
402 hydrogen containing leas than 0.1 ppmC hydrocarbon.
Air shall be "hydrocarbon-free" grade containing less
than 0.1 ppmC.

(2) Set oven temperature at 1606 C + 56 C (320* F ± 9* F) and
allow at least one-half hour after oven reaches tempera-
ture for the system to equilibrate. The teoperature is
to be maintained at set point ± 2* C (± 3.6* F).

(3) Introduce a mixture of propane in air at a propane con-
centration of about 500 ppmC. Vary the fuel flow to
burner and determine the peak response, A change in zero
may result from a change in fuel flow; therefore, the
instrument zero should be checked at each fuel flow rate.
Select an operating flow rate that will give near maximum
response and the least variation in response with minor
fuel flow variations.

-Optium

Fuel Flow '

(4) To determine the optimum airflow, use fuel flow setting
determined above and vary airflow. A typical curve for
response versus airflow is shown below:

Optimum

Air Flow

After the optimum flow settings have been determined, these
flows are to be measured and recorded for future reference.
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115.2.1.2 OgeEffc,, Check the response of the detector
with varied concentrations of oxygen in the sample following steps outlined
below; this test shall be made with oven temperature at the set point and
with gas flow to the detector at optiatm conditions, as determined ini~i 95. 2.1l.1.

(1) Introduce nitrogen (N2) zero gas and zero analyzer; check
zero using hydrocarbon-free air; the zero should be the
s amoe.

(2) The following blends of propane shall be used to determine
the effect of oxygen (02) in the sample:

Propane in N2

Propane in 90% N2 + 10% 02

Propane in air

The volume concentration of propane in the mixture reach-
[ I Ing the detector should be about 500 ppmC, and the con-

centration of both the 02 and the hydrocarbon should be
known within 1 l of the absolute value. The zero should
be checked after each mixture is measured. If the zero
has changed, then the test shall be repeated.

ý' The response to propane in air shall not differ by more
than 3% from the response to propane in the 10%-02/90%-142
mixture, nor differ by more than 5% from the response to
propane in nitrogen.

If these specifications cannot be met by changing the
sample flow rate or burner parameters, such as airflow
and/or fuel flow rate, it is recommended that the detector
be replaced.

B5.2.1.3 Linearity and Relative Response:

(1) With analyzer optimized per B5.2.1.1, the instrument
linearity shall be checked for the range 0 to 1,000 and
0 to 10,000 ppmC in air at nominal concentrations of 50
and 95% full scale of each range. The deviation of a
best fit curve from a least-squares best-fit straight
line should not exceed 2% of the value at any point. If
this specification is met, concentration values may be
calculated by use of a single calibration factor. If the
deviation exceeds 2% at any point, concentration values
shall be read from a calibration curve prepared during
this alignment procedure.
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(2) A comparison of response to the different classes of
compounds shall be made using (individually) propylene,
toluene, and n-hexane, each at 20 to 50 ppmC concentra-
tion in nitrogen. If the response to any one differs by
more than 5? from the average of the three, check instru-
ment operating parameters. Reducing sample flow rate
improves uniformity of response.

B5.2.2 Routine At Three-Month Intervals: These checks are to be
made at three-month intervals or more frequently should there be any question
regarding the accuracy of the hydrocarbon measurements:

(1) Check for and correct any leaks in system.

(2) Check and optimize burner flows (air, fuel, and sample) as
required by criteria of B5.2.1.1.

(3) Check 02 effect as outlined in B5.2.1*2. 
...

(4) Check response of propylene, toluene, and n-hexane as outlined
in B5.2.1.3.

(5) Check linearity as outlined in B5.2.1.3.

B5.2.3 Daily Routine

(1) Clean or replace filters.

(2) Check instrument for leaks.

(3) Check instrument temperatures.

(4) Ascertain that all flows to detector are correct.

(5) Check zero with zero gas.

(6) The response using blends of propane in air shall be checked
on each range:

For range Use

0 to 10 ppmC 7 to 10 ppmC propane in air
0 to 100 ppmC 70 to 100 ppmC propane in air
0 to 1,000 ppmC 700 to 1,000 ppmC propane in air

If the response differs from the last previous check value by more
than 3% of the value logged during the last prior day's use, an
instrument problem may be indicated.
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A zero and span San check #hall be made before and after each test
and at approximately one-hour interval during the test. If the
cumulative changes exceed 3% during the day, an instrument problem
may be indicated.

B5.3 Chemiluainescence Analyzer, Follow the instrument manufacturer's
instructions for startup of instrument.

15.3.1 Thermal Converter Efficienacy Check: Check the NOX to NO
converter efficiency by the following procedure. Use the apparatus described
and illustrated below:

NOX Converter Efficiency Detector

_I

~• 0
0 O/2 orAi

upply2 Converter

C2 V2  Connector

(a) Attach the NOIN2 supply (150-250 ppm) at C2 , the 02 supply
at C1 , and the analyzer inlet connect~ion to the efficiency
detector at C3 . If lower concentrations of NO are used, air
may be used in place of 02 to facilitate better control of
the NO2 generated during step (d).

(b) With the efficiescy detector variac off, place the N02u con-

verter in bypass mode and close valve V3. Open valve .3V2
until sufficient flow and stable readings are obtained at the
analyzer. Zero and span the analyzer output to indicate the
value of the NO concentration betng used. Recnrd this con-
centration-
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(c) Open valve V3 (on/off flow control solenoid valve for 02) and
adjust valve NVl (02 supply metering valve) to blend enough
02 to lower the NO concentration (h) about 102. Record this
concentration.

(d) Turn on the ozonator and increase its supply voltage until the
NO concentration of (c) is reduced to about 202 of (b). NO2
is now being formed from the NO+03 reaction, There must
always be at least 102 unreacted NO at this point. Record
this concentration.

(e) When a stable reading has been obtained from (d), place the
NOX converter in the convert mode. The analyzer will not
indicate the total NOX concentration. Record this 4oncen-
tration.

(f) Turn off the ozonator and allow the analyzer reading to sta-
bilize. The mixture NO+C2 it still passing through the cona-
verter. This reading is the total NOX concentration of the
dilute NO span gas used at step (c). Record this concentra-
tion.

(g) Close valve V3. The NO concentration should be equal to or
greater than the reading of (d) indicating whether the NO

contains any NO2.

Calculate the efficiency of the NO1 converter by substituting
"the concentraticnu obtained during the test into the following
equation.

% Eff. - -- - 1002
M - (4)

The efficiency of the converter should be greater than 90 per-
cent. Adjusting the converter temperature may be needed to
m.-ximize the efficiency.

(h) If the converter efficiency is not greater than 90 percent,
tfie cause of the inefficiency shall be determined and corrected
before the instrument is used.

(i) The converter efficiency shall be checked at least monthly.

B5.3.2 Monthly Routine

(I) Adjust analyzer to optimize performance.

(2) Set instrument zero using zero grade nitrogen.
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(3) Calibrate the NOX analyzer with nitric oxide (nitrogen diluent)
gases having nominal concentrationa of 50 and 95% of full scale
on each range used. Use the same gas flow rate through the
instrument during calibration as when sampling exhaust. Log
zero and gain settings.

B5.3.3 Daily_ Routine

(1) If analyzer power is not left on continuously, allow two

hours for warmup.

(2) Clean or replace filters.

(3) Check system for leaks.

(4) Ascertain that flow to detector is correct.

(5) Check zero with zero grade nitrogen.

j (6) Zero and span shall be checked before and after each test and
also at approximately one-hour intervals during the test.

B6. REFERENCE GASES

B6.1 Mixture Composition: Reference gases for carbon monoxide and carbon
dioxide shall be prepared using nitrogen as the diluent. They may be blended
singly or as dual component mixtures. Nitric oxide reference gas shall be
blended in nitrogen. Hydrocarbon reference gas shall be propane in air.
Zero gas shall be nitrogen, or optionally high purity air as specified in
B6. 4.

B6.2 Calibration Gases: Calibration gases shall be certified by the
vendor as accurate within ± 1%.

B6.3 Span Gases: Span gases shall be supplied by the vendor to a stated
accuracy within ± 2%.

B6.4 Zero Gas: Nitrogen zero gas shall be minimum 99.998% N2 with less
than 1 ppm CO. This gas shall be used to zero the CO, CO2 and NO analyzer.

Zero-grade air shall not exceed 0.1 ppmC hydrocarbon. This gas shall be
used to zero the HC analyzer. Zero-grade air includes artificial air consist-
ing of a blend of N2 and 02 with 02 concentration between 18 and 21 mole
percent.
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B7. TEST PROCEDURE

B71 Test Layout: Set up engine, sampling equipment, and analysis

equipment as specified in Sections B3 and B4.

B7.2 Fuel: The fuel =aed shall be as specified by the engine manufac-
turer. The carbon-to-hydrogen ratio shall be determined and this parameter
is required in the calculation of results (Section B9). The emissions
determined by this procedure may be a function of the type of fuel used and
so the type of fuel shall be included as an integral part of the test data,
as specified in Section B8.

B7.3 Ambient Conditions: Changes in ambient temperature, pressure,
and humidity can cause changes in emissions levels both through direct
changes in combustor conditions and through changes in engine operating
parameters. Since generally accepted methods are not currently available
for correcting test data to standard conditions, extremes of ambient condi-
tione should be avoided. Ambient temperature, pressure, and humidity shall
be measured for the test records (Section B8).

B7.4 Instrument Calibration: Calibrate exhaust analysis instruments
befo?'•= ind after each test period using daily procedures given in Section B5.

B7.5 Test Sequence:

(a) Start engine and adjust to desired power setting. Allow
adequate time for stabilization.

(b) Measure concentrations of CO, C02 , HC, NO, NOx, and impact
pressure on a minimum of 22 radial sampling locations as
specified in Section B3.2.2.

(c) The engine may then be stabilized at another power setting
and measurements made as in (b) above. Repeat until test
series is complete.

38. MINIMUM INFORMATION TO BE RECORDED

The following information, as applicable, shall form a part of the
permanent record for each test.

B8.1 General

(a) Facility performing test and location.

(b) Individual responsible for conduct of test.
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(c) Test number, reading number, etc.

(d) Date

(e) Time

(f) Fuel type, fuel specification, additives, HC ratio, and
method of determination.

(g) Ambient Conditions: Temperature, pressure, humidity.

(h) Test procedure designation.

(i) Exceptions, if any, to this procedure.

B8.2 Engine Description

(a) Manufacturer

(b) Model number, serial number.

(c) Time since overhaul and other pertinent maintenance infor-
mation.

B8.3 EngIne Operating Data

(a) Nominal- power setting, throttle angle.

(b) Rotaticnal speed; NI, N2 .

(c) Fuel flow (main engine and afterburner).

(d) Airflow aud method of determination.

(e) Compressor discharge temperature and method of determination.

(f) Compressor discharge pressure or EPR.

(g) Exhaust nozzle position.

(h) Thrust.

(i) Fuel temperature.

(J) Engine bypass ratio.

(k) Engine inlet (ram) tuoal temperature.
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B8.4 Exhaust Sampling Data

(a) Axial sampling location.

(b) Radial sampling location (distance from projected engine
centerline).

(c) Concentrations of CO, C02 , HC, NO and NOX at each sampling
locaLion.

(d) Probe implCt pressure at each sampling location.

(e) Sample line temperature.

(f) Sample line pressure within probe.

(g) Probe coolant temperatures.

B9. CALCULATION OF RESULTS

For afterburning engines, chemical reactions can continue in the exhaust
plumes downstream of the nozzle exit plane. The higher the exhaust tempera-
ture at the exit plane, the greater is the extent of subsequent reactions.
The composition of the exhaust at the nozzle exit plane is thus not represen-
tative of the actual levels of pollutants ejected into the surrounding
atmosphere, the actual levels being generally less than the levels at the.
nozzle exit plane. The measured emissions levels must thus be corrected for

-:7 plume reactions through the use of a computer program derived from a reactive
plume analytical model.

B9.1 Plume Model Input Data

The plume model computer program computes mixing and reactions along a
maximum of 11 stream tubes in the plume, but the measurements are made at 22radial probe positions. The 22 separate measurements must be reduced to 11

values before insertion into the plume model. To accomplish this, the impact
pressure measurements are first plotted against radial position, as shown in
Figure B3, and a smooth, avevaged curve is drawn through the data. The outer
radius (Re) of the exhaust Jet is taken as that radial location at which the
impact pressure equals the ambient pressure.

Similarly, the CO and C02 concentration data are plotted against radial
position (Figure B4) and smooth, average curves shall be drawn through each
set of data. The plume model computer program requires that input CO and C02
composition data be on a semi-dry basis; that is, with O.6C2% moisture in the
sample. In case the samples were not partially dried (with an ice trap) to
this level, then appropriate correction factors shall be applied. Suitable
correction factors are given in Section A9.3 of this pro..edure.
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Finally, the HC and NOx concentration data shall be plotted 4111iinsL

radial position, as shown in Figure S5. If large variations in W: concon-
trations are noted across the strem, then the HC data shall be plotted on
semilogarithmic coordinate paper, as in Figure B5.

The exhaust area, as determinod by Ro, shiall be divided into 11 eqtal
areas by defining

nRZ
g " ll(B15)

The 11 radial locations, R1 , are then selected to be in the center of each of
11 equal areas. Thus,

(2 g (BI6)

where 1 u 1, 2, --- , 11.

This equatiou can be simplified to yield

Ri 0.2132 Ro -(21-i1) (B17)

where i 1, 2,--, 11.

The complete list of input data required for the plume model computer
program is given in Table B1 along with a brief description of each vari-
able. Note that Item 5, RA1lJ, is equal to Ro expressed in feet, Similarty,
Item 13, RADII, is equal to Ri expressed in feet.

The local gas composition at ;he 11 selected radial locations (Item 12,
CAROL) must be expressed either in mole fraction, parts per million, or some
unit proportional to mole fractions. Note that mixed units (e.g., ppm and %)
cannot be entered. Item 19, SF, is the scale factor appropriate to the units
used.

The emissions indices for NOX (LINe2C) and for CO (EICOC) at the after-
burner inlet are also required for inputs to the plume model. These values
are normally obtained from previous meauurements on the engine at military
power.

For mixed flow augmentors, in which afterburaing fuel is injected into
the mixed itream consisting of core engine exhaaust and fan air, the overall
engine bypass ratio (BETA) may be obtained from engine cycle data. The local
bypass ratio (BLOC) at each probe location is generally obtained from emis-
sions measurements at military power condition.
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Data Item No. 20 (PRINT) contains the axial stations at which the output
is to be printed. Data shall be calculated and reported for at least three
axial stations as follows: (1) nozzle exit plane (zero feet aft), (2) 35
times RADJ, and (3) 50 times RADJ. Data may be calculated for additional
axial stations in order to follow the course of reactions within the plume.
Reactions are substantially completed at 35 times RADJ.

The Computer Program User's Manual should be consulted for additional
information and for the complete description of the plume model computer pro-
gram. The User's Manual has been published as Supplement 2 to APAPL-TR-75-52.

B9.2 Plume Model Output

At each axial station, as designated in the input data, the plume model
computer program calculates various quantities related to mixing and reactions
in the plume along t-he 11 stream tubes initially selected. In addition, at
each station, the following overall or integrated values are calculated, and
shall be reported:

Total Flow, pps: Gas Mixture, Fuel

Emission Indices, lb/lO00 lb fuel: CO, HC, NOx

Contaminant Flow, pps: CO. RC, NOx

The overall values shall be examined for internal consist.ncy. The
following criteria shall apply:

(a) Calculated fuel flow shall agree wit'Lin ± 15% with the metered
total engine fuel flow. If the agreement I.s not within 15%, then
the plume model input data shall be reasseesed. In particular,
the curves of concentration versus radial location shall be
examined to determine that the composition of the samples is
representative of the actual local composition.

(b) Emission indices and contaminant flows at axial station 50 times
s RAW shall be within 5% of the value calculated for axial stations

35 times RADJ. If such is not the case, the computer program shall
be rerun for an axial station of 70 time' RADJ.
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